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Abstract 

The continuous operation ot a tokamak fusion reactor requires, among 
other things, a means of providing continuous coroidal current. Such 
operation is preferred to the conventional pulsed operation, where the plasma 
current is induced by a time-varying magnetic field. A variety of methods has 
been proposed to provide continuous current, including methods which utilize 
particle beams or radio frequency waves in any of several frequency regimes. 
Currents as large as half a mega-amp have iiow been produced in the laboratory 
by such raeans, and experimentation in these techniques has now involved major 
tokamak facilities worldwide. 
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I. Preliminaries 
A. Introduction « 

The theory of current-drive relies upon a number of other concepts: the 
tokamak, plasma waves, wave-particle interactions, and other elementary r 

notions. In this first chapter, we briefly review these notions, outline the 
scope of our problem, and try to give a feel for the parameter regime which we 
are concerned about in this paper. Here, we try to acquaint the non-tokamak 
specialist with the motivation behind driving current. Subsequent chapters 
are written with a less casual reader in mind. 

B. The Tokamak 
Current-drive refers to the production of toroidal electric current in a 

plasma torus - that is, current that encircles the torus hole. Vie review here 
a number of methods that have been invented to drive such a current. The 
intended use of this current is the enabling of a tokamak fusion reactor to 
operate continuously. This is an exciting prospect. Current generation is a 
fundamental process, and may enjoy broader applications than just to tokamaks, 
but the focus here will be on tokamaks, where these techniques can be assessed 
with one particular goal in mind. 

The tokamak, a toroidal magnetic trap, has emerged today as the leading 
approach to controlling nuclear fusion for the purpose of electrical power 
generation. The central problem of controlled nuclear fusion is the 
confinement of the charged constituents of the fusile fuel. These particles 
are so hot that they form a completely ionized plasma. Since a large magnetic 
field inhibits charged particle motion perpendicular to it, the confinement 
problem may be reduced from three dimensions to one dimension by immersing the 
plasma in a strong magnetic field; unbounded charged particle motion is then 
permitted only along the field lines, except for a much slower diffusion of 
particles across field lines when particles collide. Confinement in the third 
dimension is achieved by bending the field lines into a circle, hence, the 
toroidal geometry. , 

Unfortunately, however, bending the magnetic field introduces other 
forces on the plasma which tend to destroy the confinement. The effect of * 
these forces can be neutralized by twisting the magnetic lines of force while 
they are being bent into the toroidal shape. The resultant, twisted field is 
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the sum of two fields, a toroidal field encircling the torus hole and a 
poloidal field encircling the center of the minor cross section of the torus 
(see Fig. 1.1), In a tokamak, the toroidal field component is large compared 
to the poloidal field component. 

How does a twist in the field lines stabilize particle motion? The 
stabilization here is somewhat analogous to the stabilization against gravity 
of coal particles in a coal slurry in a long pipe by superposing on the 
longitudinal flow a swirling (poloidal) motion around the pipe axis. The eoal 
particles are always falling relative to the liquid, but because of their 
entrainment in the swirling motion, they spend the same amount of time falling 
towards the pipe axis as away from it. The particles are then entrained in 
nested, somewhat off-center, surfaces. In a tokamak, the magnetic field plays 
the role of the liquid flow lines, and charged particles do not stray far from 
what are called magnetic surfaces. 

The toroidal magnetic field is easily produced by poloidal electric 
currents flowing in coils outside the plasma that encircle the mirror cross 
section and threal the torus hole. The poloidal magnetic field is more 
difficult to produce — it may be produced by a toroidal current, but this 
current must flow inside the plasma. The natural way to produce this current 
is by inducing a constant toroidal electric field in the plasma. This may be 
done by treating the plasma ,".s a secondary in a transformer circuit. Placed 
outside the plasma is a primary coil whose axis threads che hole of the plasma 
torus. This is the basic tokamak design. In fact, the word tokamak, coined 
by Golovin, is a Russian acronym for "toroidalnaya kamara i magnitnaya 
katushka," meaning "toroidal chamber and magnetic coil," after its salient 
features. Mote, however, a fundamental limitation: a toroidal electric field 
has curl, so by Maxwell's equation (v x E = -aB/3t), a constant toroidal 
electric field can be sustained only by a monotonically changing magnetic 
field, hence only temporarily, limited by the magnetic flux available from the 
primary circuit. In a tokamak reactor, the required electric field is small, 
so each pulse might last as long as an hour. 

There is a considerable technological advantage in building a tokainak 
that could operate in a continuous rather than in a pulsed mode. For steady-
state operation, a method of continuously driving the toroidal current is 
essential. This paper reports on methods of providing such a current. 



C. Current-Drive Apparatus - Brief Overview 
To provide a toroidal current continuously, some toroidal asymmetry must 

be introduced into the tokamak. He shall consider several means of tampering 
with a toroidal plasma to distinguish one toroidal direction over the other. 

For example, traveling waves may be induced in the tokamak. These waves 
may be injected via a phased array of waveguides or coil arrays at the 
periphery of the tokamak or, at higher frequencies, a horn waveguide may be 
pointed at the tokamak tilted with respect to one toroidal direction. In such 
a manner, an asymmetry is produced; we shall examine shortly the physical 
basis for the current generation. One may imagine, for now, that the 
traveling wave could carry toroidal momentum which might be transmitted to 
either the plasma electrons or ions, hut not both. Figure 1.2 gives a feel 
for apparatus that might be used to provide asymmetry by injecting waves in 
various frequency regions. 

Alternatively, one might direct neutral beams into the tokamak. These 
beams penetrate the magnetic fields as neutrals, but are quickly ionized when 
in contact with the hot plasma. The ionized beams are then confined by the 
magnetic fields. Directing the beams with a component in one toroidal 
direction may provide the required asymmetry. Figure 1.3 depicts a neutral 
beam injector designed for the TFTR tokamak at Princeton. 

Other roads to asymmetry are available as well. The tokamak walls might 
be asymmetric reflectors of radiation or particles. Frozen pellets of 
hydrogen might be injected, in some way, asymmetrically. 

Thus, particle beams, traveling waves, and reflectors all exemplify tools 
for current generation. Not every asymmetry leads to useful current 
production. The goal of this review is to identify the most promising 
possibilities. 

D. Early Principles 
That waves could be employed in generating toroidal electric current in a 

plasma torus was recognized as early as 1952, when Thonemann et al.. produced a 
current in a small cold plasma confined in a toroidal glass tube. A traveling 
wave was induced around the device so that electrons were pushed relative to 
ions. The wave itself was evanescent in the device, but that mattered little 
because the device was so small. 
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The challenge to apply this technique to larger devices did not come till 
much later. The tokamak approach had been formulated in 1950 by Tamm and 
Sakharov, but it was not until a series of successful tokamak experiments, 
headed by Artsimovich of the Kurchatov Institute, was conducted in the 1960's 
that the concept gained serious acceptance. In 1968, a very hot plasma with a 
long confinement time was reported on the Russian T-3 tokamak. 

It was recognized then that the basic tokamak design might be improved 
considerably if the toroidal current coul<J be produced continuously. The 
leading suggestions at the time were to do so by means of neutral beams 
(Ohkawa, 1970) or by means of AlfvSn waves (Wort, 1971), the latter method 
being somewhat reminiscent of Thonemann's experiment. These methods were both 
motivated by the two principles that guided early current-drive research: 

1. An external source that deposits toroidal momentum into electrons is 
necessary for current generation. 

2. It is most efficient to push slow electrons. 

It is worthwhile to explore these early principles, although, as it turned 
* out, neither is exactly correct. 

The first principle is exemplified by each of these early suggestions, 
neutral beams and Alfven waves. Neutral beams (discussed in more detail 
later) enter the plasma, ionize, and then collide primarily with the 
electrons, resulting in a drift of electrons relative to ions. Alfvgn waves 
similarly push the electrons: the Alfven wave is somewhat like a moving 
magnetic mirror and, as envisioned by Wort, pushes electrons in a peristaltic 
fashion. Exemplifying the second principle, in both cases, is the fact that 
thermal electrons (as opposed to superthermal, v > v T, electrons, where v™ is 
the electron thermal velocity) are pushed. In the case of neutral beams, this 
occurs because, while all electrons contribute to slowing down the beams, most 
electrons are thermal. In the case of AlfvSn waves, this occurs because the 
wave phase velocity is picked so that only slow electrons are pushed by the 
wave. 

Let us digress for a moment to review the basics of the wave-particle 
interaction. Momentum and energy can be exchanged between waves and particles 
obeying a resonance condition: either the sc-called Landau resonance u-k-v 
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= 0, or, in the case of a strong magnetic field, the cyclotron resonance, u-
kiVii-na = 0, where w and k are the wave frequency and wave number, a is the 
particle cyclotron frequency, 5 is the particle velocity and n is an 
integer. Vector quantities may be decomposed into projections parallel and 
perpendicular to the magnetic field - thus, v. and v^ are the particle speeds, 
respectively, parallel and perpendicular to the strong dc magnetic field B. 
(The problem, of course, is to generate current in the parallel, which is 
roughly the toroidal, direction.) The sense of the wave-particle interaction 
is dictated by the sense of a diffusion process: particles near equilibrium 
generally occupy lower energy states rather than high energy states; hence, it 
is the wave which transfers its energy (a positive quantity) and momentum to 
the resonant particles. In the case of AlfvSn waves, the Landau resonance 
condition iu-k,,v,| = 0 pertains, and the wave frequency and wave number are 
picked so that v» is subthermal, i.e., v,i < Vf, while the perpendicular 
velocity of resonant electrons is, on average, v. => v™. 

The first early principle is merely an intuition; the second principle 
rests on the notion that it is easier to push a slow electron than a fast 
electron (slow and fast refer here to motion in the direction parallel to the 
push). Suppose an electron with mass m and charge q (q = -e), in interacting 
with a wave or other source of momentum, is accelerated from velocity v1 = v»i| 
+ vL to velocity $ + Avni,., where i|| is the unit vector in the parallel 
direction. The parallel momentum absorbed by this electron is miv«; the 
incremental current carried by this electron is Aj = qAv«; and the incremental 
increase in the electron kinetic energy is Ae = mv«Av.. The fact that the 
ratio of absorbed energy to incrementax current, Ae/Aj, is proportional to the 
velocity projection v= indicates that it is energetically favorable to 
accelerate a slower, rather than faster, electron. Thus, Ohkawa's neutral 
beans push thermal electrons and Wort's Alfv€n waves are designed to push low-
v. electrons. 

E. Fast Electrons 

Although it may be easier to push slow electrons, it may actually be more 
effective to push fast electrons. In practice, this would be done by 
Injecting waves with faster parallel phase velocities to deposit momentum in 
faster resonant electrons. 
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The Coulomb collision cross section becomes smaller with increasing 
relative speed between the colliding particles. Thus, fast, superthennal 
electrons collide less often than slower thermal electrons, since the average 
relative speed between superthermal electrons and most other electrons and 
ions is far greater than the relative speed between thermal electrons and most 
other electrons and ions. In fact, the ratio of these speeds is roughly v/v T, 
where v is the superthermal electron velocity. 

Although it may be energetically expensive to accelerate fast electrons 
in the first place, this energy deposition need occur less often. Current 
lasts longer when carried by relatively less collisional electrons, so the 
power requirements to sustain a given current against collisions can be 
small. To derive this, assume that the velocity ? of an electron is 
randomized by collisions in a momentum destruction time 1/v(v). An 
incremental energy input 4e then produces an incremental current Aj that 
persists for time 1/v. From the preceding section, we have the relationship 

II 

The power requirement to refresh this current at time intervals 1/v is 

P d = vie . (1.2) 

Combining Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) and adapting the notation J=4j (the only 
currant is the driven current), we have the steady-state efficiency 

£ 9 (1,3) 
P d m V |v(v) ' K U 3 ) 

Evidently, the efficiency (or current per power dissipated) is maximized when 
the expression Vfv(v) is minimized. There arB two Important limits; for v^ + 
0, but Vĵ  « v T, we have v ~ constant; for v» >> v™, however, we have v -
Vvj. The first limit, which characterizes the case of Alfv^n waves, results 
in a high efficiency since J/Pd - 1/Vu and V| is small. The second limit, 
which characterizes the case of waves with high parallel phase velocity, also 
results in a high efficiency since J/P^ - v?, with Vu large. The second case, 
identified by Fisch (1978)» argues for the utilization of the so-called lower-
hybrid wave which can easily be excited in a plasma with high parallel phase 
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velocity. These two regimes in which high efficiency might be attained are 
c'epieted in Fig. 1.4. 

Although, in principle, high current-drive efficiency can be realized in 
either of these limits, the low-phase-velocity approach suffers from a serious 
drawback. In tokamaks, it is just the low-V|| average-v^ electrons that are 
trapped in magnetic wells and prevented from flowing freely along the field 
lines. As pointed out by Bickerton (1972), these electrons cannot then carry 
current as required for Alfved wave current-drive. This objection is both 
fundamental and serious and may be responsible for the absence of serious 
experimental effort in this otherwise hopeful regime for current-drive {but 
see Sec. II1.B). 

The problem of trapped electrons does not, luckily, touch on the opposite 
high efficiency limit, i.e., that of lower-hybrid waves. Electrons with high 
V|| and average v± would be just those electrons that are not trapped. The 
most intense effort in current-drive has, in fact, been directed at this 
limit, and lower-hybrid current-drive experiments have now been performed at 
major tokamak facilities worldwide. 

To illustrate the effect on the electron distribution function f caused 
by the injection of high-phase-velocity waves, we reproduce in Fig. 1.5 the 
results of a numerical calculation (Karney and Fisch, 1979). The details of 
this calculation are reserved for Sec. 2.8; note, however, that the Joint 
action of both interparticle collisions and unidirectional waves results in an 
asymmetric distribution-'function, indicating the presence of current. Note 
also that electrons slower than the phase velocity of the injected waves tend 
to be Maxwellian; in the resonant region, however, there exists a plat-eiu of 
electrons with high perpendicular temperature. 

The asymmetry, it turns out, is large enough to signify very large 
currents, in the vicinity of what would be needed for a tokatoak reactor. 
Progress in the laboratory since 1978 has proceeded at a quick pace as shown 
in Fig. 1.6. Currents in excess of 500 kA have now been generated by this 
method. 
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F, The Cyclotron Resonance 
In the previous section, it was shown that pushing fast electrons may be 

efficient, something contrary to early thinking on current-drive. Here, 
fallowing Fisch and Boozer (1980), w*3 show, in r.ontra3t to the other principle 
of early current-drive theory, that an outside source of parallel momentum !s 
not a necessity for efficient current generation. The falsification of the 
principle means that waves such as electron-cyclotron waves may be useful for 
driving current. 

To see that momentum input is not necessary, consider pushing in the 
perpendicular direction (say from velocity space position 1 to position 2 as 
depicted in Fig. 1.7a) an electron that is moving to the right in the parallel 
direction. The probability that current is retained by an electron decays 
with time, though this decay is quicker for slower, more collisional 
electrons. Thus, the current carried by the electron at later times, depicted 
in Fig. 1.7b, is a function of its initial velocity space coordinates. 
Although the initial dislocation of the electron does not impart to it 
parallel momentum, or equivalently there is no instantaneous production of 
current, there is net production of current that appears, with delay, 
subsequent to the push; essentially, this current is the difference between 
the two curves of Fig. 1.7b. One may imagine that, at first, the electron 
velocity distribution is symmetric, with equal numbers of electrons going to 
the left and to the right. If, as a result of our pushing in the 
perpendicular direction electrons going to the right, the right-going current 
persists longer, then an imbalance will appear at some later time in the form 
of a current. The repeated pushing of electrons in this manner results then 
in a steady current. 

Notd that current has been produced in the absence of momentum input. 
Lest this appear to violate the conservation of momentum, observe that if 
electrons moving to the right are heated perpendicularly and hence are less 
collis-onal, they will drag less on the ion population than do the unheated 
electrons moving to the left. Ions, therefore, on balance are dragged to the 
left, conserving the total momentum of both species. 

The electron-cyclctron wave interacts with electrons ir Just the way 
envisioned here, by pushing resonant electrons largely in the perpendicular 
direction. Electrons with V| = (u-n.)/k| are resonant with the wave, and by 
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pointing a horn antenna tangentially into the plasma (so that the Jc. spectrum 
Is not symmetric), electrons moving in one toroidal direction are selected 
over counter-streaming electrons. 

The cyclotron resonance would have been of little use for current-drive 
were momentum input required. This is because these waves are nearly free-
space waves with superluminous parallel phase velocities (ui/k. > c). Since 
wave energy is proportional to tun, while wave momentum is proportional to hK, 
these waves have relatively negligible parallel momentum. Consequently, when 
they do interact with electrons, they impart their energy in such a way as to 
push the electrons largely in the perpendicular direction. There is a 
hieraehy of sorts in the waves so far discussed: Alfven waves have a high 
content of parallel momentum, lower-hybrid waves have a low content, and 
electron-cyclotron waves are almost absent in parallel momentum. 

G. Application to Reactors 
The preceding sections introduced already a number of steady-state 

current-drive techniques. Here we remark upon the utility of these schemes 
for the application of interest, the steady-state tokamak reactor. 

At present, the parameters of what will eventually be a successful 
tokamak reactor are purely speculative. In the 1970's, the UWMAK reactor 
studies (e.g., Badger et al., 1973) offered a reactor with a major radius, R, 
of 13 meters and a minor radius, a, of 5 meters. This is now considered to be 
too large to be attractive to commercial utility interests. Designs now tend 
to be smaller, say R = 8 and a = 3- Something like 10 HA will be the required 
toroidal current. 

Two rough formulas illustrate the quantities and parameters with which we 
are concerned. One quantity i3 the ratio of current I generated to power 
dissipated P, which may be written, in the case of lower-hybrid waves as 

2 
i a < y / V fj j jo, togs k 

P 30 Vll H a t t ' 
where T^Q is the temperature normalized to 10 keV, n<n is the density 
normalized to 101^cm"^, and R 1 is the major radius in meters. Note that the 
right-hand side of Eq. (1.4) is strictly independent of temperature; the 
thermal velocity was introduced to accentuate the importance of the parameter 
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v h / v T , which governs wave damping. Typically, one might expect (v o i,/v T)' ! = 
20. For T 1 0 = 0.1, R 1 = 1, and n ^ = 0.1, typical of present-day experiments, 
it would take about 3 watts absorbed by the proper electrons to drive 2 amps 
of current. Typical needs might be several hundred kA and up to several MW of 
rf power might be available. The power P, referred to in Eq. (1.4), indicates 
.wave power that is absorbed by targeted resonant electrons. Not included in 
the measure of efficiency, I/P, is the efficiency of producing and delivering 
this power to the targeted electrons. Our concern in this review will focus 
on the ratio I/P, with the understanding that further sources of inefficiency 
need be considered too. 

A quantity of interest for reactor applications is the ratio of rf power 
needed to sustain the current required for confinement to the fusion power ?*• 
generated by the reactor. The ratio Prf/Pf gives a rough estimate of the 
circulating power requirements, once the inefficiencies of producing the rf 
power and delivering it to the targeted electrons are taken into account, A 
rough estimate of P-f/P* in terms of macroscopic plasma parameters may be 
written as 

!H = U5 ! ( 1 5, 
P J/P 1/2 ' <'••" i 

f d < n14 T10 a1 R1> ( 3 T10" 2> 
where a-| is the minor radius in meters and J/Pd is a dimensionless efficiency! 
parameter; for lower-hybrid waves with ( v D n / v T ) 2 = 20, we have J/Pj = 30. ; 

Equation (1.5) is a reasonable approximation in the regime 1 < T 1 0 < 3, which 
is the contemplated regime for D-T tokamak fusion reactors. 

Two designs are considered in Table 1. For the small and cold design, 
Prf/Pf> = 0.1; considering then other inefficiencies, which might waste as much 
as twice the absorbed power, a circulating power of about 30J of the fusion 
output is required to drive the current. It would be debatable as to whether 
the large circulating power requirement is worth the trouble. On the other 
hand, for the large and hot design, Prf/Pf < 0.02, which implies that were 
such a reactor desirable, the current-drive power requirements to make it 
steady state would be easily met. 

The desire for tokamak reactors that are both small and continuously 
operating forces us to take factors of two in power requirements very 
seriously. At present, contemplated current-drive mechanisms are neither so 
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power intensive that they could be dismissed out of hand, nor are they such 
meager consumers of power that the exact power requirement is not of 
interest. As a result, it has been necessary to evaluate carefully the power 
requirements of schemes for generating current. In part, because different 
schemes work better in different tokamak parameter regimes and because the 
ultimate reactor regime is still a matter of great debate, it is still 
worthwhile to considar, at present, a large number of possibilities. 

Design 1 Design 2 
(small and cold) (large and hot) 

T ) 0 , 1 T 1 0 = 2 
n-14 = 1 n 1 l } = 1/3 
a 1 z 3 a 1 = 5 
H 1 = 8 R, = 13 
P f = 1.8 GW P f - 3.3 GW 
H = 1.5 MW/m2 H p= 1 MW/m2 

r f f_!5 1 on* r f r 15 i ,„ 
p- = (3^) 20? — » (JJ^-) 3% 

Table 1. Paradigmatic Reactor Designs 

(H is the wall loading and Prf- is the rf power that is absorbed by targeted 
electrons.) 

H, Advantages of Steady-State Operation 
Steady-state operation is desirable for a number of very different 

reasons. It is very difficult, at present, in the absence of working 
reactors, to assess exactly how important these advantages are. Here we very 
briefly enumerate some of the chief attractive features of steady-state 
operation. 

Structural components of the pulsed tokamak will be subjected to large 
temperature variations, resulting in heat stresses that may significantly 
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shorten their lifetime. The continuously operating tokamak presents a 
couitant temperature environment, which should increase component lifetime and 
allow a wider choice of materials. Additionally, the pulsed tokamak presents 
fluctuating magnetic forces to the large magnets, incurring mechanical 
fatigue. As a result of these forces, which occur both in and out of the coil 
plane, extensive and expensive structural reinforcement may be necessary. 

Tokamaks are subject to disruptions, unpredictable sudden losses of 
confinement. Presumably, some parameter regimes are less prone to disruption 
than others, and with steady-state operation, the steady-state tokamak 
parameters can be chosen to lie in a favorable regime. A frequently pulsed 
tokamak, on the other hand, must negotiate often through many parameter 
regimes, some of which are no doubt perilous. Disruptions are taken, at 
present, quite seriously; as much as a kilogram of material might be ablated 
from the tokamak walls as the result of one disruption and only several 
hundred might be tolerated in a reactor lifetime. 

The apparatus that produces the steady-state current is less cumbersome 
than the transformer coils that produce the ohmic, pulsed current. Replacing 
the transformer coils frees up valuable space in the tokamak hole, which could 
instead be used, e.g., for shielding material or energy extraction means. 
Alternatively, it might be geometrically favorable to build a low aspect ratio 
tokamak (a/R large) and shrink the hole. 

The toroidal magnetic field in tokamak reactors is likely to be provided 
by superconducting coils. The refrigeration requirements for these coils are 
likely to be greater in a pulsed reactor where time-varying magnetic fields 
could produce inductive losses in the coils. 

The continuously operating tokamak also has the economic advantage of 
less down time. The down time in pulsed reactors is utilized to reset the 
transformer coils. Shortening this dwell period requires more expensive 
electric power supplies, and some form of temporary storage of the plasma 
thermal energy may be required. 

Against these and other benefits must be weighed the liabilities 
associated with the capital cost, the circulating power requirements, and the 
reliability of the current-drive apparatus. 
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I. Intent, Scope, and Additional Resources 
The intent of this work is to acquaint the nonspeeialist with an exciting 

area of plasma physics, as well as to direct the active researcher towards 
what this author considers to be the present frontier in the field. 
Accordingly, the material here is in part tutorial, in part advanced, and in 
part fairly opinionated. Sections can be omitted on a first reading, although 
this is not directly indicated. This work is also intended to be a 
compilation of the relevant resources on the topic of current-drive. 

Insufficient attention in this review is paid to the topic of wave 
propagation. Here, we focus on the wave-particle interaction that occurs 
after the waves have been injected at the plasma boundary, have possibly 
tunneled through a small region of wave evanescence, have possibly propagated 
through a region of plasma turbulence, and have arrived at the plasma center 
where they may be absorbed by the plasma. Figure 1.8 schematically 
illustrates these regimes for the case of lower-hybrid waves. The lower-
hybrid wave grill, an endfire waveguide array pioneered by Lallia (1974) and 
by Brambilla (1976), optimizes the coupling of the wave to the plasma 
vessel. Different waves, however, propagate differently, and it is a sepa-ate 
project to explore, in detail and for each wave, the theory of wave 
propagation. Of the waves we consider here, the electron-cyclotron wave is a 
free space wave, whi > the lower-hybrid wave exists only in the plasma, but 
can be described, using an eikonal approximation, in terms of rays. Other 
waves, such as low-frequency magnetosonic waves, are global eigenmodes of the 
plasma torus. 

There has been, of course, much work devoted to tracing waves from the 
plasma periphery to the plasma center, the details of which are but touched on 
here. For a review of recent work of ray tracing, one may consult Bonoli 
(1984), and Santini (1985) recently reviewed the theory of lower-hybrid 
waves. The theory of plasma waves is presented in the classic work of Stix 
(1962). 

Other general sources may be useful. Recent tokamatc developments towards 
a working fusion reactor are described by Furth (1979). Engineering 
considerations are given by Conn (1983). A fine set of course notes on the 
topic of current-drive n.".* been prepared by Uckan (1985), including, among 
other things, more emphasis than here on the propagation characteristics of 
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different waves. For a i«ore elementary review of wave-driven currents, see 
Fisch (1983). A classic text on plasma physics and controlled nuclear fusion 
is Rose and Clark (1961). Its still relevant preface contains precious 
passages from Ben Johnson's "The Alchemist," 

4 

J. Outline of Succeeding Chapters 
In Chapter II we present the theory of generating current by methods 

which exploit the small collisionality of superthermal resonant electrons. 
The most useful approximations and precise numerical and analytical results 
are available in this regime, which has enjoyed particular experimental 
attention, too. 

In Chapter III we consider, in less detail, a wide range of current drive 
effects. Some of these methods are quite promising, such as by injecting 
netural beams. Other methods are included to emphasize the diversity of 
possible effects and the room in this problem for imaginative solutions. In 
Chapter IV we review the experiment?.!, effort to date. Of particular interest 
is the very substantial convergence now of our experimental capability and 
theoretical understanding of the lower-hybrid current-drive effect. 

4 
In Chapter V we consider methods of driving current in which not all 

plasma parameters are held constant. Such so-called "quasi-steady-state 
operation" leads to some interesting effects, but it is not favored over 
completely steady-state operation. 

In Chapter VI, we review the leading current-drive methods in light of 
application to first generation D-T tokamak reactors. The reader, more 
interested in the possibility of steady-state tokamak operation than in the 
description and mathematical quantification of current-drive methods, might 
skip immediately to Chapter VI and then akim the intervening chapters as 
necessary. 

II. Current-Drive with Fast Electrons 
A. Introduction 

* For electron-based current-drive schemes, it is always necessary to 
calculate the balance between effects due to collisions, which tend to drive 
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the electrons to thermal equilibrium, i.e., to a Maxwellian distribution, and 
effects due to injected waves, which tend to produce the asymmetry that is 
necessary for the current-drive. The equation at theheart of the matter is 
the Fokker-Planck equation, which describes mathematically the evolution of 
the electron distribution function in the presence of these competing effects. 

Solutions to this equation have dominated the work on current-drive. At 
first, research centered on the nature of momentum transfer in a wave-particle 
interaction and the possibility for current-drive in the first place (Wort, 
1971; Klima, 1973; Midzuno, 1975). The first solutions to the Fokker-Planck 
equation were crude one-dimensional approximations (Fisch, 1978; Klima and 
Longinov, 1979) which purported to capture the important effects. To a 
surprisingly large extent, one-dimensional approximations were backed up by 
numerical solutions (Karney and Fisch, 1979? Harvey, Marx, and Rawls, 1980) to 
the Fokker-Planck equation. 

Numerical solutions to the Fokker-Planck equation have iee.a valuable for 
several reasons. First, they provide a check on analytically derived 
quantities, such as the current-drive efficiency. Second, they provide a 
revealing picture of the solution of a model equation for a specific set of 
wave data and boundary conditions. Numerical solutions alone, do not, 
however, fully satisfy us. First, there are many permutations of the 
parameters, and what we need is an idea of what is possible, say, as we vary 
our wave or plasma data, rather than the solution in one instance. Second, 
the full unapproximated equations are too difficult to solve even numerically, 
and guidance is necessary to decide which approximations should be 
attempted. Finally, plasmas are now described by very complicated numerical 
codes that incorporate far more than the effects that we desire to isolate 
here. What is needed is a succinct expression for the wave-induced effects 
that can then be included in the more complicated picture that might contain, 
for example, the effects of wave propagation, fusion production, and particle 
and heat transport. The numerical solutions offered at present would be too 
time-consuming to be included in such a larger calculation. 

To remedy this deficiency, researchers have focused their attention on 
linearizing the Fokker-Planck equation, and reformulating the problem in order 
to find useful Green's functions for various plasma responses, including the 
current-drive effect. It Is then possible to pose very general problems that, 
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in some cases, even have useful analytic solutions. These techniques involve 
A solving Langevin or adjoint equations, rather than solving directly the 

Fokker-Planck equation. 
4 At present, the field makes use of all the techniques described here in 

dealing with the Fokker-Planck equation. This chapter reviews these 
techniques and useful approximations for describing the major current-drive 
effects involving fast electrons. 

B. Fokker-Planck Equation 
The evolution of the electron distribution function f is described by the 

Fokker-Planck equation (see, e.g., Montgomery and Tidman, 1964), 

4| = C{f,f) + Cff,^) - ^ - 2 w , (2,1) 

where C(f,f) represents the self-collisions of electrons, C(f,f|) represents 
the scattering of electrons off ion distribution fj, and the wave-induced flux 
S M depends, in general, on both the nature of the wave-particle interaction 
and the velocity-space gradient of the electron distribution function, i.e., 

We refer to D Q ^ as the quasilinear diffusion coefficient. (The unusual 
nomenclature arises from its derivation in connection with the propagation and 
damping of small amplitude waves. Deviations of f from a Maxwellian depend on 
the wave amplitude, the small parameter in this derivation. Diffusion depends 
both on the wave spectral energy density and the gradient of the wave-
perturbed distribution function, so, in this sense, is a nonlinear effect in 
the wave amplitude - hence, the nomenclature. For our purposes here, however, 
S M is linear in f; the nonlinearities in the Fokker-Planck equation are 
associated with the collision terms.) For the case of lower-hybrid waves, for 
example, D Q. - i.i,, indicating parallel diffusion by parallel gradients 
only. Representln<j the wave effect as an induced diffusion of electrons in 
velocity space is an excellent approximation. Alternative, more complicated, 

* representations produce the same effect (Gell and Nakach 1981; 1985). 
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The total time derivative for the guiding center motion of electrons in a 
strong magnetic field is most directly written for f(ji,e,r)t i.e., using for 
independent variables the magnetic moment u = mv2/2B and the energy e = 
mv /2. The total time derivative can then be put in the form 

dt = It + (vdr + v l ^ * ̂  + it il • < 2 ' 3 a ) 

where ay/at = 0 and 

|| = qv,E( - yBv • v E + (rav2 - VB) V E • (b • 5 > , (2.3b) 

where VJ_ is the drift velocity perpendicular to magnetic field 8 (with unit 
direction b and v £ = E x B/BS 

Far describing the homogeneous plasma, 3/3? -» 0, and it is then 
convenient to write f as ftv^v^), and solve Eq. (2.1) with 

dt = at + lT.3v7 * ( 2 - 3 c ) 

The homogeneous plasma approximation is generally adequate to describe well 
the most efficient current-drive methods. Except for Sec. 3.3, where trapped 
electron effects are considered explicitly, the approximation a/a? + 0 will be 
assumed and d/dt will be defined as in Eq. (2.3c). 

The collision operator is given by (Landau, 1936) 

a/b 

with 

C(f ,f. ) = - i- . S a / D (2.Ka) 
a D 3v 

o 2 a 2 f (5) f (v'l 
g a/b . _?ajb_ l n Aa/b ; o ( J ) . [ - ^ -JL , <*.) - J £ - i- f ( v ) ^ 

8, , 2 m a -b av- b n a 3v a
( 2 _ 4 b ) 

where 
2T 

6(y) = y x I y y , y = v - v' . (2.1c) 
r 
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Thus, we intend to solve Eq. (2.1) under a set of simplified 
circumstances: namely, we assume that f possesses azimuthal symmetry [(f = 
f(v.,Vj)] and we generally consider the homogeneous case 3/3?" + 0 only. 

C. Linearized Fokker-Planck Eguation 
There are several powerful simplifications that may be employed now in 

order to extract information from the rather complicated Fokker-Planck 
equation. 

First, for electron-based current-drive problems it is always a superb 
approximation to treat the ions as infinitely massive. The only role that 
ions then play is to scatter electrons in direction, not in energy. The 
justification for this approximation is that the electron-ion energy 
equilibration time is orders of magnitude longer than other times of 
interest. For ion-based current-drive schemes, for example, when more than 
one species of ions are present, this approximation can still be made »»ith 
respect to electron-ion collisions, but not with respect to ion-ion 
collisions. 

Second, as discussed above often we restrict ourselves to the case of 
homogeneous plasmas, i.e., a/a? + 0 in Eq. (2.3). This assumption represents a 
large simplification and isolates the effects we wish to calculate. It is an 
excellent assumption for current-drive using fast electrons, because trapped-
electron effects are small. For current-drive using marginally trapped 
electrons, this assumption cannot,be madp. Other approximations might then be 
employed (see Sec. 3.3). i 

Third, it is always an excellent approximation to linearize the collision 
operator, even when the rf power is intense. This is because the main effect 
of even intense rf waves is to distort the distribution function f only in 
some resonant region of velocity space, while the bulk of the distribution 
remains Maxwellian. An example was shown in Fig. 1.5. Therefore, even though 
the distortion in f(v) may be large for some v, e.g., the "plateau" in 
Fig. 1.5 is a large distortion in the tail of the electron distribution, all 
electrons collide most frequently with the bulk electrons which are still more 
numerous than the plateau electrons. Accordingly, we let f = f + f, and 
approximate 
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3t m • ^ f - c(?) * 
3v 

3_ 

" 3v Dl 3? ffl 

_.rn ^ f£ _ i^ T, . 

C(f,f) . C(f B l?) + C{f,fm) , (2.5) 

where the zeroth-order term, C(em,?m) vanishes since a Maxwellian distribution 
has no further to relax via collisions. The distribution f m is defined by 

f = n(2»T/ra)" 3 / 2 exp(-e/T) , (2.6) 
m 

where particle kinetic energy t is defined by e = rav 12. 

For notational convenience, we group 

C(f) = C(f tf m) + C{f m,f) + C(f,f.) , (2.7) 

so that the linearized Fokker-Planck equation that will occupy our attention 
may be written as 

(2.8) 

where we neglect spatial derivatives, and use 

Ls _ I" liS * 31 lj5 = " P * f£ li 1 *• (, Q 1 

3t " at an at aT " n m lT ~ 2> T m ' v *' 

with f m assumed to evolve on a slow time scale compared to f. 
Boundary and initial conditions must be specified on the distribution 

f. The initial condition is usually taken to be that f is Maxwellian, i.e., 
that f(v,t=0) s 0, although this need not be so. Boundary conditions will be 
discussed in greater detail as specific problems are solved, but we note here 
that the linearization f = f + f is unique only if the density and energy 
contained in the distribution f is specified. It is natural and easiest to 
allow f m to evolve slowly according to Eq. (2.9), while demanding that f 
contain no particles and no energy, i.e., its zeroth and second moments in v 
vanish. The Maxwellian background then evolves uniquely and compatibly; for 
example, integrating Eq. (2.8) over all velocity space, we find n = 0, since 
all terms conserve particles. Multiplying Eq. (2.8) by e and then integrating 
gives us the evolution equation for the temperature 
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| n || = J 2 M • 8e/3v d 3v + £ • J , (2.10) 

where 

3 s - / ev F d 3v . (2.11) 

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.10) accounts for heating by 
injected waves and the second term represents the Joule heating due to an 
electric field. 

The linearized Fokker-Planck electron-electron collision operator shares 
many of the "nice" mathematical properties of the original operator. In 
particular, we have the relations 

/ C(f a,f b)d 3v = 0 (2.12a) 

I I V C ( fa'V + V C ( fb' fa )J d 3 v = ° (2.12b) 
\ I [m av 2 C(f a,f b) + [tibv2C(fb,fa)] d 3v = 0 , (2.12e) 

which correspond to conservation of number density, momentum and energy in 
collisions between distributions a and b. Both the Unearned and original 
Fokker-Planck equations exploit these properties to conserve these quantities, 
so Xaai as both distributions, a and b, are evolved. In practice, in the 
limit m̂ /nig • «, the ion distribution is presumed to be a nonevolving momentum 
sink, while the electrons conserve number and energy. 

The linearized Fokker-Planck equation does not, however, in the presence 
of Joule or wave heating, guarantee the. non-negative nature of f, a guarantee 
which is a property of the original equation. Also lost is a strict H-
theorem. On the other hand, in the calculation of all quantities of interest, 
the linearization is an excellent approximation, and it produces an equation 
that may be exploited using Green's function techniques. 
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D. High-Velocity Limit 
Much that we wish to describe involves only the dynamics of fast 

electrons. Thermal electrons, i.e., v I v T, are all, in velocity space, 
roughly a speed v T distant from most other electrons; hence they all 
experience about the same electron-electron collisionality with collision rate 
v - v^3. Fast electrons are defined by v >> v T. These electrons are, in 
velocity space, roughly a sp^ed v distant from most other electrons; hence the 
collision frequency of these electrons will be (v,p/v)3 smaller than for other 
electrons. In practice, even an electron with v/v T « 3 may be considered 
fast, and hence relatively collisionless, and amenable to the approximations 
employed in this section. 

The picture we have then (see Fig. 1.7) is that a fast electron slows 
down in energy in collisions with slower electrons; as it loses energy it 
collides also more frequently with ions; and, eventually, it becones a 
thermalized electron, frequently colliding with ions, and having no ' >nger any 
directed motion. For our purposes here, where we are interested in the 
current carried by an electron, the details of an electron's trajectory aa it 
slows down to subthermal speeds no longer interest us. Initially, at high 
speed, it does carry substantial current; when it slows down it carries a much 
smaller current and, because by then it is colliding frequently, even this 
small current persists only for a very short time. Therefore, it is a very 
good approximation to assume in Eq. (2.4) that collisions always take place in 
the high-velocity limit, meaning v >> v T, where we can simplify, 

v^ 1-v /2v 2 

C(f,f) = C„(f,f) = r [ 1
? f- f-2 |£ + f) + — £ = f- (1-u 2) |- f), (2.13) 

' H ' l 2 3v W 3v ' 2v' 9 y 3u 
where y = v./v and r = i)q"lnA/4weQm . (Note that the direction cosine y 
defined here is not to be identified with the magnetic moment.) The first 
term describes energy diffusion and frictional dec?leration, while the second 
term describes diffusion in direction or "pitch-angle" scattering. Electron-
ion collisions, with m|/m * °>, are automatically in the high-velocity limit 
(even for thermal electrons) since only v > v ^ need be satisfied, so we have 
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The high-velocity limit equation is then 

rt + ¥ v < - - c H ^ + c^J-h'*» • ( 2" 1 5 ) 

l| d V 
-*• -*• 

Note that in the presence of collisions only, i.e., E, S w •> 0, the steady-
state solution to Eq. (2.15) is a Maxwellian with thermal velocity v T. The 
high-velocity limit equation corresponds physically to immersing uest 
electrons in a Maxwellian background of electrons with temperature T. The 
test distribution then tends to equilibrate to this temperature. 

In the limit v >> v™, the first term in Eq. (2. )3) is order (v.p/v)2 

smaller than the other terms; strictly speaking, iv should not appear, and 
CH(f,f) should be temperature independent to lowest order in v T/v. However, 
the retention of this somewhat higher-order term leads to correct behavior of 
the equation for v -* 0, namely, that the distribution tends to a Maxwellian. 
The rate, according to Eq. (2.15), at which f tends to a Maxwellian near v + 0 
is grossly inaccurate; however, that turns out to be inconsequential for 
applications of interest. Competition between wave and collisional effects, 
in the case of lower-hybrid current-drive, occurs unly for v large, sc that f 
tends quickly to a Maxwellian in any event as v * 0. The precise rate is not 
important since events associated with v large occur on such a longer time 
scale. Note, however, that effects associated with the electric field, such 
as Spitzer conductivity, will be incorrectly described by Eq. (2.15). 

In addition to the above desirable properties, the high-velocity limit 
equation does also preserve both number density and the non-negative nature of 
f, although, as discussed above, neither momentum nor energy is conserved. 
Examples in which the high-velocity limit equations cannot be used are Spitzer 
conductivity (Spitzer and Harm, 1953; Coher, Spitzer and Routly, 1950) and 
current-drive with low phase velocity waves (Fisch and Karney, 1981). 

E. Langevin Equations 

The Boltzmann equation written in the strict high-velocity limit (i.e., 
diffusion in energy is neglected) is a linear equation corresponding to fast 
electrons acted upon by drag (dynamical friction) by background electrons, by 
acceleration by an electric field, and by pitch-angle scattering due to 
collisions with both electrons and ions. These effects can be captured in a 
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set of Langevin equations {Chandrasekhar, 1943 and Wang and Uhlenbeck, 1945), 
which are a set of ordinary differential equations that track the trajectory 
of a single electron, i.e., 

g . -(^Jv (?)- (2.1*., 
| : B { t ) + M M l ] i i , ( 2 . l 6 b ) 

where the stochastic term B(t) is responsible for pitch-angle scattering and 
is itself described by the statistical properties 

<B(t)> = - (-dO + Z)u (2.17a) 
v 

<B(t)3(t')> z [^{l + Z)(1 - u2]6(t - t') , (2.17b) 

where the angle brackets denote averaging over the ensemble defined by all 
realizations. In practice, the Langevin nquations may be advanced numerically 
from time t to time t + it by picking the integral of B i:i this interval fron 
an ensemble with mean -it(1 + Z) and with variance 4t(1 + Z), with u and v 
evaluated at time t. 

Solving the Langevin equations gives the trajectory defined by u(t) and 
v(t). The ensemble average of these trajectories, weighted by various 
functions of u and v, gives us quantities of interest. For example, the 
ensemble-averaged current, <qv,.>, carried by an electron as a function of 
time, as sketched in Fig. 1.7b, is a quantity of interest. Our notation is 
that an electron has elementary charge q = -e. Note that v, = v.ift.v'), where 
v is the initial velocity of the electron at time t = 0. 

Suppose that we expend energy e 2 " eii i n pushing an electron from 
velocity space location 1 to location 2, as depicted in Fig. 1.7a. The 
ensemble averaged current difference at time t as a result of such a push at 
time T is 

Aj(t) = q<v]((t - x, v2))> - q<v||(t - T, v:)> . (2.18) 
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The r?te of pushing a density of electrons is simply P / ( E 2 -£•]}, where P 
is the power density expended. The current density J that appears at time t 
can then be written as 

J(t) = J" dx P < T ] <qv((t-t,v2) - qv|((t-T,Vl)> 
o 2 1 

fc $ • (3/avJ < qVnCt-T.v,) > _ _+ J d T P ( T ) J*-- 1_ L 1 , (2.19) 
lira v n * v. „ S • ( 3 / M V J el'vj d i o w 1 1 

where, for notational convenience, we set " 2 = v^ in the limit, and where the 
limit was taken for incremental displacemert along the displacement direction, 
which for electrons pushed by waves is, by definition, in the direction of S w , 
the wave-induced flux. 

A special case of Eq, (2.19) occurs for constant power input density, 
P(t) = P d. Here, for t + «, the integral may converge, in which case a 
steady-state current-drive efficiency may be defined by 

3 • (3/av ) T<qv (t,v.)>dt 
f- = -"• * ^ B ! . (2.20) 
d 3 • 3e/3v. w 1 

It remains, of course, to find the integral of <qvn>, and this can be done by 
tracking the Langevin equations. 

The Langevin approach becomes particularly simple when there is no dc 
electric field, i.e., E = 0. Taking the ensemble averages of Eqs. (2.16), we 
find that v is nonstochastie, i.e., <y> = v, which satisfies 

i - - ^ V , (2.2U) 
v 

while the average pitch-angle evolves according to 

^ T = " (%]d+Z)<u> = (1+Z)<v>d{lnv)/dt , (2.21b) 
v 

where we substituted for r/v^ from Eq. (2.21a) to write the second equality in 
Eq, (2.21b). We can then integrate Eq. (2.21b) to get 

^ = (2 ) 1 + Z , (2.22) 
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where u(t=0) = p-| and v(t=0) = v 1 are initial conditions. Note that Eq. 
(2.22) expresses a parameterization of the likely pitch angle in terms of the 
electron speed and the initial coordinate. 

The quantity we wish to calculate is <qv,,> = <qvu> = qv<u>, or more 
precisely, its integral over time. Using then Eq. (2.22), we have 

J <qV||>dt = q^v, J |2i£l) + dt . (2.23) 
o o 1 

The integral may be evaluated by parameterizing t by v using Eq. (2.21a), 
i.e., dt = -v2dv/r with v(t = •») = 0, with the result 

The efficiency for steady-state current-drive by pushing fast electrons 
at velocity space location v (i.e., for notational convenience we now 
define v, •* 5) is 

T n SH-(8/av) (v3v.) 
P d " lr(5 + z ) ^ H . ( 3 / 3 . ) ( m v 2 / 2 ) 

The steady-state current drive is often expressed in normalized quantities; J 
is normalized to -env T and P d is normalized to vnmv 2, where \> = r/v|. Our 
convention is that an electron carries charge q = -e, where e is the 
elementary charge unit. Additionally, velocities may be normalized by u = 
v/v T, with the further convention w = v»/vT -nd x = v./v T. The convention we 
employ is that the thermal velocity v T is (T e/ra e) 1 / 2. y1he reader is 
cautioned that some authors adopt a convention wherein the thermal velocity is 
defined larger than ours by a factor of /2.) The normalized efficiency is 
then written as 

j § w • (3/au)(wu3) 
^ = t r ^ ] 3 • 0/,a)(u2/2) 7- -- [srhfl f : S— • <2-25b) 

w 
The normalized quantities will generally be distinguished here by context, 
rather than by a separate notation. 

This result (Fisch and Boozer, 1980) indicates that it is efficient not 
only to push electrons in the parallel direction (Su - i„) as in the case of 
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lower-hybrid current-drive, but it is almost as efficient to push them in the 
perpendicular direction (S w - i ). The precise ratio of these efficiencies 
is 4:3. This result is quite precise; it has been verified numerically to be 
accurate for v > v T (see Fig. 2.1 reproduced from Karney and Fisch, 1981). 
Ignored here are relativistic effects, but they may be handled similarly using 
relativistic Langevin equations (Fisch, 1981). A more important limitation, 
however, is that while the efficiency is accurately given in terms of the 
wave-induced flux, that quantity is only surmised, not found, in this 
calculation. In the case of finite electric field, the Langevin equations 
cannot be solved analytically and numerical integration is necessary (Fisch 
and Karnsy, 1985). Further calculations of the electron-cyclotron wave 
current-drive effect were carried out by Eldridge (1980) (neglecting electron-
electron collisions) and by Parail and Pereverzev (1982). 

The Langevin equations are useful because the physical interpretation at 
every step is transparent. An entirely equivalent formalism, the adjoint 
method, exploits outright of the linearity of Eq. (2.8) and derives directly 
the Green's function (see Sec, II.I). The adjoint method makes use of more 
powerful and more easily implementable mathematical techniques, and it is 
usually the preferred method of solution now, 

F. One-Dimensional Theory 
A very crude, but very useful, simplification in solving the Fokker-

Planck equation is the so-called 1-D (one-dimensional) approximation (Vedenov, 
1967). Both the Langevin equations and the adjoint formalism (which we 
discuss later) are suitable for solving for plasma responses once the wave-
induced flux S w is known. Neither formalism, however, is capable of easily 
solving for f, which may be necessary if one is to know S H. (Note, however, 
that sufficient information concerning the flux may often be deduced as 
described in Sec. II.G.) To find f precisely, there is generally no recourse 
other than to solve numerically the Fokker-Planck equaticn. Even linearized, 
this equation still demands considerable numerical computation (see Sec. 
2.H). Often, however, 1-D theory provides a suitable solution, and it is used 
for the important special case of lower-hybrid current-drive, where DQ, 
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Ir 1-D theory, it is argued ad hoc that the most important velocity space 
dynamics is in the parallel rather than perpendicular direction. Moreover, it 
is arbitrarily assumed that the distribution function f is a Maxwellian in the 
perpendicular direction with the same temperature that characterizes the bulk 
of the electrons. Thus, one substitutes into the high-velocity limit equation 
the ansatz 

f = f m(v i) F(w), (2.26) 

where w = V||/vT, and then one integrates both sides of the resulting equation 
over v.. The result is an equation to be obeyed by F at large w, namely 

3t " 3w DLH sw F + ( 2 + V aw ( 3 aw + 2> F - imi »w ' ( 2" 2 7 ) 

w W 
where we normalized T = vt and D(w) = DQ^/VV^, For E + 0, and witn constant 
wave excitation D(w,t) = D(w), this 1-D equation has a steady-state solution 

w 
F (W,T * -) = C exp [J '" d W ] , (2.28) 

0 1+w^D(w)/(2+Z) 
where C is a constant that may be determined by a normalization condition. 
Note that Eq. (2.27), however arbitrary its derivation, still conserves both 
particles and the non-negative nature of f. 

Note that where D(w) vanishes, F is locally Maxwellian, and where D(w)w^ 
>> 1, F is locally flat. A useful model for lower-hybrid Maves is to take 

D , w. < w < w_ 
D (w) = { (2.29) 

0 , elsewhere 

where D + <•>. It is remarkable that this very crude, reasonable, but 
ultimately unjustifiable, method gives very good answers to questions of 
interest. For example, f in Fig. 1.5 corresponds to w 1 = 3 and w 2 = 5; 
integrating that 2-D numerical solution over v. gives F(w) (numerically) as 
shown in Fig. 2.2. Note that the 1-D derivation of F(w), Eq. (2.28), captures 
the salient features of the numerical solution, except for the regime w > w 2 

where F falls off too rapidly with w. For w * 0, F is Maxwellian as it should 
be, even though Eq. (2.27) is derived, albeit ad hoc, in the high-velocity 
limit. 
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The most important use of the 1-D theory has been to predict the high 
efficiency of current-drive by using high phase velocity waves and to give 
reasonable estimates for the current and power dissipated (Fisch, 1978). From 
Eq. (2.28) we find the current density for D •• <=. 

J = -envfc J- dw w F(w) = - e n v T F m f v V ( w 2 " M1 ' / 2 ' 

= 6.5 * 10 8 n ^ T ^ 2 F m(w 1)w 14 _̂ , {2.30) 
m 

where in the last approximate equality we used A = w2-w^ << w^ and normalized 
quantities. Similarly, the power dissipated may be calculated as 

P d = vnav2 / d H | |_ D |_ F = v n D I V 2 ( 2 + z ) F n(„)l„(^) . 

= 5 x 10 9 n*, T;J / 2(2 + Z i)F m(w 1)w 1A \ . (2.31) 
n 

The quantity J/Pd gives the 1-D steady-state efficiency which (for Z = 1) is 
about a factor 2.5 sinaller than the correct numerically derived 2-D result 
(Karney and Fisch, 1979). 

The 1-D equations havj been elaborated upon in several ways. 
Justification for the model has been sought by Wegrove and Englemann (1985). 
Better agreement with the 2-D results has been achieved by Fuchs et al. (1985) 
by formulating 1-D equations taking into account two perpendicular moments of 
the Fokker-Planck equation. Note, however, that both the current and power 
dissipated are extremely sensitive functions of w<j, although their ratio is 
not. Since the spectrum location, experimentally, is not in any event 
accurately determinable, it is not necessary to demand a more accurate 
calculation of the current or power dissipated. What is important is to give 
correctly the relationship between these quantities. Therefore, an entirely 
adequate and time-efficient approach is to accept the 1-D estimate for the 
power dissipated, and to use the Fisch-Boo2er efficiency, Eq. (2.25), to 
calculate the current. Of course, if a very accurate calculation of f is 
required, which is generally not the case, a fully 2-D numerical treatment 
would be necessary. 
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The 1-D theory has also been employed to good effect in the case of a 
small electric field (Borass and Noncentini, 1984) and for more complicated 
wave models. A similar model has been employed by Liu et al. (1985). Of 
course, in some cases, the 1-D theory is hopelessly inadequate. For example, 
the 1-D theory is incapable of uncovering the current-drive effect associated 
with eleetron-cyclotron-wave current-drive, where S w ~ i.. A second example 
is the impossibility of describing the physics of backward runaway electrons, 
a topic which perhaps deserves a short digression. 

Runaway electrons occur in the presence of a do electric field; electrons 
fast enough to overcome the dynamical friction of Coulomb collisions with 
background electrons may be accelerated indefinitely by the dc field, with 
collisional effects growing fainter and fainter as the field accelerates the 
essentially free-streaming electrons (Dreicer, I960). In contrast to these 
"forward" runaways, for which the collisional effect is monotonically 
decreasing, there exists also what night be called "backward" runaways. These 
electrons initially travel counter to the force exerted by the dc electric 
field. As the field decelerates these electrons to lower kinetic energy, 
collisional effects first increase. If, however, these collisional effects 
are too small tu thermalize these electrons (this can nappen if v, is large 
when an electron nears v« = 0 ) , then the electric field succeeds also in 
subsequently accelerating these electrons to higher energy, Jusc as for the 
forward runaways. These runaways, born backward-streaming, are distinguished 
as backward runaways, and, in contrast to the forward runaways, the 1-D theory 
is incapable of describing them, because all electrons, in 1-D, emerging from 
the backward direction, possess the same properties as they pass through the 
sinfilai-ly collisional region v„ = 0. 

& final note to correct a misperception concerning 1-D theory: it is not 
a physically 1-D model in the sense that electrons are modeled as if living in 
a 1-D .orld, like beads on a string. Certainly, in such a world there could 
not even be like-particle collisions, since to conserve energy and momentum in 
1-D colliding like particles could only exchange positions in phase space. 
Rather, by 1-D theory we merely refer to a sometimes very useful, rather 
arbitrarily posited, partia.1 differential equation with one independent 
velocity variable. 
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G. Calculating the Wave-Induced Flux 
Quantities of interest, such as the current, may be calculated with 

precision using the Langevin formalism if only the wave-induced flux, S w , were 
itself known precisely. Unfortunately, since S(J = 6™ • (a/3v)f, and f is 
unavailable, this luxury is not generally to be had. It is often possible, 
however, to deduce S w, or at least a great deal about S w, without solving for 
f. When this is possible, it renders the Langevin and the equivalent adjoint 
approach quite powerful. 

Information about S might be divided into three parts: its direction, 
its location in velocity space, and its magnitude. The direction of S w is 
available immediately as a consequence of the nature of the wave-particle 
interaction. Resonant electrons obey the resonance condition f-kyVj _ nfle 

= 0. For lower-hybrid waves, e.g., we have n=0, the Landau resonance, and we 
deduce that S w must be in the parallel direction. This is a consequence of 
energy and momentum conservation between wave and particle. For n t 0, such as 
for the cyclotron resonance, the direction of S is such as to be along 
velocity-space contours of constant energy in the wave frame of reference, 
i.e., moving with v = tii/ku. This conclusion, again, 'is a consequence of 
energy and momentum conservation between wave and particle. (Consider that in 
the wave frame, u> - 0, so a particle is caught in a static potential well, 
able to exchange unlimited momentum, but not energy, with the well.) For 
current-drive applications of interest, in the case of cyclotron waves, the 

- * • 

wave-induced flux S is very nearly in the perpendicular direction. 
It is often the case, particularly for current-drive in reactor-grade 

tokamaks, that the spectrum of the injected waves is narrow in kg, or, 
equivalently, in parallel phase velocity m/k,. Consequently, only electrons 
with Vii » vres w o u l d D e resonant with the wave, where the parallel resonant 
velocity v r e is found from the wave dispersion relation. If this resonant 
region is not only narrow, but also fast, i.e., v r e s>>v T, then one may surmise 
that unless the distribution function is grossly distorted, most resonant 
electrons satisfy v B « v r e 3 >> v T, and v ± * v T, which very nearly pinpoints 
the region in velocity space in which S is finite. The exact slope of f, of 
course, would be required to deduce exactly S w , but even if f is not known, 
for an Important class of problems S w may be surmised except for magnitude, 
i.e., up to a multiplicative constant. 
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Knowledge of all but magnitude of S M, together with the fact that S w 

drives a linear system, means that, with no further information, statements 
can be made about current-drive efficiency, J/Pd, since it is formed by the 
ratio of two linear responses to S w, i.e., the current and the power 
dissipated. Similarly, ratios of other responses, such as incremental 
radiation per power absorbed, can be computed. The result is that without 
knowledge of f, a great deal can be inferred about how the plasma responds to 
injected rf waves. 

Of course, the magnitude of S M indicates the amount of power absorbed and 
the extent of all other wave-induced effects, and so it too is needed. Here, 
also, there may be adequate approximations. For low levels of rf power, 
linear damping theory is appropriate, i.e., calculate S w on the basis of an 
unperturbed f = f m. For the important problem of the injection of intense 
lower-hybrid waves at high parallel phase velocity, the linear theory is no 
longer adequate, but the 1-D quasilinear theory gives a reasonable estimate. 
The eKtent here to which one strives for precision in deducing S w given the 
wave excitation is limited by the accuracy with which one can ever produce or 
detect w 1 and Wg in any event. Since the power absorbed or current generated 
is so sensitive to the location of the spectrum, it is not often worthwhile to 
seek a much more accurate account of S w than afforded by these estimates. 

H. Numerical Characterizations of f 
Before turning our attention to the equation adjoint to the linearized 

Fokker-Planck equation, we present some numerical solutions of the Fokker-
Planck equation. Our aim here is merely to outline the major characteristics 
of these solutions in the case of current-drive by fast electrons. For a 
thorough treatment of numerical solutions to the Fokker-Planck equation, an 
excellent review is provided by Karney (1986). 

The first numerical studies to check the assertions of the 1-D theory 
concerning lower-hybrid current-drive were performed by Karney and Fisch 
(1979) and Harvey et al. (1981). The model used by Harvey et al. was to solve 
the nonlinear Fokker-Planck equation together with an ad hoc loss term 
modeling heat transport across field lines. A somewhat simpler approach was 
adopted by Karney and Fisch, who solved an approximate linearized Fokker-
Planck equation, approximating C(f,f) =r C(f,f m). The background Maxwellian 
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electron distribution then acts as a heat sink, and the test distribution 
function f evolves then to a steady state. Both approaches, however appear to 
be in agreement on the most important elements of the problem. 

In either model, there are three dimensionless parameters that 
characterize collisions: mi/me, Tj/Tg, and Z, Taking n̂ /nig •*• •» also renders 
the problem insensitive to the ratio T i/T f i, as the ions are so much slower 
than electrons so that in electron-ion collisions the ion velocity is 
unimportant. The ion charge state 1 does remain as an important parameter; it 
indicates the relative importance of pitch-angle scattering collisions to 
electron-electron collisions that induce energy diffusion and slowing down. 

It is important also to minimize the number of parameters used to 
describe the wave spectrum. For waves resonant with high-velocity electrons, 
even a small amount of wave power tends to dominate collisional effects and 
tends to plateau the distribution function in the resonant region. Therefore, 
an adequate characterization of wave spectra is to take D * °> in Eq. (2.29), 
reducing to two the number of spectrum parameters, i.e., the spectrum edges 
(in phase-velocity space) WH and W2. 

In Che model considered by Karney and Fisch (1979), over fifty cases, 
varying Wi, and WT with Z = 1 (hydrogen plasma), were examined. An example of 
the resulting steady-state distribution f (v, t-««) was shown in Fig. 1.5, and 
its integral over v ± ( giving F(w), was shown in Fig. 2.2. In comparing the 
collection of cases to what would be predicted by 1-D theory, the expectations 
expressed in the last section were confirmed. As shown in Fig. 2.3, the 1-D 
prediction of the current is eminently adequate. More significant deviation 
from 1-D theory occurred in the calculation of the steady-state efficiency, 
J/P d. The numerical efficiency was found to be greater than in 1-D theory 
with a different dependence on Z, and the spectrum width. A rule of thumb, 
for Z = 1 and not too large a resonant region, was an increase in efficiency 
by a factor of about 2.5. The 1-D theory is inaccurate here for two main 
reasons: it fails to take into account that pitch-angle scattering dissipates 
no energy and it does not take into account the larger perpendicular speeds of 
resonant electrons during wide spectra excitation. It should be emphasized 
however, that the theoretical efficiency predicted by the Langevin analysis 
is, for narrow spectra, accurate and supported by other numerical studies, 
(e.g., see Fig. 2.1). 
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One other area in which there is some discrepancy between the 1-D theory 
and the numerical results is the question of turn-on time, T f c_ 0, of the 
current, i.e., the time it takes the current to reach about half its steady-
state value. The prediction of 1-D theory (Fisch, 1978) is 

\-o - (ife A^ I ' ( 2 - 3 2 > 
where A = Wo - w^, whereas the numerical 2-D result is (for Z = 1) 

r t_ o = [6A 1 / 2 W 2 ] A , , (2.33) 

which is substantially longer than the 1-D result. Note, however, that in 
either of these analyses the turn-on time is short (typically about 1 second 
in a reactor), so that, in fact, the calculations are likely to be invalidated 
by the presence of a large counter-induced electric field. The question of 
current increase is, therefore, more complicated than the models here 
describe; instead, we address this question with a fresh approach in Sec. 2.9, 
when we consider adjoint methods. 

Although the numerical solutions evolve to a steady state, they do not 
prove the existence of a steady state to the original equations. The 
computational solution is too crude at high energies, where collisional time 
scales are exceedingly long and the numerical mesh grows coarse, to resolve 
the question of steady state in an unbounded velocity domain. Note that the 
heat sink provided by the background Maxwellian is a necessary but not a 
sufficient condition for the existence of a steady state in the presence of 
the rf-induced quasilinear diffusion. 

An asymptotic analysis {Fisch and Karney, 1985), however, shows that a 
normalizable steady-state solution does, in fact, exist. This solution treats 
with rigor the simultaneous limits D̂ w • •, v •» », and w 1 >> 1. The utility 
of the details of this solution in describing f{v * =>) is probably greater 
with respect to the problem of plasma radiation, which is sensitive to f(v+ =>} 
rather than with respect to current-drive, for which the distribution of the 
more numerous intermediate energy electrons tends to be more important. In 
Fig. 2.4a, we show a comparison between numerical and analytical estimates of 
bremsstrahlung emission. The analytic estimate may be helpful in using 
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brerasstrahlung data taken from lower-hybrid current-drive experiments (von 
Goeler et al., 1985; Stevens et al., 1985) in order to deduce the lower-hybrid 
spectrum (see Fig. 2.4b). Other analytical attempts (e.g., Krapchev et al.) 
at describing f in 2-D have been more ambitious in scope than is the 
asymptotic analysis, but cannot be shown to be rigorously correct in any 
particular limit. 

For the case of electron-cyclotron waves, the diffusion is very nearly in 
the perpendicular direction, i.e., 5.. - Di i . Here, the waves, for D + =, 

l«JL 1 1 
present a far greater distortion to the distribution function than do lower-
hybrid waves. The exact perpendicular dependence of D becomes critical. An 
example (Karney and Fisch, 1981) contrasting she lower-hybrid with the 
extraordinary wave is shown in Fig. 2.5. Here, the perpendicular extent of D 
was limited only by the region of integration (v/v^ < 10). In practice, the 
finite perpendicular wavelength of electron-cyclotron waves cause D{v ±) to 
decrease at high vL with a 1/vx dependence (Kennel and Engelmann, 1966). One 
interesting result of these numerical studies is that despite the large 
distortions here in f, the damping rate of the wave is nearly independent of 
the wave power, so linear damping theory, i.e., based on f •+ f m, can be 
used. In contrast, note that for lower-hybrid waves, the damping rate 
vanishes at high power, because of the parallel flattening in the resonant 
region. Numerical studies were also performed by Alikaev and Vdovin (1983)-

A useful and revealing depiction of velocity-space dynamics in steady-
-*• 

state current-drive problems is afforded by a flux plot of streamlines of S, 
where the flux S is defined through 

3f/at - - (a/av) • § . (2.34) 

In the steady-state S is divergence-free and may be expressed as the curl 
of a stream function, i.e., 

where in the cylindrical coordinate system (Vj, Vj_, <t>), $> is the azimuthal 
coordinate and cos 8 = v«/v. Contours of A represent streamlines of S, 
projected onto the Vy - v. plane; the difference between the values of A on 
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two contours equals the flux flowing between those contours. For the case of 
Fig. 2.5, i.e., w-| = 3 and w 2 = 5, the flux plot (from Karney and Fiseh, 1979) 
is shown in Fig. 2.6. 

A second numerical technique in analyzing rf-driven currents is to 
simulate directly many particles (Abe, 1984; Deeyk, 1985; Decyk and Abe, 
1986). Such particle simulations are not yet advanced enough, however, to 
uncover new phenomena, and researchers are, in the present developmental state 
of the art, content merely with exhibiting in the simulation what is perceived 
by other techniques to be the relevant dynamics. 

I. Ad.joint Techniques 

Adjoint techniques for solving the Fokker-Planck equation were employed 
in the problem of neoclassical transport theory (Robinson and Bernstein, 1962; 
Grad, 1963; Rosenbluth, Hazeltine and Hinton, 1972: Ware, 1973; Hinton and 
Hazeltine, 1976) and were first introduced into the problem of steady-state 
current-drive by Hirshman (1980). Hirshman (1980) and Taguchi (1982) studied 
adjoint equations for neutral-beam-driven currents. The technique was 
presented particularly clearly by Antonsen and Chu (1982), who formulated the 
problem of current-drive with fast electrons in toroidal geometry. Taguchi 
(1983) considered the same problem, and demonstrated agreement with a 
calculation by Cordey et al. (1982). Antonsen and Yoshioka (1986) generalized 
the method to calculate rf-induced radial transport. 

The advantage of the adjoint technique is its directness. One recognizes 
at the outset the linearity of the governing equations and solves them by 
Green's function techniques. Researchers using this technique also identified 
new problems of interest. Pursuing this technique, and including a small 
electric field, Fisch (1985) found the so-called "hot conductivity," the 
enhanced conductivity of a plasma due to its contact with an outside source of 
heat. Ehst (1985) formulates plasma equilibria. A relativistic adjoint 
equation was written by Karney and Fisch (1985). 

The method was further generalized by Fisch (1985), who wrote down an 
adjoint equation suitable for dynamic (a/at * 0) problems with possibly large 
electric fields. Also in this work, quantities of interest such as the rf-
induced runaway rate, in addition to the current, were identified and shown to 
be amenable to calculation by adjoint techniques. 
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Key response functions were calculated numerically by Karney and Fisch. 
(1986), and were put into a ,form that allowed both easy comparison with 
experiments and easy implementation in transport codes describing more 
completely the plasma. In this work, also shown was the equivalence of the 
adjoint technique to the physically transparent, but more cumbersome, Langevin 
approach. 

The idea behind the adjoint techniques is to separate out the wave-
induced flux as though it were a known quantify. Thus, one writes the 
Boltzmann equation in the form 

(ft + M ) f = - h • K • (2.36a) 
d t 3V " 

where M is a linear operator that depends on t ^xcular approximation to 
the collision operation that we employ. Associated with Eq. (2.36a) is a 
Green's function g, which solves 

(ft + M)g(v,t;v') = 0 , (2.36b) 

with initial condition g(v,t; v 1) = 6'v - V ) . Then f is found by 

t , 
f = ; dr J d V Sfv'.t) • — g(v, t-Tj V ) , (2.37) 

o w av' 
and moments of f may be obtained from moments of g. 

The advantage here, of course, is that Eq.(2.36b) need not be solved 
separately for each excitation S . The method is useful only when S can be 
reasonably surmised or hypothesized. 

The Green's function g has the following physical interpretation (Karney 
and Fisch, 1986). Suppose an electron is observed to travel with velocity v' 
at time t = 0. Then g{v,t;v')d^v is the probability, conditional on the 
observation at t = 0, that the velocity of that electron is located at time t 
in the velocity space element d Jv centered at v. Thus, the Green's function g 
in Eq. (2.37) can be determined by following the Langevin equations for an 
ensemble of electrons, as shown by Karney and Fisch (1986V This, in fact, 
was the approach first taken in numerically finding the Green's function for 
conversion of wave energy to magnetic energy (Fisch and Karney, 1985). The 
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adjoint approach we now describe is equivalent, but computationally more 
easily achieved than this Langevin, or Monte Carlo, approach. 

Following Fisch (1986), consider the two linear operators L and D t, where 
D is parameterized by subscript t, 

u(v,f> = T£T f * + ̂ p- h~ fJ - C ( f

m * ) < 2 - 3 8 ) 

at m m 3v. m m 

D^(v,f) . f. fer • - ̂ ^ f. fc" • - C(f mV) • (2.39) 
H 

Define a commutative operation on two functions <f>(v,t') and ip(v.t') by 

, t 
[*,*»]. = / d 3v / *(v,t - T ) K-(v(T)dT , (2.40) 

fc V o 
where V is a possibly finite velocity space domain, and where the operation 
[ ] is parameterized by t. It can then be shown that for operands 4 and i|> 
obeying homogeneous boundary and initial conditions, the operator D t is 
adjoint to the operator L with respect to the inner product [ ] t , i.e., 

( M t * ) t = (L*,tj t , (2.41) 

where, in writing Eq.(2.4l), we made use of the self-adjoint property of the 
collision operator in the event of homogeneous boundary conditions, or, 
equivalently, in the limit V + », Actually, for problems of interest to us, 
especially in the presence of a nonzero dc electric field or for problems to 
be solved numerically in a finite domain, the boundary terms are 
significant. Therefore, we employ a more general property for the collision 
operator 

X [*C(f i) - *c(fjt>)]d3v = -J" [*§ (f *) - tSffjOl-da , (2.42) 
•*• 

where Z is the bounding surface in velocity space to the domain '. and S is 
* + c 

deflned by C = -(3/8v)-S„. For V •* », the surface terms vanish, and the well-
known property of the collision r-nerator results. For our needs here, 
however, we keep the boundary terms. 
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Consider functions $ and ip which are orthogonal both to f m and to ef m 

over the finite velocity domain V, e.g., for I|I we have 

f d 3v f *p(v,t) = J d 3v ef 4»(v,t) = 0 . (2.43) 
V m v 

Suppose, further, that I|I obeys the evolution equation 

D^tf.f) = q,^ + q 2cf m , (2 AH) 

where the constants (of v) q 1 (t* > and qg(t') are chosen to assure that the 
orthogonality conditions on I|I are obeyed subsequently given that they are 
obeyed initially. These constants are independent of v, but are linear 
functionals of i|/, obtained by taking the appropriate moments of Eq. (2.44). 
Initial and boundary conditions on i|) must be specified; we take 

4>(v,t* = 0) = H.o(v) (2.45a) 

2(40 = 2b(v,t') on I , (2.45b) 

where S ia trie total flux, i.e., 

where i|i0 and S^ are arbitrary functions to be chosen, as we shall see, to give 
us the Green's functions that we seek. 

The linearized, dynamic, spatially homogeneous Boltzmann equation may be 
written as 

, _ eE(t) L f t [£ 3, T f 3. * . „ . 
L* ' " m av, fm + lT " 2 J T fm - * S w ' ( 2' M 7 ) 

I 3v 
where T/T is chosen to assure that * remain orthogonal to ef m in the finite 
domain V given that the orthogonality holds initially. Additionally, 4> is 
orthogonal to (m because there are no particle sources in Eq. (2.47). Taking 
the indicated inner product of * and Dt4i, and using the orthogonality 
properties, one finds 
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J" d^v f *(v,t)<i (v) + J dr 4»(vft)§_(v,t-T)-da 
V o 

, t , t 
= J* d-\ J di 3„(v,t-0- ^ *{V,T) + / d-rj" Hv,t-r)[3<*)+§ J-da , (2.48) 

V O 3V O S 

where 

S,{v,t) = 2w(v,t) + S§i£l f m J( (2.49) 

is the sum of the wave-induced flux S y and the flux induced by the dc electric 
field accelerating the background Maxwellian electron distribution. This last 
flux leads to the ohmic current and to the runaway electron current. 

By choosing <l>0(v) and S B(v,t), it is possible to construct Green's 
functions for either arbitrary moments of f or arbitrary functions of f on the 
boundary. For example, to find the current, we choose Y 0(v) = Vj and Sg = 0 
in solving Eq. (2.44) for the Green's function if. Once * is determined, then, 
of course, the right-hand side of Eq. (2.48) gives the contribution to the 
current in the domain V for arbitrary wave excitation S . The problem now is 
to recognize interesting quantities for which we would want these Green's 
functions. 

J. Response Functions 
Using Eq. (2.48), various Green's functions, or response functions, may 

be calculated. Here we consider several important examples. 
First, we calculate the rf-induced runaway rate in the presence of a dc 

constant electric field. Let us cast the relatively old question of runaway 
production (Dreicer, 1960; Bernstein and Kruskal, 1962; Kulsrud et al. 1972) 
in conceptually new te:ms. Rather than calculate directly runaway rates from 
solutions to the evolution equation for f (see e.g., Chan and McClain, 1983), 

+ 
we follow Fisch and Karney (1985) and associate a runaway probability R(v) 
with electrons of velocity v. The question of runaway production is then oast 
as an incremental problem: how does an rf-induced flux affect incrementally 
the number of runaways? Again, the linearity of the equations means that this 
question is sensible so long as the rf-induced flux can be determined or 
reasonably surmised. The runaway probability function H(v) then captures the 
necessary response information. 
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Suppose that the velocity domain boundary I is placed at sufficiently 
high velocity that collisional effects are negligible' so that any electron 
appearing on £ may be safely defined as a runaway, i.e., R(v) = 1, for v on 
z. The number of runaway electrons appearing on £ between time T = 0 and time 
T = t may be written as 

t 
N R(t) = j" d-r / 3 • da , (2.50) 
" o E 

where, in the high-velocity limit which by assumption is valid on Z, we have 

where Tv/v^, Just as in the Langevin equations, represents the dynamic 
friction due to collisions. Thus, solving Eq. (2,44) for +> with conditions 

t|j(v,t = 0) = 0 (2.52) 

§(v,t - f ) = Jf 1, - H [ . o n E (2.52b) 

and then substituting into Eq. (2.48), gives 
t 

N„ = J" d Jv J* dx 5,<v,t - T) • i- *(?,t), (2.53) 
" V o 3v 

•+• -»• 

where, had we written S w above rather than S», we would have included only the 
rf-induced contribution to the runaway number. 

Note that *(v,t) may be Interpreted as the probability with which an 
electron appears on the boundary L by time t given that it had velocity v at 
time x. In the presence of finite temperature, all electrons eventually run 
away, i.e., appear on the boundary I. A useful definition is to consider as 
runaway electrons only those that appear on £ without first becoming bulk 
electrons, i.e., without first having speed v < Vf. Bulk electrons also 
appear on Z, but only after spending considerable time dominated by collisions 
with other electrons and ions; the time for bulk electrons to run away will be 
exponential in (VD/V™) , where Vp, defined later in Eq. (2.56), is the runaway 
velocity (the velocity at which collisional drag equals the field force). 
Typically, Vp >> v^, and the time scale for bulk runaway is long compared to 
other times of interest, such as the particle confinement time. 
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To distinguish runaways originating in the bulk from what we have defined 
now as true runaways, one can tabulate M R only for times short compared to the 
bulk runaway time. Alternatively, one could introduce into the electron 
evolution model a particle sink or an artificially large collision frequency 
near v * 0, thus preventing bulk electrons from running away at all. This, in 
fact, occurs when using the high-velocity limit of the collision integral. 
Then the probability of an electron running away in the sense that we define 
here may be written as 

R(v) = *(v,t - -) . (2.54) 

The operator adjoint to the strict (v̂ . •* 0) high-velocity limit Coulomb 
collision operator Cu, defined by Eq. (2.13) with v™ * 0, may be written as 

The operator C H may be substituted for C in Eq. (2.39) in order to get the 
high-velocity limit adjoint operator. Karney and Fisch (1986) solved 
numerically the high-velocity limit adjoint equation, i.e., by using C H in 
Eq. (2.39) and solving Dt<j = 0, with initial and boundary conditions given by 
Eqs. (2.52). Note, however, that employing the collision operator of 
Eq. (2.55) reduces the equation from elliptic to parabolic; hence, boundary 
conditions are imposed only where the total flux S points into the domain V. 
A convenient normalization in this work is u = v/v^, where 

v R = -sign(qE)(-rg|01/2 , (2.56) 

where the magnitude of the runaway velocity v R is the speed it which the 
eollisional dynamic frictional force (for electrons with v. = 0) equals the 
acceleration due to the electric field. The more familiar Dreicer velocity 
(Dreicer, 1960) is given by -{2+Z) 1 / 2 v R, The convention here is that where 
electrons run away to the right, v R is negative. The result for the response 
function K(v/vR) is reproduced in Fig. 2.7. 

-#• 
Note that for |v/vR| < 1, R vanishes, indicating that frictional 

retarding forces are larger than the "lectrical forces that accelerate the 
runaways. In Fig. 2.7, the force of the electric field carries electrons to 
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the left, so the runaway probability of left-going electrons tends to be 
greater than the runaway probability of right-going electrons. Note, however, 
the finite probability of right-going electrons; this is the "backward" 
runaway probability, a quantity that is not available in a 1-D formulation of 
the problem. 

The runaway probability R is a distinguishing property of electrons. It 
is often helpful to use such a property to distinguish the contributions of 
distinc*. groups of electrons to a given effect. It would then be possible to 
see at a glance what the effect might be, for example, if one group, such as 
the runaways, were not confined. 

For example, it is possible to write the current density as 

J = J H + J s , (2.^7) 

where Jp is the runaway electron contribution to the current and J s is the 
contribution of stopped electrons, i.e., electrons that do not run away in the 
sense that we defined here. Having the runaway probability function R(v) now 
allows us to write 

J s(t) = / d 3v rm*(v,t) [V||(1 - R(v)) + C 1 + eCj,} , (2.58) 

where C 1 and C 2 are constants to be determined, but, in view of the 
orthogonality properties of •, the terms multiplied by tf-sae constants do not 
affect directly the current J 3. By inspection of Eq. (2.58), it is readily 
apparent that ip , the appropriate Green's function for J s, solves Eq. (2.44) 
with 

3<* s) = 0 , on I (2.59a) 

i>s(v,t = 0) = vjl - R(v)] + C 1 + eC 2 , (2.59b) 

where we now exploit our freedom to choose C 1 and Cj, to do so in a way that 
gives the required orthogonality properties for i|>s(v, t = 0). The subsequent 
orthogonality properties of il>s(v, t > 0) is, of course, guaranteed by choosing 
appropriate constants q̂  and q 2 in Eq. (2.44). Solving then for i ŝ, we 
determine the wavt induced contribution to the current carried by stopped 
electrons, 
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J s = -[•,, O/av) • 3 j . (2.60) 

As an electron decelerates, it contributes part of its kinetic energy to 
the bulk electrons with which it collides, and the remainder of its kinetic 
energy it contributes to the electromagnetic field that decelerates it. The 
latter energy contribution appears as magnetic energy storage, while the 
former contribution appears merely as heat. The problem of current "ramp-up" 
refers to using current-drive to increase the toroidal current and thereby to 
increase the inductive energy stored in the poloidal magnetic fields {i.e., 
LI 2/2, where L is the tokamak inductance and I is the toroidal current). For 
current ramp-up, an important efficiency criterion is the fraction of rf 
energy that is converted to magnetic field energy. This fraction will depend 
on the nature of the wave-induced flux S w. 

The power (electric) delivered to the field by a stopped electron may be 
written as P g, = EJ s(v,t), where jg(v,t) is the expected current as a function 
of time carried by a single electron, given that the electron is located at 
coordinate v at time t = 0, e.g., as sketched in Fig. 7b. The electron 
decelerates from velocity v to some bulk speed with eventually no directed 
notion. The amount of energy that flows into the electromagnetic field during 
this decleration is 

CD 

W s(v) = J" Ejs(v,t) dt . (2.61) 
o 

- * • 

The quantity W 3{v) is an important response function that characteri2es 
the ramp-up process. In particular, what matters is the ratio of the 
incremental energy that flows into the field to the incremental energy 
injected into an electron using waves. We can write this efficiency as 

P 2w-(a/3v)W (v) 
T1 -' T r~T~ • < 2 - 6 2 > *in 2 .(a/av)e(v) w 

where the numerator is proportional to incremental energy to the field, and 
the denominator is proportional to the incremental energy expended. The 
variables P e^ and P* are defined to have dimensions of power density; p. is 
the wave power absorbed by resonant electrons and P e l is the power delivered 
to the magnetic field. 
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In Fig. 2.8, we reproduce a plot of the response function W s(v/v R). For 
v/v R small, collisions, rather than the electric field, tend to slow down the 
electron, and the electron kinetic energy will be converted into heat. Thus, 
H 3 + 0, for v/v R << 1, and, consistently, P e l / P i n + 0. On the other hand, for 
v/v R >> 1, the electron is decelerated by the electric field and is 
insensitive to collisions so that all of its parallel kinetic energy could be 
converted to magnetic field energy. Thus, for v/Vrj >>1, we have W g * mv?/2 
and if also v x << Vu, then P e]/Pi n -* !• The calculation here is applicable 
only for stopped electrons, which eventually slow down to Vn = 0, but do not 
then run away in the negative-v. direction. Such electrons are runaways and 
their kinetic energy would increase indefinitely at the expense of field 
energy. 

Most relevant to ramp-up experiments is when electrons with high v., but 
v x << v., are resonant either with lower-hybrid or with electron-cyclotron 
waves. The power conversion efficiencies that may be expected are reproduced 
in Fig. 2.9. These results will be compared to experiments in Chapter 4. 

K. RF-Induced Conductivity 

Analytic solutions to the adjoint equations can often be found with 
surprising ease. The problem of current-drive in the presence of a small dc 
electric field has been approached using various approximations by several 
researchers (Muschietti et al., 1982; An et al., 1983; Appert et al., 1983; 
Start, 1983). Here, we show an analytic calculation of the so-called "hot 
conductivity," the conductivity in the presence of a small (E * 0} electric 
field, but in the presence of rf-induced fluxes (Fisch, 1985). Since E + 0, 
we have R(v) * 0 for all v, and hence J * <J3. Thus, we may take the boundary 
E in the adjoint equation at v + » and apply a homogeneous boundary 
condition. For the initial condition we take ii = qvjj. Since we are not 
interested in transient effects, it is only necessary to calculate 

to 

x(v) = J* dt *(v,t) , (2.63) 
0 

whijre x solves 

n D iv. m m (2.64) 
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Taking the high-velocity limit form of C from Eq. (2.13), and expanding 

X = x 0 + Ex, + E 2 x 2 + ... , (2.65) 

we get to lowest order 
2 2 2 2 

r v T .2 v T , (1+Z)-vT/v _ 
v 3v v 

from which we may solve asymptotically in v T/v 

x o = 7 ( 5 ^ z y l 1 + Fz [v~J + (3*z)(uz) i r J + •••' • ( 2- 6 7 ) 

The first order equation then becomes 

with solution 

For a narrow spectrum of waves, one can now write 
p ~ * + d 3 -ae/av w 

(2.70) 

Where in the limit E -• 0, the leading term of X(j gives the Fisch-Boozer (1980) 
result, Eq. (2.25), for steady-state current-drive efficiency. To express the 
rf-induced conductivity, we can expand 

J = J r f + oE + 0{E 2) (2.71; 

with J rf representing the current proportional to x 0 ( t h e steady-state 
contribution) and with 

° = csp + W ' (2-72> 
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where o s o is the Spltzer-Harm conductivity and o H is the so-called hot-
conductivity that is rf-induced. Using Eq. (2.69) and an expression for P d, 
we can write n., in the form 

§ -ax./3v 
o„ = P H — - . (2.73) 

H d 2 -ae/av w 
Thus, the rf-induced conductivity is linear in the absorbed power and strongly 
dependent on the spectrum location. 

This approach has been pursued by Dnestrovskij et al. (1985) and by 
Krasheninnikov et al. (1985) who have worked out a number of interesting and 
practical cases. (A point of confusion: these works purport that a low-order 
term has been omitted in Eq. (2.69). No term is missing, but were the hot 
conductivity written, e.g., as a function of total power absorbed rather than 
rf power absorbed, then it would appear as if new terms were introduced.) 

Note that finding the rf-induced conductivity, a^, analytically is an 
easier task than finding the Spitzer-Harm conductivity analytically. This is 
because in describing bulk plasma processes, the collision operator may nob be 
simplified by taking in the high-velocity limit. The limit is correctly used 
here, however, so long as S w is finite only for v >> v T. Then the affected 
electrons spend much more time at high velocity, than at low velocity, before 
becoming randomized. 

The limit E + 0 is thought to be relevant particularly for start-up in a 
reactor. For example, in the Starfire reactor design (Abdou et al., 1982), 
approximately 20 minutes were required to ramp up the toroidal current. In 
recent experiments, however, the approximation E + 0 is not valid, and a 
numerical solution of the adjoint equation is necessary (see Sec. IV.D). 

The hot conductivity, o K, is valid for plasmas not in thermal 
equilibrium, but instead in contact with an external source or sink of heat. 
The contact is made through the emission or absorption of waves by fast 
electrons. Note that in the case of a radiating plasma, P d and o H are then 
negative, and the hot-conductivity contribution indicates a higher 
resistivity. 
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L. Relativistic Effects 
The ateady-state current-drive efficiency using fast electrons is 

p proportional to v until the resonant electron velocity v becomes comparable 
to the speed of light c. It turns out that the maximum possible current-drive 
efficiency is bounded'— the maximum efficiency is attained as v •+ c when 
using lower-hybrid waves, while when using electron-cyclotron waves the 
maximum efficiency occurs at a somewhat slower speed. (Mote: here, as 
elsewhere, we use electron-cyclotron waves to exemplify diffusion of electrons 
purely in perpendicular energy, neglecting the parallel component, which is 
usually unimportant. A notable exception is discussed in Sec. III.D) 

The limitation in the current-drive efficiency occurs because 
relativistic electrons, being heavier, more easily lose energy in collisions 
with the lighter background electrons. Additionally, pushing relativistic 
electrons in the parallel direction does not inmediately create current, as 
the current carried reaches a maximum. Each of these effects reduces the 
efficiency by a factor of p, where p is the electron momentum; hence, the 
efficiency approaches a constant of p as p + => for lower-hybrid current-
drive. Moreover, the injection of momentum, as opposed to merely selectively 
increasing the perpendicular energy, is now critical. Increasing the 
perpendicular energy of a relativistic electron without tampering with its 
parallel momentum results instantaneously in that electron carrying less 
current, since to conserve momentum, the parallel velocity must decrease when 
the electron becomes heavier. Thus, for electron-cyclotron waves, this 
further effect implies that J/Pd + 0 as p + •, 

To find the current-drive efficiency for relativistic resonant electrons, 
either the Langevin method or the adjoint method may be used. Fisch (1981) 
solved the relativistic Langevin equations and wrote the efficiency in closed 
form for the case of zero background temperature. Since relativistic 
electrons are fast compared to thermal electrons for temperatures of interest 
in first generation fusion reactors, this result is generally applicable. 
Here, however, we summarize the more accurate adjoint analysis of Karney and 
Fisch (1985), Who included finite temperature effects and solved numerically 
the relativistic adjoint equation. These effects tend to increase the 
current-drive efficiency, as bulk electrons get dragged by resonant 
electrons. The efficiency increase can be about 10-25? for parameters of 
interest (see Fig. 2.10). 
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Define momentum p such that 5 = p7mY(p), where m is the electron rest 
2 2 2 1 /2 mass and y(p) = (1+p An e ) . The steady-state current and power dissipated 

may now be written as 

J = J" K ' *7 X<P> d 3P (2.74a) 
F »P 

P = / 3 • i; e(p) d3p , (2.74b) 
H 3p 

where S is the wave-induced flux in momentum space, kinetic energy e may be 
2 

written as {y-1)mc , and x solves the relativistic adjoint equation 
C< V s - " V » » ( 2' 7 5> 

which is a generalization of Eq. (2.64) for E = 0. Expand x i n a Legendre 
se r i e s , i . e . , 

x = I P (n> ^ ( P ) • (2.76) 
o 

Evidently, from Eq. (2.75), we see that the solution consists of only the 
first Legendre harmonic; accordingly, we set x(£) = uxj(p)- Substituting into 
Eq. (2.75), Karney and Fisch '1985) derive the equation for X} 

1 a „2 .,-» ̂ 1 vA(p) a*1 2B(p) + rz/v T / , „„ n 

P P (2.77) 
where 

fVyp')*' 2 

0 V 
A(P) = ̂ r [J"P P' 2 f

m
(P' > T ~ d p' + J"° p' 2 fm ( p'> r dp'• ( 2 , 7 8 a ) 

B(P) = ̂  [J*P P ' V 0 ' 5 3 i L z T - dP' + /" P'2f
m(P'> hr dp'] (2.78b) 

0 o 2V3 p 

I ( X 1 ) = ^ iiwr r'-VP'VP' 

* H J P'^fp'lx^P') ? I*2 ̂  t" 2! ( 4 Y ' 2 + 6 ) " ̂  C » V , 3 - 9 T ' ) } o p Y'° mc J 
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+ 4 i r ( ! ! T - ^ 3 - 5 ( J 4 Y ' 2 + 6))1 dp' P Y' 

• i f P'^P'JX^P') ? [^h (̂  CW2+6) - i (4Y
3 - 9Y)) p p' y mc 

+ 4 h Fr I3 - i (^2

+6))]dp-} , (2.78c) 
P"^ r 6 

where f is the relativistic Maxwellian (see, e.g., de Groot et al., 1980) 
that solves C(f,f) = 0 and is given by 

f m(p) = h " 2 _ t — exp(-e/T) (2.79) 

where 
4mn cTK2(0 ) 

e E mc 2y (2.80a) 

B = T/mc2 (2.80b) 

and K„ is the nth-order modified Bessel function of the second kind. 
(Recently, a complete treatment of the collision operator is provided by 
Franz, 1986.) 

Equation (2.77) has been considered nonrelativistically by a number of 
authors. Approximate analytical solutions are possible when x is expressed as 
a sum of Sonine polynomials (Chapman and Cowling, 1970; Braginskii, 1965). 
Alternatively, variational approaches may be useful (Hirshman, 1980). Such 
solutions, howevei, may be employed only when the current is expected to be 
carried primarily by the bulk electrons. When the driving fluxes occur 
primarily at superthermal velocities, such as when driven by lower-hybrid 
waves but not by neutral beams, the asymptotic (p -» <•>) form of x 1 ? which may 
not be reproduced accurately by these expansions, is critical. Numerical 
integrations of the nonrelativistic limit of these equations have been 
performed for the case of ohmic currents (Spitzer and Harm, 1953) and for 
appliiations to a number of other problems (Cordey et al., 1979). 

In the limit of cold background electrons (0 + 0 ) , Eq. (2.77) becomes 
particularly simple, i.e., 
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- J 2 i | r - J 2 i * i + V a 0 ' ( 2 - 8 1 ) 

v " vp 
with solution 

. (1+Z)/2 p , . (1+Z)/2 , 
Xt(8=0) = (£}] J C ^ y ) v'3dp- , (2.82) 

which is the result derivable from the relativistic Langevin equations (Fisch., 
1981). Now using xi(e=0) in Eqs. (2.74) reveals that there is indeed a limit 
to the current-drive efficiency both for lower-hybrid or electron-cyclotron 
wave current-drive. For a narrow spectrum of waves, we have 

f- = J T + - (2.83) 
d % • v 

To find the effects of finite temperature, _t is necessary to solve Eq. 
(2.77) numerically. The numerical technique employed by Karney and Fisch 
(1985) was to cast Eq. (2.77) as a 1-D diffusion equation for xi> and then to 
look for the steady-state solution. The solution for x is reproduced ''^ 
contour plots given in Fig. 2.10. Here p t = /mT. The figures show how 
relativistic effects enter: in (a) we have the nonrelativistic treatment which 
is valid whenever c >> v (or, equivalently, 0 + 0 ) ; were that inequality to be 
challenged, say in a 5 keV plasma (0 = 0.01) and resonant electrons with Pi/Pf-
- 5, then the contours are stretched, as may be observed in (b), indicating 
less current for a given induced flux. 

Most important is the question of the efficiency; this is reproduced in 
Fig. 2.11. (The reader should be cautioned that the energy scale at the top 
of the figure is only approximately linea: at high energy.) The line labeled 
0 = 0 corresponds to the zero temperature result given in Eq. (2,82). The 
somewhat greater efficiencies available at finite temperatures are primarily 
the result of resonant electrons dragging on thermal electrons. When the 
them H electrons are slow, their directed momentum is quickly randomized in 
collisions with ions. A quick calculation of the drag effect is possible by 
balancing the momentum input to the drifting bulk background electrons 
carrying current Jg, i.e., if the resonant electrons carry current Jp, then 

R B/i 1 R/B T /„ a,,s 
dT = " v JB + y v JR • ( 2 - 8 4 ) 
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where v0'1 is the collision frequency of the bulk electrons with the 
R/R 

background ions and v is the collision frequency of the resonant electrons 
with the bulk electrons. The steady-state drift current can then be found. 
The calculation is approximate because the v's must be guessed at, but it 
gives roughly a \0% enhancement effect. 

In Fig. 2.11, the localized excitation corresponds to a wave-induced flux 
at finite pn but at p x = 0. This is useful for comparing to theoretical 
formulas. Of more practical use is to show the efficiency as a function of 
the total flux induced by a lower-hybrid wave, summing over contributions to 
the flux at finite p L for the case of a narrow spectrum of waves absorbed by a 
Maxwellian distribution of electrons. This is depicted in Fig. 2.12. 
Including summation of the wave-induced fluxes (as compared to including only 
the contribution at p^ = 0) produces no effect for VM >> Vj, but results in a 
somewhat larger efficiency for Vj = v T. It is perhaps worth correcting here a 
misleading, but oft-cited, result in the review by Cordey (1984), who finds an 
efficiency I/P = 0.15/fR-^n^) A/W in his consideration of lower-hybrid waves 
driving 100 keV electrons in a 17 keV plasma. This result, based on an 
erroneous equation given by Hewitt et al. (1984), is too low by a factor of 
about 5. The correct efficiency is as shown in Fig. 2.12. 

Several further remarks ought to be made about relativisfcic effects: 
First, the calculations here do not include synchrotron and bremsstrahlung 
emissions. For relativistic electrons, these effects can be large; in fact, 
it would be a worthwhile effort to derive response functions for these 
emissions. Presumably, in the regime where relativistic effects are the 
largest, these effects will render invalid the analyses offered here. 
Additionally, relativistic effects play a role in determining which electrons 
are resonant and what the diffusion path is {Fisch, 1981; Karney and Fisch, 
1981). These paths are constant energy contours in the wave frame of 
reference. Wave propagation in a weakly relativistic plasma is considered by 
Fidone et al. (1982). 

One helpful relativistic effect is that the absorption of the electron-
cyclotron wave near the resonant surface w = n (x) (where x measures 
horizontal direction) is not symmetric with respect to that surface, so that 
single pass absorption is not necessary for current-drive (Cairns et al., 
1983). The asymmetry is a relativistic effect; nonrelativistically, 
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absorption would take place equally on both sides of the resonance if the 
damping were very weak, so that even if after many reflections the wave were 
absorbed, equal currents would be generated in opposite directions. 

To see this, consider that the resonance condition for a weakly 
relativistic electron may be written as 

ia - kr|v„ - a (1 - v 2/2c 2) = 0 , (2.85) 

where a = eB{x)/m is the nonrelativistic cyclotron frequency. For v/c • 0, 
note that changing the sign of the quantity u - a produces a resonance with v., 
-• - VII, indicating that as x c is traversed, the resonant region is mirrored 
about v. = 0. However, for v/c finite, a sign change in us - a no longer 
produces Vn + - Vy, so that the oppositely flowing currents, that are 
generated on opposite sides of the resonance, need no longer be comparable. 
Note, however, that single-pass absorption, if not a necessary condition for 
the current-drive effect, does often mean a higher current generation 
efficiency. 

III. Survey of Current-Drive Methods 
A. Introduction 

The most detailed experimental and theoretical attention has been paid to 
current-drive by fast electrons, but the eventual most useful method may well 
be one of the other techniques. Here we survey more briefly these other 
ideas, primarily with a view towards demonstrating the variety of possible 
curreut-drive effects. Included here, in addition to the neutral beam 
technique which has been experimentally demonstrated, are techniques that must 
be considered rather speculative, or at least not experimentally testable on 
present-day tokamaks. 

Several different waves can give rise to essentially the same current-
drive effect. Thus, for example, high- phase velocity whistler waves, which 
have propagation and absorption characteristics different from those of lower-
hybrid waves, could be substituted, possibly to advantage, for the lower-
hybrid waves. The current-drive effect is the same; more precisely, the 
current-drive efficiency depends only on the wave parallel phase velocity and 
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the velocity of resonant electrons. Similarly, the low-phase velocity kinetic 
Alfven wave will achieve the current-drive effect (Hasegawa, 1981) 
characteristic of other low-phase velocity waves. Although here we are 
concerned more with portraying the different effects possible, rather than in 
compiling the number of ways each effect can be attained, different ways of 
attaining a given current-drive effect may be critical in realizing the 
utility of that effect for different reactor parameters. 

The techniques presented here can generally be employed concurrently, 
possibly to advantage. This is especially true of passive techniques such as 
reflection, which could supplement, without interfering with, current driven 
by other means. Other methods are in effect hybrid means, such as injecting a 
neutral beam and then maintaining its energy with supplementary rf heating. 

Some of the more speculative means of current-drive are presented here 
somewhat in the spirit in which they were probably suggested by the authors in 
the first place — to stimulate thought on pursuing new and different avenues 
for, it is hoped, even more efficient, yet practical, methods of current-
drive. 

B. Low-Frequency Waves 

The advantages and disadvantages of Alfven waves, an example of low-
frequency waves that interact with low-Vo electrons, have been remarked upon 
earlier. Here we consider these waves in greater detail. 

In a homogeneous plasma, i.e., with aspect ratio R/a - », there would be 
no trapped electrons and the steady-state current-drive efficiency would scale 
as predicted by Wort (1971), i.e., J/Pd - 1/v n. This scaling leads to a 
relatively high efficiency, especially for hot plasmas where the collision 
frequencies become smaller. Note that hotter plasmas benefit current-drive 
techniques, such as neutral beam or Alfven wave injection, that rely on the 
dynamics of bulk electrons, more than they benefit techniques, such as lower-
hybrid or electron-cyclotron wave injection, which rely on the dynamics of 
fast, superthermal electrons, and are eventually, in hot plasmas, limited in 
efficiency by relativistic effects. The favorable scaling notwithstanding, 
the efficiency of current-drive by Alfven waves is seriously diminished by 
trapped electron effects for realistic aspect ratios (Bickerton et al., 1972). 
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It has been conjectured (Fisch and Karney, 1981) that these trapped 
particle effects might not be as serious as first supposed. The conjecture 
runs roughly as follows: since the tokamak is axisymmetric, trapped electrons 
conserve canonical angular momentum. Upon absorbing toroidal mechanical 
momentum from a wave, they must pinch inwards towards the magnetic axis. This 
is analogous to the Ware pinch effect (Ware, 1970), where the trapped 
electrons absorb momentum from an imposed dc toroidal magnetic field rather 
than from r-f waves. The inward pinch is not a steai'y-state process; 
eventually electron density gradients steepen near the magnetic axis. At that 
point, electrons will cend to diffuse outwards, driving the bootstrap 
current. The conjecture was that this bootstrap current might compensate for 
the loss of current in the first place. Unfortunately, a closer examination 
reveals that this rf pinch effect, while it might very well be potent in 
producing large gradients, does not lead to sufficient compensating current. 

Were it not for the trapped electron effects, or, alternatively, near the 
magnetic axis in a tokamak, the Alfven wave is an efficient current driver. 
Solving numerically the Fokker-Planck equation for electrons, Fisch and Karney 
(1981} calculate the efficiency of current-drive with low-phase-velocity waves 
and compare this efficiency to that using high-phase-velocity waves such as 
lower-hybrid waves, as reproduced in Fig. 3.1. The numerical results confirm 
the scaling predicted by Wort (1971). Cordey et al. (1982) show that for v p h 

<< v T, it is possible to neglect electron-electron collisions, and they give 
an analytic solution agreeing with Fig. 3.1. This figure illustrates how in a 
homogeneous plasma it is most efficient to push either very fast or very slow 
electrons. 

Despite its unpopularity because of the trapped-electron concern, this 
wave deserves experimental testing. There are enough uncertainties 
surrounding the physics of trapped electrons and the neoclassical bootstrap 
effect to shake our confidence even in the best theoretical models. Because 
of the high efficiency that might be attained with the readily available low 
frequency (10-100 MHz) power, it would be worthwhile to risk a probable 
negative result in testing this current-drive method. 
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C. Exploiting Trapped Electror id Toroidal Effects 
Although the presence of trapped electrons, an artifact of the toroidal 

geometry, diminishes the efficiency of current-drive by Alfven waves, these 
same trapped-electron effects have also been exploited, in some cases, to 
drive current. Ohkawa (1976) has suggested that selectively trapping or 
detrapping electrons can result in current. Toroidal effects have also been 
invoked by Parks and Marcus (1981) and Hayes and OeGroot (1981) to drive 
currents with electron-cyclotron waves. 

Qhkawa's suggestion is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Perpendicular heating of 
electrons, possibly by electron-cyclotron waves, can result in Fig. 3.2 in a 
circulating electron in velocity space location 1 becoming trapped in velocity 
space location 2. The result would be a deficit of current-carrying 
circulating electrons traveling to the right. An alternative method to 
produce a net flux of electrons to the left would be to heat in the parallel 
direction electrons in velocity space location 3, such that they become 
detrapped in velocity space location 4. This interaction, which might be 
accomplished by lower-hybrid waves traveling to the left, produces a surplus 
of left-traveling circulating electrons. 

Parks and Marcus (1981) and Hayes and DeGroot (1981) play on a somewhat 
different, but related, toroidal effect. Circulating electrons traveling 
along field lines in tokamak geometry periodically decelerate and accelerate 
as they pass through the more intense field region near the torus hole. 
Imagine, then, an equivalent situation in which an electron traverses periodic 
magnetic mirrors as illustrated in Fig. 3.3. Parks and Marcus (1981) and 
Hayes and DeGroot (1981) suggest that perpendicular heating of electrons as 
they pass through the mirror throats (maxima of the parallel magnetic field) 
will, on average, increase the parallel velocity of these electrons. This 
occurs because as the electrons leave the mirror throats, their perpendicular 
energy is converted into parallel energy since each electron's magnetic moment 
\i - mv x

2/2B is conserved over its trajectory. 

The method of perpendicular heating at the mirror throats is somewhat 
like the method of lower-hybrid current-drive, in that waves are employed to 
increase the average parallel velocity of fast electrons. This likeness is 
more apparent when the change in velocity space coordinates at the mirror 
throat is related to a change in velocity space coordinates at the field 
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:.anima for the same trajectory. We shall expect, therefore, that the 
efficiency for this current-drive method will scale similarly to that for 
other methods of pushing fast electrons. Note, however, that electrons that 
are heated perpendicularly absorb no mechanical angular momentum. In an 
axisymmetric device, such as a tokamak without field ripple, there can be no 
exchange of momentum with the coils generating the magnetic field, and hence 
the canonical angular momentum of the electron is preserved. Therefore, in 
addition to increasing on average its V| because of the heating at the 
magnetic throat, the electron will also increase, on average, its (radial) 
distance from the magnetic axis. 

The equations for current-drive by rf-heafcing of electrons in toroidal 
geometry, where the effects of trapped electrons come into play, have been 
ar.-Lyzed by Cordey et al. (1982) in the Lorentz limit, i.e., neglecting 
electron-electron coliisons. This limit is appropriate for calculating 
current driven by low-parallel-phase-velocity waves, such as Alfven waves. 
The kinetic theory of current-drive with electron-cyclotron waves, including 
resonance regions appropriate for tokamak geometry, has been pursued by Chan 
et al. (1982), but it is difficult to recover from their analysis the 
homogeneous (straight-cylinder) limit. The problem has also been considered 
by Belikov et al. (1982b). Current-drive by electron heating in toroidal 
geometry has been formulated introducing an adjoint equation by Antonsen and 
Chu (1982), Taguchi (1983), and Antonsen and Hui (1984). Further neoclassical 
effects were pursued by Yoshioka and Antonsen (1986) and Antonsen and Yoshioka 
(1986). 

Antonsen and Chu (1982) consider the steady-state Fokker-Planck equation 
for electrons in toroidal geometry [3ee Eq. (2.3a)] and write an adjoint 
equation for the current response. An approximate expression for the flux-
surface-averaged response function for the current is given by Antonsen and 
Hui (1984) 

g h (1 - v c/v () , v, > v o 

6 - 0 , |v(| < v c (3.1) 

n c B || c 
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where g_ is the homogeneous current response function, and where v c is the 
critical parallel speed (at any point along an electron trajectory) below 
which an electron is trapped, i.e., will not penetrate the mirror throat along 
its trajectory; v 0 is given by 

,1/2 v c = (1 - B U J / f l ^ ) " ' /2t/m , (3-2) 

where the kinetic energy c is a constant of the electron trajectory and z 
measles the distance along the trajectory. Equation (3. J) represents a 
useful, although somewhat arbitrary, approximation that captures the essential 
features of an otherwise much more complicated function. 

It is revealing to consider a schematic representation ot the level 
curves of g, as reproduced from Antonsen and Hui in Fig. 3.4. Current 
production is proportional to SH-3g/av, where S w is the wa>'e-indueed velocity 
space flux; it is easy to see, therefore, how perpendicular heating nesr V| = 
v„, the trapped-untrapped particle boundary, can result in current flow in a 
direction opposite to the sense in which current would flow in the absence of 
the trapped particle effects. 

Current-drive by the method of oerpendicular heating at the mirror 
throats can also be understood with reference to Fig. 3.4 if the electron 
velocity near the field maximum (where the heating occurs) is related to the 
veloeit} of the electron at the trajectory position indicated by Fig. 3-4. In 
other words, velocity space coordinate 7 in Fig. 3.4 is related to velocity 
space coordinate v m at the mirror throat by 

max 
v? = \ i * <1 " B / E W vml • (3.3b) 

so that a wave-induced flux entirely in the perpendicular direction at the 
field maximum translates into a wave-induced flux, S w, in Fig. 3.4 with 
direction 

1 " B/B-..^ - B/ B„,„ -- * . D M « + EM , ,, M 
Sw v, l9 * v, \L • ( 3- 4 ) 
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Thus, a purely perpendicular flux at the field maximum has a parallel 
component when viewed elsewhere along the particle orbits, and the current may 
be found from the same response function g with the appropriately translated 
flux. 

The efficiency can be determined as before, i.e., by Eq. (2.70) with g 
taking the place of x- I c should oe noted, however, that in order to exploit 
effects associated with trapped electrons, slower electrons must be 
accelerated. This is because resonances affecting high-Vg electrons do not 
include many trapped or nearly trapped electrons, i.e., if ^ = v^, but Vj >> 
v T, then the electron is unlikely to be trapped. If, however, slower 
electrons are accelerated, then their higher collision frequency indicates a 
lower efficiency. For this reason, among otners, methods that rely solely on 
the toroidal effects discussed here will not be as efficient as other current-
drive schemes. These effects, however, must be taken into consideration in 
realistic tokamak experiments especially where optimized conditions are not 
achieved. 

On the other hand, methods that do rely upon fast electrons in order to 
attain the highest efficiency are not likely to be much affected, under 
conditions where the efficiency is highest, by effects associated with 
toroidal geometry. 

D. Wave-Induced Diffusion Along Wearly Constant Energy Paths 
Here, we remark on the possibility of exploiting at once the advantages 

of the two favorable wave regimes, low-phase velocity and high-phase 
velocity. The efficiency of steady-state current-drive via the Landau 
resonance in a homogeneous plasma is maximized, as depicted in Fig. 3.1, at 
extrema of u/k||, which correspond to these two regimes. 

The advantage of high-phase velocity waves, such as lower-hybrid waves, 
i3 that they interact with superthermal electrons, which collide 
infrequently. The drawback is that these waves have little parallel momentum 
for a given energy. Waves with a high content of parallel momentum are, 
equlvalently, waves with low parallel phase velocity, because parallel 
momentum is proportional to kj, while energy is proportional to u. These 
slower waves, however, interact via the iandau resonance with low-v, 
electrons. Apart from the inefficiencies associated with trapping effects, 
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depositing momentum in slow electrons suffers frorn the relatively high 
frequency of current-destroying collisions experienced oy these electrons. 
Clearly, the best of both worlds would be to employ low parallel phase 
veiucity waves to deposit momentum in supei-thermal electrons. This may .-.e 
possible through a cyclotron resonance, but, as we show here, waves that 
accomplish this effect are probably difficult to excite in the plasma. 

The interaction that we seek is depicted in Fig. 3.5. Waves with 
parallel phase velocity <o/k. small compared to electron thermal velocity v» 
interact via a cyclotron resonance with superthermal electrons satisfying v« = 
(CJ + fle)/k||. Thus, high momentum waves accelerate relatively collisionless 
electrons. The advantage of using these waves can be appreciated by noting 
that the diffusion of resonant electrons is along contours of nearly constant 
energy; thus, resonant electrons convert perpendicular energy into parallel 
energy as they diffuse from the more densely populated low energy states to 
higher energy along the wave-induced diffusion path. These diffusion paths 
are contours of constant energy s in the frame of reference moving with the 
wave parallel phase velocity, since in this frame u = 0, so that particles can 
exchange momentum, but, on average, not energy with the wave. Note, however, 
that this exchange does not take place over the full contour of constant 
energy; it takes place only in the resonant region of velocity space. 

The contours can be found, including relativistic effects, by noting that 
if by interacting with a wave a particle experiences motion along Su in the 
wave frame, then we must have S H • (S/ap^e' = 0 in that frame, which implies 
that in the laboratory frame of reference, where the wave frequency is «, we 
have 

3 w • O/apXc - P,"/",,) = 0 , (3.5) 

which, in turn, implies that the direction of S w is such that 

§ w - (c2Pj/e - w/kj)^ - (c^/ejp, , (3.6) 

where p. is the unit momentum vector perpendicular to p,. Note that 
nonrelativistically, S w traces concentric spheres in momentum or velocity 
space, as depicted in Fig. 3.5. In the relativistic limit, this simple 
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geometric relationship no longer applies and S.. traces in p,. -p, space 
nonconcentric ellipsoids for u/kuc < 1 and nonconcentrio hyperboloids for 
u/k|C > 1. 

Using, for example, the nonrelativistie limit of Eq. (3.6) in Eq. 
(2.25a), we obtain for resonant electrons satisfying v = v™ >> v* 

2 j ev„ 
?;--m5TY) [3 + v|/(«/lc|}] . (3.7) 

Here, for Vj = w/k|| we recover the Landau resonance, and we recover in the 
limit of purely perpendicular heating, i.e., lo/k,, •* •», the result that these 
efficiencies are exactly in the ratio 4:3 as depicted in the numerical 
solution of Fig, 2.1, Of interest here is that in ths limit ai/k,| << Vj, there 
is the opportunity ''or substantially higher efficiencies. 

To realize the substantially higher efficiency, we must assure ourselves 
that such waves exist in the plasma, that they can be efficiently eiccited, and 
that a substantial amount of the wave -ower will be absorbed by the intended 
resonant electrons, rather than, say, ions or electrons at the Landau 
resonance. Such waves do, in fact, exist in a homogeneous magnetized plasma 
(e.g., Stringer, 1963). The question of damping of the waves is, for the 
present, moot, because it does not appear that the second criteria can be 
satisfied, i.e., that these waves can be efficiently excited. 

The excitation problem is difficult because of the following 
inequality. The resonant electrons satisfy 

u + n 
v, = — < c , (3.8) 

and, since u/^ « Vj for the effect to be substantial, we have also a « 
fle- Thus, 

1/k( < c/fle , (3.9a) 

or the parallel wavelength \^ = 2ir/kj, satisfies 

*, < (0.1/B10)cm , (3,9b) 
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where B 1 Q is the toroidal magnetic field in units of 10 tesla. For D-T 
reactors, where Bin - 1 is expected, this inequality implies that waves with 1 
ran or less parallel wavelengths must be excited. It is impractical to build 
such small structures in the plasma, and even if built outside the plasma, 
which is difficult, there is likely to be an evanescent layer of about the 
same magnitude, i.e., 1 mm, as the wave enters the tokamaks. Unfortunately, 
too, parametric means of exciting this wave, say by the beating of two high 
frequency waves, are likely to be inefficient. 

Thus, a promising approach to very much higher efficiency appears not to 
be implementable, although this is by no means proved- An alternative 
possibility in very hot plasmas might be to exploit the smaller cyclotron 
frequency of ultrarelativistic electrons (because of their relativistically 
heavier mass). Then the inequality in Eq. (3-9a) may not be quite as severe, 
although other deleterious effects, such as radiation, may be present. 

E. Neutral Beam Current-drive 
Neutral beams may be directed into the tokamak plasma largely in a 

tangential direction. Upon colliding with the hot plasma, they ionize and 
form a positively charged ion beam that circles the tokamak in the toroidal 
direction. Although this ion beam carries substantial toroidal current, there 
is a tendency for electrons to catch up and cancel the ion current. The 
result is that the whole plasma then rotates, but with no net current. What 
must be done is to exert a force on the electron fluid in the ion frame of 
reference. 

Consider then a homogeneous plasma composed of two groups of ions, one 
left-streaning and one right-streaming, such that the total ion current 
vanishes. If, say, the right-streaming group of ions were to collide more 
frequently with electrons than do the left-streaming group, then electrons 
would experience a net force pulling them to the right, and a right-flowing 
electron current would develop. By assumption, the ions inf this frame of 
reference have zero current, so on balance there is a net electric current in 
the plasma. Since current is a Lorentz invariant for neutral plasma, it does 
not matter in what frame of reference we derive its existence. ( 

Research has focussed on ways of coaxing electrons to collide preferen
tially with one of the groups of ions. A method that would not be practical 

/ 
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is illustrated in Fig. 3.6a. This method, in analogy with the successful 
methods of current-drive using fast electrons, would exploit the velocity 
dependence of the Coulomb collision cross section. Suppose that the right-
streaming group of ions were small in number but energetic. Then, even though 
the ion currents cancel, electrons would collide more frequently with the 
slower group of ions and thus tend to go to the left. Unfortunately, for this 
effect to be appreciable, the energetic group of ions would need a speed much 
greater than the electron thermal speed {which is the average relative speed 
between the slow ions and the electrors). Producing ions with speeds greater 
than the electron thermal speed in thermonuclear plasmas is impractical. 

The problem was solved by Ohkawa (1970), who suggested that tine disparity 
in the collision cross sections of the two groups of ions could be achieved if 
the two groups of ions are of different charge state. The Coulomb collision 
cross section of an ion is proportional to the square of its ion charge state 
Zj, while the current it carries is only linear in Zj. Thus, ions of 
disparate charge states carrying the same current collide unequally with 
electrons. Consider, then Fig. 3.6b, where electrons collide preferentially 
with ions going to the right. The net ion current is zero in this frame of 
reference, hence, a net electric current is produced. Ohkawa (1970) suggested 
producing these counter-streaming (in the z^ro ion current reference frame) 
ion beams by injecting one of the beams as neutrals into the tokamak, 

Ohkawa (1970) treated the electrons as a streaming fluid with a 
Maxwellian velocity distribution. More precise models have been employed by 
Connor and Cordey (1974) and by Fomenko (1975), but only in the limit of small 
beam velocities, where electron-electron collisions may be ignored. These 
studies suggest that in tokamaks the requirement for disparate charge states 
may be relaxed. A full numeriefil treatment of the problem is provided by 
Cordey et al. (1979). This treatment proceeds along the lines of the solution 
to the electric conductivity problem (Spitzer and Harm, 1953). A variational 
approach, employing a polynomial expansion for the Spitzer function, was 
constructed by Hirshman (1980), and yielded an analytic epxression for the 
beam-driven current in excellent agreement with the numerical solutions. 
Start et al. (1980) and Taguchi (1982) extended the numerical results of 
Cordey et al. (1979) to include effects associated with trapped electrons. 
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When electrons are trapped, the near cancellation of the ion current by 
electrons (when only one ion charge state is present) no longer holds. Only 
circulating electrons can catch up to ions, so a fraction of the electrons are 
excluded from cancelling the ion current. The actual effect might be somewhat 
greater, since the circulating electrons, in colliding with the trapped 
electrons, are themselves restrained in catching up to the ions. 

To calculate the steady-state neutral-beam-driven current, the linearized 
Fokker-Planck equation for electrons may be formulated as in Eq. (2.8) 
(Taguchi, 1982), i.e., here we have for electron distribution f = f m + f 

v„b. a_ ? . cm = - - r • s b - [£ • (f - f) IK > < 3- 1 0> 
3r 3v 

where Sv is the electron flux induced by collisions with the injected ion beam 
(or ionized neutral beam). This flux is given approximately by the collisions 
of the Maxwellian part of the electron distribution with the beam ions, i.e., 

" b • K - C ( fm' fb> • «•"> 
3V 

For a given ion beam distribution, this flux may be computed through 
Eq. (2.4;,). In practice, the ion beam distribution must be computed too; this 
can be done through a separate Fokker-Planck treatment of the beam ions. Once 
the flux is known, the techniques discussed in Chapter 2 may be applied 
directly to solve this equation. It should be noted, however, that the beam-
induced flux is less specific than is the rf-induced flux, so the utility of 
the response functions will be different. In practice, only the first 
Legendre component of the beam-induced flux is kept, and that is sufficient 
for finding the beam-induced current. 

Reproduced fro™ Start et al. (1980), tit; effect of trapped electrons is 
illustrated in Fig. 3.7. Here e = a/R = qBg/Ep is the inverse aspect ratio, 
and Z f i fj. is the effective ion charge state. The number of trapped electrons 
is roughly /2e, Note that for small beam velocities v b/v T * 0 (here v g = v T ) , 
and for no trapped electrons (E = 0), the current obeys the Ohkawa prediction, 
i.e., 

j/j b = i - 2bnL (3.12) 
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where J is the net current, J^ is the beam current, and the ratio of the beam 
to majority ion charge states, Z^/Z^, gives the extent to which the electron 
current cancels the ion beam current. The current carried by the majority of 
the ions is assumed to be negligible. In the opposite limit of low 
temperature, v^/vT + => (here, Vg/Vjj + 0), there is no cancelling current; this 
is the impractical eaje depicted in Fig. j.6a. For the more practical limit 
of high temperature, the analytical result «.-f Connor and Cordey (1974) 
applies, i.e., 

J/Jb = t - Z b/Z. [t - 1.46 A A ( Z e f f F v b/v T]J , (3.13) 

where A is a numerically tabulated function of two variables. In this limit, 
electron-electron collisions become unimportant, which considerably simplifies 
the analysis. 

To calculate the efficiency of steady-state neutral beam current-drive, 
it is necessary to solve for the steady-state ion beam distribution. This can 
be obtained from the beam slowing-down equations, where the beam ions are 
assumed to collide with Maxwellian distributions of backgroun ions and 
electrons (Cordey and Core, 1974; 1975; Callen et al., 1975). The electron 
cancelling current can then be determined through an integration over the 
total beam-induced fluxes. The powei dissipated is the steady-state beam 
power that must be injected to sustain the steady-state beam distribution. 
The result of such a calculation is given by Start et al. (1980) and is 
illustrated in Fig. 3.8- The cases here illustrate the production of current 
in the direction of the beam current, rather than, as envisioned by Ohkawa, in 
the opposite direction, when the electron reverse current exceeds the beam 
current. 

As noted by Cordey (1984), the optimum injection energy for neutral beam 
current-drive is about 40A bT , where A b is the beam atomic number. For 
T e - 15 keV and using deuterium beams, an injection energy of about 1.5 MeV 
would be required. An approximate expression for the efficiency in the 
homogeneous case at this optimum energy is given by Cordey (1984) as 

1 . °'6 T1Q f-L . JL) & ,3,,, 
14 1 b i 
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Thus, the largest efficiencies are achieved for either Zfa or Z i = 1, with the 
other species having Z * ». The high beam energy implies that a negative ion 
source will be required. Note that the efficiency exhibited in Eq. (3.14) 
does not take into account inefficiencies in producing and delivering the beam 
power to the plasma. 

F. Minority Species Current-Drive 
The method of neutral beam current-drive relies upon counterstreaming ion 

flows of disparate charge states to produce an electron drift. One of the 
main drawbacks of the method is the technological difficulty in producing and 
delivering efficiently high-energy neutral beams to a tokamak reactor. 
Technologically easier is to produce and inject rf power. The method of 
minority species current-drive (Fisch, 1981) seeks to employ the rf technology 
to produce the counterstreaming ion beams. 

The basic mechanism is similar to that exploited when using electron-
cyclotron waves to drive current. The idea here is to begin with a plasma 
containing two species of ions with disparate charge states; this may 
naturally occur in D-He3 fusion reactors or in D-T fusion reactors with a 
minority concentration of helium ash. (Note that, if necessary, D and He may 
be distinguished by their different thermal speeds.) Suppose that the less 
dense ions (minority ions) are initially distributed symmetrically in velocity 
space. Now if minority ions, say, moving to the right were heated in 
perpendicular energy (we have in mind by rf waves), then these ions would 
collide less with the majority ions than do the unheated ninority ions moving 
to the left (Fig. 3.9). The result is that majority ions will be dragged to 
the left, and, by momentum conservation, minority ions, on average, must move 
to the right. Hence, counterstreaming ion populations have been produced in a 
manner entirely analogous to the asymmetric electron heating that produced 
current-drive with electron-cyclotron waves, with the minority ions here 
taking the place of the electrons. 

In order to produce efficiently the counterstreaming ion distributions, 
it is necessary that the minority ions collide more often with the majority 
ions than with the electrons. Collisions between minority ions and electrons 
are not as sensitive to the speed of the minority ions as collisions between 
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minority and majority ions, since the electrons are, in any event, much faster 
than the minority ions. Hence, if collisions with electrons were to dominate 
the minority ion slowing down, the asymmetric perpendicular heating would not 
produce asymmetric slowing down. 

On the other hand, the current-drive is also inefficient if collisions 
between the two ion populations are too frequent compared to collisions 
between the ions and electrons. In this case, power is expended to create and 
maintain the counter-streaming ion populations, but relatively little current 
is produced because the electrons, which are to carry the current, are not 
greatly affected. 

The solution, therefore, is to choose waves that resonate with minority 
species ions with intermediate velocities, so that they collide roughly 
equally with electrons and with majority ions. 

To derive this result, consider, in analogy to the result for electrons, 
that a wave-induced flux S w of minority-species ions will produce a minority 
species parallel momentum p a at a power expense P d in the ratio 

« _" SJ t (3.15) 

d §, • (3/3V)E W a 

where E a = m av 2/2 is the resonant minority ion kinetic energy, m a is its mass, 
and v(v) is a collision rate that characterizes the slowing down in parallel 
velocity of minority ions with velocity $. 

In the absence of trapped electron effects, the Ohkawa result may be used 
to relate the net current to the minority species momentum by 

J — = 1 - z nt , (3.16) eZ p /nt a i a a a 
Using now Eq. (3.15) to substitute for p a, we obtain the efficiency 

<-- eZ. (1 - £ ) -*- - J — . (3.,7) 
d i S„ • 3e /3v 

W a 
The collision rate v may be separated into u = v e + v i ( where v e characterizes 
collisions of minority ions with electrons and v^ characterizes collisions of 
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minority with majority ions. For the resonant minority ion velocity v much 
less than electron thermal velocity v<j, v e is approximately constant so that 
3v /3$ may be neglected compared to Sv^/Sv. For S w in the perpendicular 
velocity direction, only the term in Eq. (3.17) proportional to S w • 
(3/3$)O/v) need be retained. It then follows that the efficiency tends to 
zero both for v^ - 0 (v + -) and for u^ * => (v •*- 0). The maximum efficiency 
may be shown to occur for an intermediate resonant velocity v such that J„ » 
v^, as expected. Mote that were the wave to carry parallel momentum, i.e., S H 

having a component in the parallel velocity direction, then the maximum 
efficiency would occur at the minimum of [ve(v) + v^(v)]. The global minimum 
occurs at the impractical limit v + <=, where v g, v^ + 0. The more useful 
minimum, however, will occur, as before, for resonant electrons such that v e ~ 
v«. 

The maximum efficiency for current-drive using perpendicular heating of 
the minority ions, occurring for resonant minority ions with velocity v such 
that ve ~ v p may be calculated approximately (Fisch, 1981) as 

d e l a v nmv_ 
o f 

where M = n^m^/fni + m^) and the maximum is typically broad as a function of v 
and near v = 5 v t a . 

Toroidal effects have been calculated by Chiu et al. (1983). For Z a > 
Z-x, the presence of trapped electrons should result in a smaller current-drive 
efficiency than that given in Eq. (3.18), since the trapped electrons cannot 
contribute to the current. For Z^ > Z Q , electrons only subtracjt from the 
current, so the inclusion of toroidal effects should give a larger estimate 
for the current. The calculation by Chiu et al. actually gives an efficiency 
somewhat higher than that given by Fisch (1981), although with the same 
scaling, even when Za > Z^, presumably because of a more precise treatment of 
the collisions. Chiu et al. also point out tha<; wave absorption may be 
asymmetric with respect to the resonance layer, so that single pass 
absorption, while helpful, if lot necessary (cf., a similar effect in Sec. 
IL L ) . Some suggestions for wave and minority candidates to accomplish the 
effect are given by Longlnov et al. (1966), and a detailed study of the effect 
is provided by Krashenlnnikov (1983). 
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The possibility of combining both nctral beam injection with minority 
species heating has been suggested by Okano et al. (1983). The idea here is 
to inject the neutral beam as before, but to energize it with waves once it 
enters the tokamak. There are several advantages oo pursuing this hybrid 
approach. 

On one hand, the technology requirements on the neutral beam are relaxed, 
since a less energetic b^am may now be adequate. Additionally, the efficiency 
of producing wave power in the ion-cyclotron range of frequencies (a suitable 
frequency range for minority species heating) is substantially greater than 
the efficiency with which energetic neutral beams can be produced. This 
advantage can be stated more tellingly when one considers the efficiency in 
terras of the incremental electric power necessary to produce a neutral beam 
that is incrementally more energetic. In other words, to produce a neutral 
beam of slightly more energetic ions can demand significantly more power, and 
that incremental power can be more efficiently provided by wave heating. 

On the other hand, the requirements on the rf system are also relaxed, 
since the beam provides resonant ions that might otherwise be more difficult 
to extract from a Maxwellian distribution function. There is the possibility, 
for example, of using faster resonant ions, so that discriminating between the 
minority and majority ions might be easier. Thus, this hybrid system is an 
interesting suggestion, although it may still be preferable to employ just one 
system because it is simpler, and because, to some extent, the hybrid system 
may also combine the drawbacks of brth systems, 

Ehadra and Chu (1982) calculate how to exiloit the presence of the helium 
ash (a-particles) in a thermonuclear plasma. Here, asymmetric minority 
species heating of the a-particles produces the current. It is-possible, too, 
that the a-particle distribution in any event evolves asymmetrically, for 
example, because a-particles traveling in different directions have different 
orbits; and may be confined differently, for example, if those traveling in 
one direction strike the tokamak limiter (McNally, 1978; Kolesnichenko et al., 
1981). 

G. Thermoelectric Effects 
The possibility of exploiting a thermoelectric effect in a hot plasma to 

maintain current has been pursued by Fisch (1984). Although this effect can 
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be large, and although the current-drive efficiency, in theory, can be much 
greater than by other techniques, this method cannot be seriously considered 
because of apparently insurmountable technological problems. The basic idea, 
however, is interesting. 

A thermoelectric effect could exploit the free energy in the plasma heat 
itself. First, consider a "driven" thermoelectric effect as depicted in Fig. 
3.10. Suppose a material barrier, possibly an injected frozen pellet of 
plasma fuel in the process of ablating, exists in the plasma and electrond are 
heated to the right of the barrier. Although the electron heating may be 
symmetric, electrons emanating from the heated region to the right encircle 
the tokamak, while electrons emanating to the left immediately slam into the 
barrier. As a result, there will be a surplus of electrons in the region of 
the barrier and a deficit of electrons in the heated region. Surplus 
electrons then diffuse (the short way around) along the large spatial electron 
density gradient that arises between the region of the barrier and the heated 
region. This completes the electric circuit of right-traveling electrons; a 
thermoelectric current has been produced. 

The efficiency of creating current in this manner is easily estimated to 
be, at best, less than that of competing techniques. Compare, for example, to 
the efficiency of generating current by means of unidirectional waves. Here, 
only, say, the right-going current is created; no wave energy is expended to 
create the lpft-going current that slams into the barrier. Thus, the 
efficiency would be twice that of using the thermoelectric effect. There is a 
way, however, to employ the thermoelectric effect while making use of the 
internal plasma heat itself to drive th? current, avoiding altogether the need 
for external heating. 

Consider the injection of frozen pellets into the tokamak in a phased 
manner, such that succeeding pellets entering the tokamak are shadowed by 
preceding pellets from electrons impinging from one toroidal direction, as 
depicted In Fig. 3.11. An asymmetry then develops Jn the electron 
distribution function in accordance with the thermoelectric effect. The 
pellets essentially regulate electron traffic much in the same way that a 
phased array of traffic lights can favor north-heading cars over south-heading 
cars on a north-south oriented street. 
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The injection of frozen pellets of hydrogen into a tokamak reactor is 
something that in any event might be used to accomplish the plasma fueling. 
Thus, the current-drive effect comes essentially free, both in terms of power 
cost and capital equipment cost. Unfortunately, however, pellets in a fusion 
environment tend to ablate at too fast a rate for the effect to be useful. To 
generate an appreciable current, an impractical amount of matter would have to 
be injected into the tokamak. 

H. Asymmetric Reflection 
Dawson and Kaw (1982) suggest that the large amount of synchrotron 

radiation generated by a hot fusion plasma may be reflected asymmetrically 
back into the tokamak such that the reflected radiation sustains a current. 
Such a method is attractive because of its passive nature; no power need be 
supplied if the tokamak walls are properly constructed. The asymmetric 
reflection is accomplished as illustrated in Fig. 3.12. 

The amount of power that must be reflected to sustain an adequate current 
cannot be less than the amount of power needed for current-drive by injected 
electron-cyclotron waves. This power might typically be P f/10. The advantage 
here, of course, is that this power may be free. The technique, however, can 
be useful only when the tokamak is a very copious emitter of synchrotron 
radiation, typically at a power level, P s v n , considerably greater than P^/10, 
in order to account for inefficiencies in the reflection of the wave power to 
the proper direction. On the other hand, a tokamak with P « P^, will not 
be ignitable unless the synchrotron radiation were very efficiently reflected 
and reabsorbed to replenish the plasma heat, let alone current. These 
considerations narrow the parameter window (in electron temperature) for which 
reflection can be useful. 

The idea of radiation reflection had been considered and discounted by 
Ohkawa (1970) because, at that time, it was considered far too power-intensive 
to push fast electrons. 

Dawson and Kaw calculate that the reflected synchrotron waves produce 
current with an electron temperature dependence J - Tg. For 90% reflecting 
walls and other parameters characteristics of tokamak reactors, the plasma 
current could be sustained by this means for T e ~ 50 keV. This is a 
considerably higher temperature than is contemplated for D-T reactors, but 
might be useful for D-He^ tokamak reactors. 
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I. Helicity Injection 
Helicity density K is defined by K = 3 • 8, where vector potential ft 

satisfies S = $ « S. It has been proposed (Taylor, 1974) that magnetically 
confined plasnas tend to relax to configurations that minimize the total 
magnetic energy while conserving the total helicity 

Ktot - J" S - S d V ' ( 3" 1 9 ) 

where the integral is taken over a volume bounded by a magnetic surface. [For 
a more general definition of K t o t , see Finn and Antonsen (1985) and Finn 
(1986).] The means by which the plasma attains this final state remains an 
open question, but some experimental evidence supports the Taylor relaxation 
proposal. 

Belying on the Taylor relaxation proposal, Bevir and Gray (1981) proposed 
that steady-state plasmas may be maintained by helicity injection. Helicity 
is injected by oscillating toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields at the plasma 
periphery, and the injection balances the consumption of helicity in the 
presence of finite plasma resistivity. 

Jensen and Chu (1984) elaborate on the Bevir and Gray proposal and derive 
an helicity transport equation 

| | * ? - 8 = - 2 n 3 - B , (3.20) 

where n is the plasma resistivity and 

5 = S * e l + E x I , (3.21) 

where » e l is the electric potential. The right-hand side of Eq. (3.20) gives 
the resistive decay of helicity. (Note that this term would vanish if, say, 
the current were rf-drivenj J here represents the difference between the total 
current inr1 any noninductive current.) Jensen and Chu show that the Bevir and 
Gray proposal can be described by balancing the resistive decay against a 
time-averaged nonzero helicity flux, <Q>. The nonzero time-averaged helicity 
injection can be expressed as 
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-g* = 2 V t , (3-22) 
3 t inj T 

where V is the loop voltage at the plasma periphery and 4^ is the toroidal 
magnetic flux. Bevir and Gray suggest oscillating V and » T phased such that 
the time-average of their product is nonzero. Bellan {1984; 1985) showed that 
the Bevir and Gray proposal relies on a force that can be thought of as the 
beating between an £ x 6 oscillatory velocity and an oscillating magnetic 
field. 

Although detailed calculations have not been supplied, the current/power 
efficiency associated with this scheme is expected to be more comparable to 
the efficiency of ohmic current-drive, rather than comparable to the much 
lower efficiency of noninductive schemes. The effect, however, relies on a 
key assumption: that plasma relaxation to a Taylor configuration occurs on a 
time scale short compared to the time scale for inward helicity diffusion. 
The oscillatory poloidal and toroidal field components, whose product creates 
the time-averaged force, can then be oscillated on an intermediate time scale, 
during which the plasma acts as a perfect conductor, yet allows field 
penetration and relaxation. 

The ramifications of such oscillatory components have not yet been 
explored, and it is possible that deleterious effects, such as outward 
particle transport, could be associated with the inward helicity transport. 
Bellan expresses an efficiency as current generated per amplitude variation of 
the oscillating magnetic field, finding 2% magnetic field variation sufficient 
to sustain the current in a small tokamatc reactor. Jensen and Chu raise 
questions concerning the extent to which the plasma approaches the Taylor 
configuration. In a true Taylor configuration, the plasma would not maintain 
a pressure gradient. 

A similar ponderomotive force capable of current generation and relying 
on crossed oscillating magnetic fields occurs in the Rotamak, a containment 
device of somewhat different geometry (Hugrass et al., 1980). Here plasma 
relaxation due to finite resistance is also critical; in the limit of scarce 
collisions, where such relaxation does not occur, the Rotamak current-drive 
effect becomes more difficult (Fisch and Watanabe, 1982). 

Current-drive by helicity injection is especially promising because of 
the possibility of low power consumption and because the oscillatory fields 
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can be produced relatively easily. However, the approach must be considered, 
at this point, highly speculative because of the lack of experimental evidence 
in tokamaks for even the basic ingredients of the scheme (e.g., the Taylor 
configuration) and because of the lack of a broader theoretical understanding 
of basic plasma phenomena under conditions that, in fact, differ substantially 
from normal tokamak operation. Also, recent theoretical studies by Liewer et 
al. (1986) question the amount of current that can be produced in this manner. 

It should be noted that if toroidal current produced on the periphery of 
the tokamak can, in fact, support a toroidal current on the magnetic axis, as 
heliclty injection would have it, then many techniques of current-drive become 
more attractive. For example, lower-hybrid (or other) waves can drive a 
current on the plasma periphery much more efficiently than on axis because the 
density is much lower. Also, the lower-hybrid wave has no problem penetrating 
the periphery. Therefore, the helicity could equally well be created by 
lower-hybrid or other waves, as opposed to oscillatory magnetic fields. 
Discussion should therefore be focused on the basic question of current 
penetration rather than on the specific means of achieving the boundary 
conditions. 

IV. Theory and Experiment 
A. Introduction 

Experimental evidence is available for the methods of current-drive by 
neutral beams, electron-cyclotron waves, and lower-hybrid waves. By far the 
most extensive evidence has been accumulated for the lower-hybrid current-
drive effect. This effect is no longer held in doubt, and the theory of 
current-drive efficiency has enjoyed confirmation In a large number of 
experiments conducted by different experimental groups. 

Nonetheless, details of the effect remain the subject of debate, 
particularly the relation between the launched and absorbed wave spectrum. 
Caution must also be exercised In extrapolating results from present regimes 
to reactor regimes, where the higher density and temperature, and also the 
presence of energetic a-particles, could modify substantially the propagation 
and absorption of the waves considered here. The apparatus for coupling the 
wave to the plasma also needs to be tested in a reactor environment. For 
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example, it has been observed that power transmission into the plasma is 
sensitive to the cleanliness of the waveguide windows, and the effect of 
exposing these windows to a fusion plasma is unknown. 

Not all of the current-drive methods suggested here have enjoyed 
laboratory testing. Some of these techniques, e.g., those relying on a-
particles or intense plasma radiation, are testable only on fusion-grade 
plasma. Other techniques are perhaps too unsure or speculative at present. 
An interesting experiment is being devised now (Gahl et al., 1985) to test 
current generation by minority species heating, but no results have been 
reported yet, A current-drive effect using the fast Alfven wave has been 
reported recently by Goree et al. (1985) and by McWilliants and Piatt (1986). 
This wave has propagation characteristics different from those of the lower-
hybrid wave, yet, in theory, enjoys the same current-drive efficiency. 

B, Early Experiments 
Early experimental efforts paralleled the early theoretical concerns, 

which centered on the possibility in the first place of generating currents 
with waves. Currents of one hundred amperes were generated by Thonemann et 
al. (1952), when 4 kW of rf power was imposed on a glass-confined cold plasma, 
with toroidal chamber dimensions of 9-cra major radius and 2-cm minor radius. 
Similar, but much scaled up, experiments were conducted by' Borzunov et al. 
(1964) and Demirkhanov et al. (1965). Yoshikawa and Yamato (1965) observed a 
current on the C-stellerator in the presence of ion-cyclotron heating. 

Hirano et al. (1971) imposed traveling waves on a glass-tube confined 
plasma, but with the plasma immersed in a toroidal magnetic field, and 
observed current generation maximized when a whistler wave was excited. In a 
similar toroidal device, Osovets and Popov (1972;1976) detected currents as 
large as 3 kA in the presence of a toroidal magnetic field. Here the largest 
currents were observed when compressional Alfven waves were excited. Klima et 
al. (197fl) showed dragging of electrons by waves in a small toroidal device. 

A series of experiments carried out on the Synchromak device (Fukuda et 
al., 1976; Fukuda, 1978) examined in detail, among other things, the radio 1 
distribution cf the current. The Synchromak is a small toroidal device (major 
radius 25 cm, minor radius 5 cm) where a cold (4-10 eV) plasma is immersed in 
a toroidal magnetic field and a small '.'"'•bical magnetic field (see Fig. 
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4.1). Currents of about 200 A lasting 0.2 ms were detected when about 50 kW 
of rf power were absorbed from coils wrapped around a glass section of the 
otherwise stainless steel toroidal chamber. Rather hollow current profiles 
were observed even in the steady state and in spite of good penetration of the 
rf fields. These experiments are reasonably explained using a fluid model 
(Fukuda and Matsura, 1978). 

Theoretical investigations during the period of these early experiments 
(Xlima, 1972; 1973a; 1973b; 1974; 1976; Midzuno, 1973; 1975; Klima and 
Sizonenko, 1975; and Belikov et al., 1982a) focused on the ability of 
monochromatic traveling waves to drag electrons. Expressions were written for 
current generation based on trapping of electrons by the wave. The power 
dissipated was calculated based on a fluid model. Both the theoretical and 
experimental investigations centered on the regime <ii/k|i<v<p where it was 
assumed that the current-drive effect was maximized. Bickerton et al. (1972) 
raised serious concerns about this regime with regard to toroidally trapped 
particle effects, putting in doubt the Optimistic calculation by Wort (197D. 

These early experimental and theoretical programs established in many 
ways the existence of rf-driven currents and the transferability of wave to 
electron momentum. Electrons were assumed to flow as a fluid, and indeed in 
the experiments this was largely so, since w/k| < Vj was the regime studied. 
Following these programs, the attractiveness of the regime u/k.>>Vj was 
recognized in a theoretical model (Fisch, 1978) in which the fluid model was 
not employed, and later in confirmatory theoretical treatments (Klima and 
Longinov, 1979), although the undue emphasis placed on momentum input was not 
dispelled until fully two-dimensional effects (Fisch and Boozer, 1980) were 
appreciated. 

C. Lower-Hybrid Wave 
Favorable theoretical predictions concerning the efficiency of driving 

currents in the regime <j/kj>vT, and the possibility of building tokamak 
reactors using this regime, stimulated experimentation on the lower-hybrid 
wave. That the lower-hybrid wave in particular could, in fact, deposit 
momentum in fast electrons was first observed on a linear device (McHilliams 
et al., 1980; 19&1; Wong, 1979), on an octopole device (LaHaye et al., 1980), 
and on small toroidal devices which were operated with a toroidal magnetic 
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field but no induced current (Wong et al., 1980; Kojima et al., 1981). These 
early experiments confirmed that current generation was possible not only with 
the waves previously reported on the Synchromak and other devices, but was 
also possible with the lower-hybrid wave which tended to interact with fast 
electrons. It remained unsure, however, whether the lower-hybrid wave could 
operate as intended in a tokamak, in more important parameter regimes, and 
with the theoretically predicted efficiency that had provided impetus for the 
experiments in the first place. 

Experiments on tokamaks are complicated by the presence of an inductive 
current in addition to the rf-driven current. On toroidal devices in which 
there is no dc electric field, the mere detection of current in the presence 
of wave injection is indicative of a noninductive current-drive effect. On 
tokomaks, this is not so, since there is naturally a toroidal current, and 
just heating the electrons at constant loop voltage lowers the resistivity and 
increases the current. This occurs in the absence of any noninductive effect, 
so the unambiguous observation of a noninductive current-drive effect is more 
difficult in tokamaks. 

The generation of noninductive current in tokamaks and other toroidal 
devices is generally deduced from changes in the loop voltage, for which there 
are two independent measurements. One method is to measure directly the 
voltage across the ceramic break in the vacuum vessel. This voltage may then 
be equated with the loop voltage at the plasma periphery. An alternative 
method employs a coiled conducting loop, called a Rogowski coil (see 
Fig. 4.1). The axis of the coils encircles the minor cross-section of the 
tokamak (the center of the loop coincides with the center of the minor cross-
section}. The poloidal magnetic field, B B, external to the plasma then 
threads these coils, so a measureable voltage is induced along the loop 
proportional to BB^/at. The line integral of B e gives us, by Ampere's law, 
the toroidal plasma current. Also, using Faraday's law, the integral of 
3Bfl/3t over the torus hole gives us the loop voltage at the plasma 
periphery. Note that both measurements of the loop voltage are made outside 
the plasma (the plasma is generally too hot for measurements to be taken 
within it - but see Sees. IV-E and IV-F), and neither measurement gives the 
current or loop voltage profile. 
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To deduce the noninductive current-drive effect, the loop voltage V is 
related to the toroidal current I by 

2 
V - - - — f — 1 + V (4 1) 
y I dt l 2 ' vext v • " 

where L is the plasma inductance and V „ x t is a voltage applied by the external 
transformer circuit. The current can be divided into 

I = I 0 H + I R F , (4.2) 

where 1 ~ is the rf-induced contribution and I Q H is the ohmically induced 
current given by 

Sp 
where R g is the Spitzer conductivity (Spitzer and Harm, 1953; Cohen, Spitzer 
and Routley, 1950). Assuming that the plasma current and the plasma 
inductance are approximately constant, a change AV in the loop voltage may be 
found from Eqs. (4.1) -(4.3) to obey 

v a0H "Sp 
where ARc D is the change in the Spitzer conductivity that might arise due to 
the rf heating. From Eq. (4.4), it can be seen that a drop in the loop 
voltage {AV < 0) can be associated with the presrnce of current-drive if no 
heating has taken place (Ahg- = 0). The first lower-hybrid current-drive 
experiments made use of this reasoning (Yaraamoto et al., 1980; Maekawa et al., 
1981; Nakamura et al., 1981; Luckhardt et al., 1982; Gormezano et al., 1983) 
taking pains to argue that changes in either the resistance or in the 
inductance could not account for the loop voltage drop. An example oC this 
data is reproduced from Yamamoto et al., (1980) in Fig. 4.2, but note that the 
loop voltage is not entirely reversed and L/Rs_ > T r f , where T r f. is the 
duration of the rf power. Further confirmation of the current-drive effect 
was obtained in experiments in which the loop voltage drop was correlated with 
the phasing of the wave. Luckhardt et al. (1982) showed that waves traveling 
in the direction of the induced electron drift contribute far more to the 
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current than do waves phased to travel in the opposite direction, as shown in 
Fig. 1.3. The increase in current in the counter-traveling case is presumably 
due to the heating effect. Additionally, performing these experiments on 
Versator, a slightly smaller tokamak, Luckhardt et al. succeeded both in 
reversing their loop voltage and achieving ip - L/R, . 

These experiments were informative, but not conclusive. It was still not 
clear how much current was generated due to heating and how much due to the 
current-drive effect. In the Versator experiment, the temperature was 
observed to decline during intense current-drive, but it was as though a 
preformed, ohmically induced tail was necessary for the current-drive 
effect. In the experiment by Maekawa et al. (1981), the loop voltage was 
actually reversed, but for a duration less than 2 ms, and in a plasma in which 
the electron velocity distribution was determined to be far from Maxwellian. 
For short times, the loop voltage measurement taken at the tokamak periphery 
is not a reliable indicator of the loop voltage in the plasma interior, where, 
presumably, the current is driven. 

A series of experiments on the PLT tokamak in Princeton countered these 
doubts concerning the lower-hybrid ourrent-drive effect. Bernabei et al. 
(1982) and Hooke et al. (1982) reported sustaining an rf current of 150 kA for 
3 seconds in the absence of a loop voltage. In early experiments on PLT, the 
discharge was initially confined by an ohmic current before the rf power was 
injected. In a very encouraging experiment reported by Jobes et al. (1984), 
both the plasma and the current were initiated without the aid of the ohmic 
transformer coils. A current of over 100 kA was generated by the rf waves 
alone. The "start-up" experiment demonstrated conclusively the lower-hybrid 
current-drive effect. Additionally, it allowed tokamak reactor designers to 
view seriously the current-drive apparatus as having either the purpose >f 
sustaining a transformer induced discharge, or of initiating a transformer-
sustained discharge, or possibly of replacing the transformer coils 
altogether. The advantage of initiating the current with rf waves is that the 
valuable volt-seconds of the transformer coils are saved until the plasma is 
hotter, rather than expended on the initial colder plasma which requires a 
higher loop voltage to sustain the current. Thus, the waves might be useful 
in prolonging the pulses in otherwise ohmically sustained reactors; 
additionally, the waves would help to heat the plasma to ignition. 
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Nonetheless, despite these possibilities, the primary hope remains to use the 
waves to achieve truly steady-state currents. 

While the PLT data exhibited agreement between theory and experiment, 
these experiments were performed at relatively low density (n < 10 ^ cm"^). 
Higher density experiments, more relevant to the reactor regime, were 
performed on the Alcator C tokamak at MIT, and, in particular, the theoretical 
efficiency scaling J/Pd - 1/n was confirmed by Porkolab et al. (1984b) in a 
more interesting (high density) parameter regime as reproduced in Fig. 4.4. 
In these experiments a normalized efficiency J/Pj = 50 was reported, and found 
to 'je consistent with theoretical estimates usi.ig the modeling code (which 
included the propagation of the waves) of Bonoli et al. (1983). 

The high-density operation of the current-drive experiments on the 
Alcator C tokamak was possible because of the relatively high frequency (4,6 
GHz), the high magnetic field (11 T), and the relatively high power {1.1 MW) 
employed. In general, it has been observed that efficient current-drive is 
obtained only when K>/U>LH > 2, where u>LH is the lower-hybrid frequency (tuyj -
11)̂ /(1 + tufje/a|), where u , is the ion plasma frequency). A systematic 
experimental study of this observation (Mayberry et al., 1985) suggests that 
there is no absolute density limit for the current-drive effect, but that when 
u/uj^? 2, the lower-hybrid power tends to be deposited in ions rather than in 
electrons. Recently, Knowlton et al. (1986) characterized thj tail energy 
content and confinement properties of lower-hybrid-current-sustained dis
charges on the Alcator C tokamak. 

Confirmatory evidence of the lower-hybrid current-drive effect has been 
reported by a number of other experimental groups. In a series of experiments 
in the Petula tokamak (Gormezano et al., 1985), there were observed large rf-
driven currents, consistent with theoretical predictions and over a wide 
parameter range of density, magnetic field, and waveguide phasing. The effect 
was reported also on the loffe FT-2 tokamak by Budnikov et al. (1984) and on 
the JAERI JFT-2M tsVamak by Uesugi et al. (1985). Lower-hybrid waves were 
used to initiate and sustain ("start-up") the current on the Nagoya T-IIu" 
tokamak (Toi et al., 1984), Significant in this experiment was the long pulse 
width of the rf power compared to the L/R S p time of the tokamak. 
Additionally, the turn-on time for the current was found to be in rough 
agreement with Eq. (2.33). Start-up was achieved also by using an electron-
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cyclotron wave (ECW) produced target plasma (Kubo et al., 1983; 1984) in the 
Kyoto HT-2 tokamak. Shimozuma et al. (1985) have numerically simulated the 
Kyoto experiments using quasilinear theory. Successful lower-hybrid current-
drive experiments w,-re carried out on the Kurchatov T-7 tokamak (Alikaev, 
1983; 1985), where, recently, lower-hybrid start-up was achieved in an ECH 
initiated plasma. Measurements of the hard x-ray emissions in the PLT 
experiments [von Goeler et al. (1985); Stevens et al. (1985)] showed that 
energetic tail electrons were distributed in velocity space consistent with 
quasilinear theory (see Fig. 2.Hb). 

D. Converting Wave to Magnetic Field Energy 
The most compelling evidence for the theory of steady-state current-drive 

came, ironically, from experiments in which the current was either increased 
(ramp-up) or not quite maintained (ramp-down) by the injected lower-hybrid 
waves. The idence was compelling because the steady-state problem was 
embedded in the larger problem of current-drive in the presence of a dc 
electric field. Thus, data obtained under very different plasma conditions 
could be related and combined to support a single theory. 

During steady-state current-drive, rf power is injected into the tokamak, 
maintaining the current, but this power is eventually lost as heat. During 
current ramp-up, the current increases and, consequently so does the storage 
of poloidal magnetic field energy, H, where W = LI £/2. The important 
efficiency parameter during ramp-up is the ratio of the electric power flowing 
into the magnetic field, P ,, to the power absorbed by the resonant electrons, 
P j n (see Eq. 2.62). Under steady-state conditions, P e^ = 0, and this 
efficiency is zero. Nonetheless, this efficiency is intimately related to the 
efficiency commonly used for steady-state operation, i.e., J/P^j, since we have 

J_ _ li"1 (1 !eii ( 4 5 ) 

P. E-0 lEP, J • V H - 5 ; 

d in 
This suggests that P e]/Pi n is the more general efficiency parameter, and that 
the problem of accumulating experimental evidence for the theoretical 
prediction of J/P^ might be alleviated by broadening the parameter space on 
which evidence is defined. 
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The ramp-up results on the PLT tokamak (Stevens et al., 1982; Motley et 
al., 198H; Jobes et al., 1985) were remarkable in that a large fraction of 
incident rf energy appeared to have been converted to magnetic field energy. 
Figure 4.5, reproduced from Jobes et al. (19fi5), shows the ramp-up 
phenomenon. A raw measure of the efficiency, given by W7P r f, ia shown in Fig. 
t|.6t where ft = d (LI2/2)/dt and P r f is the incident of power. This raw 
measure of the efficiency, which differs from the efficiency defined here 
( P e i / P i n ) , can be seen to approach 20J. That a fifth of the incident energy 
is converted to field energy is viewed as notable, espejially in light of 
various inefficiencies that are unavoidable in these experiments. These 
inefficiencies arise, for example, because a fraction of the rf energy may be 
launched in the wrong direction, may be scattered off various plasma 
inhomogenieties, or, for other reasons, may not be absorbed by the intended 
electrons. 

This significant experimental finding served as an impetus for a theory 
of current-drive in the presence of a dc electric field CFisch, 1985; Fisch 
and Karney, 1985). Very close agreement between the theory and experiment was 
shown by Karney et al. (1985). The method of comparing theory and experiment 
bears examining in some detail, in part because of the unusually close 
agreement over a wide parameter range, and in part because of the very narrow 
specificity (in order to isolate the critical mechanism) in what was actually 
compared. 

First, we review briefly the major microscopic physical processes we seek 
to describe. Electrons absorbing wave energy and momentum may slew down 
either by colliding with the background plasnu, or by decelerating under the 
effect of the dc electric field as depicted schematically in Fig. 4.7. In the 
former instance (Region A in the figure), the wave energy is eventually 
dissipated as heat and P ej/Pi n + 0. In the latter instance (Region B), the 
background plasma does not participate; hence, by energy conservation all 
energy must go into the field, i.e., ?ei/Pin * 1- These regimes correspond, 
respectively, to v/v R <<1 and to v/v 3 >>1, where the runaway velocity v R, 
given by Eq. (2.56), serves to divide these two regimes. The Landau 
resonance, v ( « v_ h (v p h'= «i/k|,), determines which regime applies. 

Tt is advantageous, therefore, to use high phase-velocity waves (v h 

large; or, alternatively, to try to ramp-up quickly (v R small). Quick ramp-up 
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might be achieved by operating at low density or at high rf power (we avc'.J 
discussing, for the moment, the cost of high power operation). Unfortunately, 
if v n/Vp is too large, the resonant electrons tend to run away, since 
R{v/v R), given by Eq. (2.54), rapidly increases with v/vR for v>v R. In the 
PLT experiment, even if only a small fraction (1?) of the resonant electrons 
were to run away yet remain confined there would be a significant diminishing 
of the efficiency (Valeo and Eder, 1985). An electron decelerated by the dc 
electric field first gives up its kinetic energy to the field, but, as it 
changes direction, i.e., as Vi, passes through zero, it is then accelersted as 

backward runaway to higher kinetic energy at the expense of the 
electromagnetic field energy. Therefore, the regime v-^/Vp >>1 must be 
avoided if there is to be both efficient energy conversion and good particle 
confinement. 

It turns out that between the regimes of collisionai inefficiencies 
(v/Vr; small) and rf-induced runaways (v/vp large), there exists an 
intermediate regime where efficient energy conversion is possibJe without 
inducing too many runaways. This conclusion may be reached by observing Figs. 
2.7 and 2.8. The PLT experiment evidently operated in this favorable regime. 

To relate the experimental observabxes to the theoretical analysis, we 
express the data in terms of the critical dimensionless parameters, Pe]/Pjn 
and v n / v R , that characterize the theoretical results. To carry out this 
program, first note that the circuit equations give 

Pel = « + | - - P e x t • ( i (- 6> 
sp 

which can be understood easily oy inspecting the schematic power flow 
diagrammed in Fig. 4.8. Some fraction n of the rf power P * that is injected 
at the plasma periphery is absorbed by resonant electrons in the plasma 
interior. The absorbed power, P^n, then flows, as argued above, either into 
heating the bulk electrons (and, on a longer time scale, into heating the 
ions, too), or into increasing the storage of poloidal magnetic field energy, 
W, This stored inductive energy, in turn, flows by ohmic heating (V /Rg ) 
into the bulk particles. Alternatively, the inductive energy can be exchanged 
through mutual inductance with an external magnetic field necessary for plasma 
equilibrium, or, if connected, the transformer circuit that provides the usual 
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toroidal current in tokamaks. Power flowing from an external circut into the 
tokamak is represented in Fig. 4.8 by P e xtF an<J EQ- (1.6) follows accordingly. 

The right-hand side of Eq. CJ.6) may be Measured experimentally or 
reasonably surmised. The dimensi-nless parameter P

e ] / P i n
 m a v t n e n °s 

formulated in terms of experimental observables by using, together with Eq. 
(H.6), the expression for P i n 

P. = nP * • (1.7) 
m rf 

The input power, ?r^, is generally a known quantity, and the fraction 
absorbed, TJ, nay be calculated in principle by means of a numerical code that 
solves the propagation and damping equations for the waves. The other 
critical riimensionless parameter, VT^/V^, <"ay also be expressed in terms of 
experimental observables; the runaway velocity, v^, is dependent on the loop 
voltage and the density, which are measurable. 

The calculations of v p n make use of the parallel index of refraction, n«, 
at the plasma periphery, which is determined through a Fourier analysis of the 
launched spectrum. As the waves propagate into the plasma interior, the index 
of refraction at the point of power absorption is generally upshifted by some 
factor 6, so that 

vph = c / nll f i ' < I'- 8 1 

where c is the velocity of light, n^ is given by the waveguide phasing, and 6 
may be determined by solving the propagation and damping equations for the 
waves. 

The experimental data from PLT, which included a large (over 250) number 
of shots with various values of density, waveguide phasing, and rf power, were 
plotted by Karney et al. (1985) in terms of P e]/P rp and v p h/v f t as reproduced 
in Fig. 4.9. Based on x-ray emissions, the ion charge state was chosen to be 
5. The relatively small scatter in the experimental data, when plotted in 
this way, is strongly indicative that the critical dimensionless parameters 
were correctly identified, and the resemblance of the daca to curves shown in 
Fig. 2,9 shows that a reasonable theoretical interpretation is at hand. 
Karney et al. (1985) noted that the absorption fraction n and the ^-upshift 
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factor 6 could reasonably and most simply be assumed to be constants, in which 
case they merely serve to scale the axes in Fig- 1.9 without changing the 
shape of the curves. The theoretical fit in Fig. 4.9 was then chosen by 
optimizing over choices of n and S. This optimization procedure did not 
detract from the very close agreement (only two adjustable parameters in 
fitting over 250 points), while it made it possible to compare the theory and 
experiment without solving the wave propagation equations. In solving these 
equations, further debatable assumptions would have had to be introduced in 
the model of the plasma, and further debatable choices would have ha to be 
made in the theoretical treatment. The theoretical treatment ignored also the 
presence of runaway electrons, which, in view of thd powerful agreement, would 
appear to be justified. 

The data in Fig. 4.9 correspond to several different current-drive 
regimes, and serve to corroborate at once the current-drive theories derived 
for these regimes. The point v DU/VD = 0 corresponds to steady-state current-
drive, where the ramp-up efficiency vcnishes. The second derivative of the 
theoretical curve, taken at the origin, however, is the steady-state 
efficiency (J/P^). The regime |v D n/vp| << 1 corresponds to a small electric 
field, uhere the rf-induced so-called "hot conductivity" theory holds. The 
regime v p h/v R > 0 corresponds to current rarop-up, whereas the regime v p h / v R < 
0 corresponds to the case where rf power is either insufficient or is 
misdirected so that the current decreases. Interestingly, in this latter 
regime, P g l < 0, which means that power flows from the field energy into 
kinetic energy of resonant electrons. The close fit of the data over all 
these regimes clearly indicates solid confirmation of the theories. 

Moreover, the two free parameters r\ and B, are in fact related through 
the wave damping mechanism. Heavy damping should accompany large upshift 
(because bulk electrons become resonant). The fact that the values for these 
parameters that optimize the numerical fit are also consistent with the 
quasilinear damping mechanism can be viewed as further confirmation of the 
theory. 

Other experiments on current ramp-up have j.lso been shown to agree with 
the theories of current-irive efficiency. Leuterer et al. (1985) ramped-up 
the current in the ASDEX tokamak at a rate of 50 kA/sec by injecting 675 kW of 
lower-hybrid power. Ramp-up experiments we^e also performed on the MIT 
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Alcator C device, and the data were plotted {as in Fig. 4.9) in terms of the 
dimensionless parameters P e^/Pi n and v p n/v R (Porkolab, Varenna, 1985). In 
these experiments, performed at higher density, the parameter v p n / v R was 
generally smaller than in the PLT experiments, and the theory of hot 
conductivity alone was sufficient to explain the data. 

Because the efficiency of converting wave energy to poloidal field energy 
depends only on the ratio v p h/v R, we may contemplate easily how to extrapolate 
the favorable results achieved on PLT to ramp-up current on larger devices. 
In this regard, a useful formula is 

M I a _ . 5 . E 1 MA_ ( U * 
dt In R/a sec * l 4 , * ; 

where E 1 is the electric field in units of volt/meter. To maintain the PLT 
parameter regime we keep both E/n and v.y approximately unchanged from the PLT 
experiment, so that both the efficiency and the wave damping can be reasonably 
extrapolated. An example given by Fisch and Karney (1985) gives E = 0.6 V/m, 
n = 5 x 10 1 2om~^, T = 1 keV, and Z = 1 in ordar to ramp current to 10 MA in j) 
seconds in a large tokamak (L = 8pH). Assuming then a 339 efficiency, 40 HH 
of rf power is required. 

In designing such ramp-up possibilitiess Eq. (1.9) is used to relate the 
ramp-up rate to E, the electric field, while to maintain the PLT regime, E is 
farther related to n. The power required to maintain the ramp-up may be 
written as 

2 
D ^ - ^ , (1.10) rf " eff x T n ' 

ramp 
where eff is the conversion efficiency, P ej/Pi ni and T r a m _ is the current 
ramp-up time. Thus, less power need be used if the ramp-up is slow ( T r a n j p 

small), but then to maintain similar efficiency, the density must be kept 
low. At high density, but the same ramp-up rate, somewhat faster waves may be 
employed, but then the plasma must be hotter in order to absorb these waves. 
The danger in hotter plasma is that there may be significant energy loss due 
to Joule heating. This implies that the plasma must be kept resistive, and a 
short bulk energy confinement time is necessary (about 30 ms in the above 
example). In the above example, care was taken not to produce backward 
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runaways. If, however, some method of removing these runaways were possible, 
then somewhat higher efficiencies could be obtained by employing higher 
v ./Vp. Alternatively, should the backward runaways lose energy to 
collisionless instabilities, their effect would be mitigated. This latter 
possibility was studied recently by Chan et al. (1966). 

E. Launched and Absorbed Waves 
One of the curiosities of lower-hybrid current-drive experiments has been 

that the spectrum launched at the plasma edge often appears not to be slow 
enough to interact with a substantial amount of resonant electrons. From hard 
x-ray measurements (e.g., Bernabei et al., 1982), it is known that many very 
energetic electrons are created, with energies as large as 200 keV in a 1 keV 
plasma. This is consistent with the presence of very fast parallel phase 
velocity waves in the spectrum. The presence of many of these electrons, 
however, also implies a wave spectrum that extends into the bulk of the 
distribution function that can interact with less energetic electrons, on the 
order of only several keV. The apparent absence of low parallel phase 
velocity waves in the exciting spectrum, i.e., waves that could extend the 
resonant region in velocity space into the plasma bulk, has been termed the 
problem of the "spectral gap." Several researchers have contributed ideas on 
hot' waves, that apparently have not been launched at the plasma periphery, 
appear nonetheless in the plasma interior to "plug this gap." 

One possibility is that there is an upshift in the k|-spectrum merely as 
a result of a focusing effect, possibly in conjunction with multiple 
reflections of the lower-hybrid wave before it is absorbed (Bonoli et al., 
1984; Englade et al., 1983). Wnat is conserved as waves propagate from the 
tokamak periphery to the tokamak interior is by axisyometry only the toroidal 
mode number. Solutions of the ray tracing equations (e.g., Ott et al., 1979; 
Ignat, 19B1), reveal that there is a significant variation in k, as the wave 
propagates towards the interior. This is due to two effects: at smaller major 
radii the toroidal wavelength decreases due to focusing, and at small minor 
radii, the parallel wavelength, to the extent that the parallel direction 
coincides with the poloidal direction, decreases due to a radial focusing 
effect. The result is an explanation of the "spectral gap" problem based 
entirely on linear propagation theory; the possiile difficulty with this 
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e^planation occurs only to the extent that the ray-tracing trajectories are 
often very sensitive to the initial conditions of both wave and plasma, and 
the number of reflections can become large. Results of a numerical code using 
the ray-tracing equations together with models evolving the electron 
distribution function and the plasma current (Valeo and Eder, 1985) show that 
minority hydrogen ions could explain a density limit to current-drive 
experiments conducted in deuterium plasmas (Stevens et al., 1982). The 
numerical code also gives a reasonable picture of ramp-up experiments. 

One result of the ray-tracing calculations is that it makes a difference 
where on the torus periphery waveguides are placed. The importance of 
waveguide placement was brought out in experiments by Lloyd et al. (1983), who 
showed how launching the waves from the side rather than the top of the 
tokamak could lead to better coupling to the electrons. Bernabei et al. 
(1986) performed confirmatory experiments on the Princeton PLT tokamak, and 
showed that to some extent launching faster waves at the top can reduce the 
discrepancy in the coupling. 

Alternative explanations for the spectral gap involved nonlinear effects 
(Canobbio and Croci, 1984), which could broaden the resonances, i.e., the 
extent to which u - k.v. = 0 neeo be satisfied exactly. It is also possible 
that, as the wave passes through a turbulence layer on the periphery of the 
tokamak, it could be scattered in angle off local inhomogeneities in the 
parallel direction (Ott, 1979; Andrews and Perkins, 1983; Andrews et al., 
1985*. Some properties of the equation that describes this effect are 
discussed by Fisch and Krusdal (1980). If the initial distribution of waves 
were tc cause a large anisotropy in the distribution function, the plasma 
could be unstable to other waves that would seek to diminish the extent of the 
anisotropy. Such instabilities often occur during low density tunic 
discharges with large runaway or slide-away current (Parail and Pogutse, 
1976). (A fine examination of the slide-away regime in an ohmic discharge, 
but relevant to the parameter regime most useful for current-drive was 
per formed on Asdex (Fussmann et al., 1981.) It has been suggested that such an 
instability could excite low parallel phase velocities that plug the gap (Liu 
et al., 1982; Parail and Pereverzev, 1983; Liu et al., 1981; Chan et al., 
1984). Its presence is thought to explain, for example, lower-hybrid wave 
experiments on the FT tokamak (Santini et al,, 1984). Other nonlinear effects 
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In current-drive have been brought out by Chan and Liu (1985). A treatment of 
the effect of low-phase-velocity components of the wave spectrum, however 
generated, is provided by Succi et al. 0984). 

The Parail-Pogutse instability appears to have been observed in several 
current-drive experiments, where it has also been quenched by the simultaneous 
application of electron-cyclotron waves to the plasma. (Luckhardt et al., 
1962; Mae lea wa et al., 1983; Nakamura et al., 1984.) These waves presumably 
isotropize the distribution function enough to stabilize the low parallel 
phase velocity modes. In a steady-state reactor, however, this instability 
will not be present because the distortion of the distribution function is 
relatively small; it involves relatively few electrons and these electrons are 
only several times as fast as thermal electrons. In higher density, higher 
temperature, or more completely steady-state experiments, this instability is 
not observed to occur. For example, on high-density experiments on Alcator C, 
instabilities appear only after the rf power is terminated (Porkolab, 1984). 
In such experiments the distortions to f are similarly not dramatic. 

Recent experiments by Ando et al. {1986) on the WT-2 tokamak also 
employed both lower-hybrid and electron-cyclotron waves, and exhibited a 
dependence of the current-drive efficiency and the current ramp-up rate on the 
location (bulk or tail) of the ECH-heated electrons. The reason here is 
unclear; confinement properties of the heated electrons may be important. 
Such confinement properties, incidentally, have been investigated recently 
under similar but not identical conditions by Luckhardt et al. (1986) on the 
Versator tokamak. 

Two observations may be in order here. First, the latest theoretical 
work exhibits a shift in emphasis from establishing the existence of the 
current-drive and other physical effects to understanding often complicated 
experiments. More complete and complicated wave and particle transport models 
are then often needed [see, e.g., Dnestrovskij et al. (1983); Parail et al. 
(1985).] Second, as difficult as it may ueem to relate in tokamaks the 
absorbed to the launched spectrum of waves, the problem in tokamaks is still 
far «ore tractable than in other devices where the current-drive effect may be 
useful. A recent theoretical study of current-drive using electron-cyclotron 
waves in spheromaks was performed by Yoshioka et al. (1986). 
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F. Observation of Neutral Beam Currents 
Currents driven by neutral beams were observed by Start et al. (1978). 

These observations were made on the Culham Levitron, a small, cold, toroidal 
plasma confinement device in which the poloidal magnetic field is generated by 
an internal superconducting toroidal current ring. The major radiu3 is about 
30 cm and the minor radius is about 6.5 cm. Experiments are carried out with 
temperatures in the range of only several eV. This allows probes to be 
inserted directly into the plasma to measure the local current and 
temperature. The Levitron is not a design for fusion reactors, which are too 
hot to permit the internal ring. As a device for basic physics experiments, 
however, the Levitron is an eminently suitable device. The ability to measure 
local currents was especially helpful in discerning currents driven by 
electk**n-eyclotron waves near the cyclotron resonance (Start et al., 1980). 

Neutral hydrogen beams, with energy of abut 8.5 keV were injected into a 
hydrogen plasma with typical parameters 2 * 10 1 1cm~3 < n < 1.5 x 10 1 2cm"^ and 
1 eV < T e < 4.7 eV. The beams were pulped on a time scale (kHz) long compare 
to current penetration plasma induction times, which are only about 30 usee 
for such cold plasmas. Since Zb = Z i t the primary current-drive effect should 
vanish if vfa << v T e, while in the limit v b » v T e , net current would flow in 
the beam direction. In the experiment, however, the beam current was 
cancelled by an electron backcurrent for T e as low as 4.7 eV, which still is 
in the regime v b / v T e * 40. This is a result that could not be explained 
either by trapped electrons or a direct (Z > 1) pla-ana, since these effects 
tend only to decrease the electron backcurrent. The quizzical result might be 
explained either by a collisionless mechanism that slows down the beam ions, 
or by a large distortion of the electron distribution function. 

The first measurement of a beam-driven current in a tokamak was made by 
Clark et al. (1980) in experiments on the Culham DITE tokamak. The DITE 
tokamak has major radius R = 1.17 .-a and minor radius a = 0.26 m and operates 
with a toroidal current of somewhat less than 250 ka. The experiments 
consisted of injecting atomic hydrogen b?ams with energies up to 24 keV into 
deuterium or helium target plasmas. The presence of the beam-driven current 
was then inferred from a drop in the loop voltage. 

These experiments confirm the presence of the beam-driven current, 
although only the parameter regime Z b < Z, was investigated. The loop voltage 
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drop could not be accounted for merely by plasma heating, although no 
overdrive data (flV > V) were taken. The experiments appear to be explainable 
by theory, and trapped electrons appear to play a negligible role. 

In these experiments, about half of the toroidal current (half of 250 kft) 
appears to be beam driven. It appears, too, that the electron countercurrent 
is as much as a half the injected beam current, which would be consistent, 
using Eq. (3.12), with a Z e f f = 2 background plasma. 

G. Currants Driven by Electron-Cyclotron Waves 
Start et al. (1982) observed the electron-cyclotron wave current-drive 

effect on the Culham Levitron device, che same device on which they had 
observed neutral-beam-driven current (see previous section). Up to 120 W of 
rf power were injected into the Levitron from the low field side of the device 

11 1 

(large major radius). Plasma conditions were in the range n = 3 * 10 em" 3 

and T * 7.5 eV. 
The primary result was the observation of the effect. This experiment 

was well-suited to observe the effect because the plasma was cold enough that 
internal probes could be used to obtain a current profile. Currents were 
observed to flow in opposite directions near the cyclotron resonance layer to = 
fl^(x). where x here measures distance from the torus axis of symmetry (i.e., 
along the major radius). As a function of x, » e is monotonically decreasing, 
so that as waves with, say k. > 0 enter the torus, they are first absorbed by 
electrons satisfying V| = [in - J e(x)J/k ( > 0, but once the wave crosses (at 
some critical x ) the so-called resonance layer, then only electrons 
satisfying V| < 0 absorb energy from the wave. In the event that the wave is 
attenuated only nildly in one pass through the plasma, the absorption should 
be very nearly symmetric (only the nonrelativistic equations apply here) with 
respect to xfi, so that, according to the theory [Eq. (2.25)], nearly equal, 
but,'1 .'oppositely flowing, currents should be generated on either side of x„. 
Thus, by obtaining the current profile, this artifact of the theory could be 
observed. 

Start et al. observed the current to depend linearly on injected power, 
and inversely with density, again as would be predicted by theory. In 
addition, the current per power dissipated was observed to depend linearly on 
electron teaperature. This, too, would be in agreement with theory provided 
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that the damping of the wave take place at a characteristic resonant velocity 
that scales linearly with v-j.. This is eminently likely since, at low levels 
of power, v/Vrj. is the only dimensionless parameter that governs the damping 
process. The experimental findings are summarized by Figs. (4.10) and (4.11). 

The net plasma current generated obeyed an efficiency of about 30 mA/W, 
which is reasonably consistent with theoretical expectations too. It should 
be remarked, however, that the plasma parameters attained here are very far 
from what is required in the useful implementation of the electron-cyclotron 
wave current-drive effect. It is heartening, nonetheless, to see major 
aspects of the theory in agreement with the experimental observations, in 
apparent isolation from other competing or complicating processes. 

V. Quasisteady Methods 
A. Introduction 

The original, and still primary, goal of current-drive research is the 
completely steady-state tokamak reactor. There may be advantages, however, in 
generating instead only nearly steady-state currents. These methods are known 
as pulsed, cyclic methods, or as transformer recharging. 

The quasisteady methods have in common a two-phase cycle of operation, 
wherein the rf or other external power is injected for part of the cycle, the 
1Ion11 phase, and then shut off during the "off" phase. The current increases 
during the (rf) on phase and then relaxes during the (rf) off phase. As 
depicted in Fig. 5-1, concomitant with the cyclic injection of power, Mther 
plasma parameters may be caused to vary. These methods seel: to exploit the 
disparity in the resistivity laws. For ohmic current drive, the dissipated 
power obeys P d - J /a, where a - T J /Z. For most nonohmic current-drive 
techniques, P d - nJ. 

Transformer recharging can occur during the (rf) on stage. During the 
off stage, the tokar.iak current may be driven inductively. When the 
transformer volt-seconds expire, the dc electric field reverses direction to 
recharge the primary coil before the field can again point in the same 
direction. In normal pulsed tokamak operation, during the recharging the 
plasma is evacuated. Alternatively, if the plasma is not evacuated a 
nonlnductive current-drive means may be used to maintain the current during 
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the recharging stage. The noninductive current must be greater than the 
equivalent steady-state current, to the extent that it must also cancel the 
ohmic current produced by the reverse electric field. 

The roost straightforward variation of a parameter is to lower the density 
during the {rf) on stage, since the efficiency of noninductive current-drive 
tends to increase with Lower density. The density may then be raised during 
the off stage, since the relaxation time of the current is independent of 
density. This scheme was first proposed in connection with neutral-beam 
current-drive by Bolton et al. (1978) and then elaborated on in connection 
with other schemes of current-drive by Fisch {1981b). 

In this chapter, we present the theory of these quasisteady methods and 
explore the effects of further permutations of parameters. Tm. advantage of 
these techniques is generally lower average power requirements. Not all of 
the advantages of steady-state operation are retained, and a higher peak power 
may be required. 

The technological feasibility of these techniques is not explored here in 
detail. However, one may assume that the composition of the plasma may be 
varied on the time scale in wnich particles are confined, which is in the 
range of several seconds. This is ample time for most applications here, 
which require oscillating parameters only with periods shorter than the plasma 
L/R time, which is in the range of several hundred seconds. The experiment-, 
discussed in Sec. IV.D, exemplifying rf tamp-up, provide support for the 
reasonableness of the suggestions proposed here. 

B. Circuit Equations 
Following Fisch (1982) consider that the total toroidal current density J 

satisfies during the current generation stage 

dJ J Jrf , c ., 
& g 

where i„ = ^/Rc- is the so-called "L over R" time during the current 
generation stage, where L is the torus inductance and R S p

 i s t h e torus 
resistivity during this stage. For constant rf-induced current J f, the 
steady-state current will be reached in the characteristic time T„. During 
the current relaxation stage, there is no driving term to Eq. (5.1) and the 
current obeys 
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r 
where t r = L/S s_ with parameters defined during the relaxation stage so that 
T r is not necessarily equal to T . We envision that the relaxation cycle of 
duration T r alternates with a generation cycle of duration T_. The electric 
field during the generation phase obeys Ohm's law 

E = n(J - J r f ) , (5.3) 

where n is the Spitzer parallel resistivity for the parameters present during 
the generation phase. 

The circuit equations (5.1) - (5.3) are supplemented by the constitutive 
relation 

P . EJ . 
=Si E p - ^ = G(EJ , (5.4) 
*in *in 

where G(E) is the response function for energy conversion efficiency. When 
using fast electrons, it is given by Eq. (2.62). fFisch (1982; uses a 
constitutive relation less precise than Eq. (5.4), and strictly valid only for 
E » 0, but then goes on to derive Eq. (5.5b). The approach we adopt here 
derives the more precise Eq. (5.5a), and shows more clearly the approximation 
involved in writing Eq. (5.5b).] Neglected in these circuit equations are 
mutual inductances with, for example, coils that provide the tokamak vertical 
field, and many other important details of tokamak operation. The approach 
here, however, is expected to yield the main effects. Further discussion of 
model circuits in current-drive problems Is found in Mitarai and Hirose 
(1984). 

The average efficiency is defined-' a3 the time-averaged current over the 
time-averaged power dissipated, :lwhere the time average is taken over a 
complete (generation plus relaxation) cycle. Note that power is absorbed only 
during the generation stage. Using Eqs. (5.1) - (5.4), and considering the 
case when T << Tg, T p « t r, i.e., oscillating the parameters on a time scale 
short compared to the current relaxation time so that Jp«< , J, and E can all 
be considered constant over the generation stage, the average efficiency can 
be written as 
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f = [f)!u(^)(^)l . (5.5a) 
d g rf 

where J 0 is the current minimum (see Fig. 5.1) and J r f is the current that 
would flow were the current to saturate during the generation phase (i.e., 
were T, > t_). In deriving Eq. (5.5a), we assumed that negligible kinetic 
energy is stored in the resonant electrons (but see Sec. 5.5). Note that for 
E -• 0, Eq. (5.4) reduces to the equation for the steady-state efficiency, 
i.e., J/Pd = lim E + 0 [G(E)/E]. In this limit we can write Eq. (5.5a) as 

<h- (jh ii + f V - ^ n ^ j ^ j , (5.5b) 
*d rd g Tg Jrf 

where ^^d\ * s ^ e steady-state efficiency, given plasma parameters 
characteristic of the generation stage. Equation (5.5b) is valid then for 
v/v R << 1) where v is the resonant electron speed. 

Note that if r r = T„, then the average current-drive efficiency Is just 
the current-drive efficiency available during the generation stage, yet the 
plasma parameters during the relaxation stage could be very different. For 
example, the density during the relaxation stage (on which t p does not depend) 
could be much larger than during the generation stage. This is the scheme of 
density oscillation and it has utility in conjunction with any noninductlve 
current-drive mechanism that operates more efficiently in low density than in 
high density plasmas. Most current-drive schemes fall into this category, 
including current-drive with neutral beams and with lower-hybrid waves. 

C. Resistivity Oscillation 
Of particular interest is the case TV >> T . Here, with significant 

overdrive, i.e., J p f >> J 0, and using Eq. (5.5b), the average efficiency takes 
the form 

<f>~-(fo, r - ( 5- 6 ) 

Vd *d g Tg 
from which it is clear that over and above the advantages of parameter 
oscillations of quantities such as the density which do not affect the 
relaxation times -rr and T_, there is a factor of T A to be gained in the 
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efficiency. Since -rr and t are inversely proportional to resistivity, the 
statement is that current-drive can be more efficient either by making the 
plasma less resistive in the relaxation stage or more resistive in the 
generation stage. The first possibility comes as no surprise, but presumably 
T is determined primarily by the parameters that optimize for fusion 
production. During the generation stage, however, there is the opportunity to 
design for current-drive efficiency. It is somewhat surprising that it could 
be advantageous to minimize T_, which is proportional to T-*' /Z. This might 
involve running the tokamak in the counter-progressive downgraded regime of 
dirty (high-Z impurities) and cold, possibly in addition to underdense, 
plasma. 

Hot all current-drive mechanisms can exploit the full T_/T facto;", 
because the steady-state efficiency (J/P^),, might also suffer when T„ is 
minimized. For example, in pushing slow electrons, J/Pd - 1/Z - t_, so the 
two effects cancel and there is no advantage to increasing the ion charge 
state Z during the generation stage. On the other hand, several leading 
current-drive methods could exploit this low-x regime. Two examples are 
offered in Fisoh (1982). 

Consider the class of current-drive techniques that rely on pushing fast 
electrons, such as by lower-hybrid or electron-cyclotron waves. For these 
techniques, J/Pd - (5 + Z) . Then by employing Z = Z during the generation 
stage, we have by Eq. (5.6) 

J J Tr k\_ 
%* = ^ Z = 1 (r (Z=1)) 5+Z ' ( 5' 7 ) 

d d g g 
so that for Z_ •* •=, there is an improvement by a factor of 6 over the average 
efficiency obtained for Z = 1 during the generation stage. 

The second class of current-drive techniques are those that employ 
disparate ion charge states, such as through neutral beams or minority species 
heating. For these techniques, J/Pd - [Z^1 - Z£ 1|, where Z^ is the majority 
ion charge state and Z b is the beam or minority ion charge state. For Z b >> 
Z p we have J/Pd - 1/Z^ which cancels out any advantage associated with 
increasing Z^. Cn the other hand, for Z^ >> Z b, we have J/Pd - 1/Zb, which is 
independent of Z^, so th^ full factor Tr/t_ is available by increasing Z^ 
during the generation stage. 
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The reason that polluting the plasma (increasing Z) helps out is because 
the immediate presence of the noninductive current induces an ohmic 
countercurrent. This countercurrent, which subtracts from the total current, 
is impeded by a more resistive plasma. 

In practice, the effects described here may be employed simultaneously. 
Thus, density, temperature, and ion charge state may be caused to vary at once 
in an effort to improve the average current-drive efficiency. Other means of 
increasing the resistivity during the generation stage, such as by rippling 
the toroidal magnetic field to increase the number of trapped electrons, could 
also be considered. The drawback in all these variations is that while less 
average power might be required, the peak power required is a factor J rr/J 0 

greater than in the corresponding steady-state method. 

As a practical example to illustrate the multiplicative effect in 
simultaneously varying parameters, consider oscillating parameters in a 
tokamak of 8 m major radius and 3 m minor radius. The parameters 
characteristic of the current generation stage are to be n = lO^emT^, T = 1 
keV, and Z = 4.5. The parameters characteristic of the current relaxation, 
fusion power generation stage are to be n = 10 cm , T = 15 keV, and Z = 1. 
The fusion output of this D-T reactor is about 2 GW and perhaps 150 MW of 
continuous lower-hybrid wave power would be required to sustain 8MA of 
current. Alternatively, oscillating the parameters for about 20 seconds in 
synchronism with about 50 MW of rf power could sustain the current for a 
relaxation stage lasting about 1500 seconds. Confinement would then be 
achieved with peak power of 30% and circulating power of Q.5% of the steady-
state case. 

Achieving these parameters might require the injection of perhaps a 50? 
neon impurity concentration during current generation to obtain high Z. Means 
of removing the neon within several seconds would then also be required. The 
electron temperature would also need to be regulated to prevent overheating. 
Note, however, that these ramp-up parameters correspond closely to those 
employed in the very auccessful PLT experiment (Jobes et al., 1985). 

Lost in this scheme are several advantages of fully steady-state 
operation, including the constant heat load to the reactor blanket, the 
constant magnetic fields in the possible presence of superconducting coils, 
and, possibly most important of all, the minimal tampering with plasma regimes 
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present in the true steady-state mode. On the other hand, the ohmic coils may 
not be needed and the plasma need not be restarted entirely afresh with each 
pulse. 

D. Inverting the a-Particle Distribution 

Very quick cycling of tokamak parameters, such as the fusion reaction 
rate, may be equivalent to steady-state operation if the cycling occurs faster 
than the important time constants for temperature changes in the first wall 
and the blanket of the reactor. . It may be the case that other advantages of 
steady operation, such as a lessened tendency for disruptions to occur, 
removal of the ohmic coils, and smaller variations in the magnetic field near 
the superconductor coils may also be present. These thoughts are entirely 
speculative, although it seems reasonable that at some very quick cycling rate 
(perhaps with period of a second or less), the plasma appears to be in an 
averaged steady state. 

Accepting for the moment this possibility, we describe now a speculative 
suggestion for making available free energy in the fusion products to drive 
the plasma current. 

In a D-T tokamak reactor, energetic o-particles (He ) are produced 
through the reaction 

D + T - He4(3.5 MeV) + n(lU.1 MeV) . (5.8) 

This reaction serves a source of a-particles isotropic in a-particle velocity 
space as depicted in Fig. (5.2a). For typical D-T fusion reactor 
temperatures, the a-particles are subsequently slowed down primarily by 
electrons, since typically v T l << v 0 << v T e . The slowing down is independent 
in this regime of the a-particle velocity since the electrons are so much 
faster. The slowing down equations may be written as 

51 - H ^ = « « . " — = ' • 
where in this regime 

9v a/e + 
3t V ¥ . (5.10) 
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The solution to Eq, (5.9) is evidently 

W"*'*^ • vTi « v < v o 
f = 

0 , v > v Q (5-11) 

where the o-particle flux S a is given by 

S a = (P o/E a)/4w 2 , (5.12) 
where P 0 » P f/5 Is the amount of fusion power carried by the a-particles. For 
v * v T 1, the a-partiole distribution, thermalizing quickly with the ion 
distribution, will become Maxuellian. Of the most interest here, however, is 
the 1/v^ dependence of f in the regime v > v^^, as depicted in Fig. 5.2b. 
Because the ct-particle distribution is monotonically decreasing, it may 
effectively damp waves such as the lower-hybrid wave, which may satisfy the 
unmagneti2ed resonance condition w/k * ut/kL = v Q. [This question has been 
raised by Perkins (1982).] For efficient current-drive by lower-hybrid waves, 
it is important to choose the wave characteristics (u and kj) such that 
damping by electrons far exceeds the damping by a-partlcles. 

While there is a worry in steady-state current-drive that a-partieles may 
absorb lower-hybrid waves, consider, instead, a speculative possibility of 
cycling the fusion production of a-partieles. This cycling might be 
accomplished either by altering the ion mix of fusion reagents in the plasma, 
by rf heating of energetic Ions, or possibly by neutral beam injection. 
Suppose that a-particle production is begun, but then stopped in a time t less 
than t , the characteristic slowing down time for energetic a-particles. The 
distribution function for a-particles then assumes the inverted profile 
depicted in Fig. 5.2c. 

It is tempting now to consider exploiting the free energy in the inverted 
distribution. There has been.the suggestion (Fisch, 1985) that lower hybrid 
waves could be amplified by the inverted distribution, much in the same way 
that they are damped by the steady-state distribution. Injecting and 
amplifying waves in one direction becomes a means then of channeling 
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a-particle energy to fast electrons traveling in that direction. 
Unfortunately, this suggestion is mistaken; such waves are not amplified, 
because even a monoenergetic distribution of ce-partiales is mono ton ically non-
increasing when projected onto the direction of the wave phase velocity. A 
more fruitful approach might be to try waves in the ion-cyclotron range of 
frequencies, where the finite gyroradius of a-particles may allow for wave 
amplification. Alternatively, a combination of waves or waves and neutral 
beams might be able to tap this energy. Of course, once the a-partieles slow 
down (T - 1 sec), it would be necessary to suspend temporarily both the 
injection of iower-hybrid waves and the production of new a-particles, so that 
conditions for obtaining a new inversion can be repeated. In practice, 
therefore, the cycling period must be less than the slowing down time of the 
a-particle for maximum exploitation of the effect. 

How useful can this effect be, assuming that both the inversion and its 
exploitation can be accomplished? The available power in a-partioles is 
P f/5. Suppose half of the a-particle energy is extractable and only half of 
the a-particles may participate. This givss 5% of P f as a rough bound to the 
available current-drive power. This is very near the window of utility: if a 
current-drive mechanism normally requires say 30J of Pf- to drive the toroidal 
current, then the a-particle enhancement is not large enough to make the 
scheme attractive; on the other hand, if the mechanism requires only 3$ of P* 
to produce the current, then the a-particle effect is not needed and 
needlessly complicated. In the regime, however, where the mechanism needs 10% 
of the fusion power to produce the current, then the a-part;cle effect can be 
telling, reducing the required injected power by perhaps 50J. 

The ideas here are clearly speculative and vague. Nonetheless, it is 
perhaps worth bearing in mind that unusual distributions of a-particles in a 
fusion producing plasma are possible and might be exploitable, even if not as 
directly as first thought. 

E. RF-Assisted Current-Drive 
There is a preferred order for combining rf and ohmic current generation 

means. Such a combination is often known as rf-assisted current-drive, since 
the rf current supplements the ohmic current to achieve a larger plasma 
current than could be achieved by ohmic means alone. The advantage oi the 
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combination could be to reduce the volt-second requirements, and hence the 
size, of the primary coil. 

The preferred order is first to i'.nject the rf waves in a low density, low 
plasma current plasma, and then to employ the ohmic current in a high density, 
high current and possibly higher temperature plasma. This order is 
advantageous because at constant capital cost rf-driven current is energy 
limited, while ohmic-driven current is flux limited. The inductively stored 
magnetic energy is given by II /2, so that, for example, increasing the 
current from zero to say 1/2 requires 1/3 the energy necessary in increasing 
the current from 1/2 to I. Injecting the rf-energy to provide the first 1/2 
rather than the second 1/2 would therefore require 1/3 of the rf energy. 
Providing this current at lower density might, in addition, relax the rf power 
requirements, since the same energy conversion efficiency P ej/Pi n could be 
achieved at lower ramp-up rates (i.e., since vjj - n/E). 

In some instances, the preferred order may not be achievable, possibly 
because of the cooling requirements on the transformer primary ceil, that are 
more severe jf its U3e is delayed. In such an event, there is a speculative 
possibility to store energy injected into the tokamak during the ohmic current 
stage and then to make use of it during a later rf current stage. 

This possibility relies on the good confinement of runaway electrons. 
Supplying the first half of the current by ohmic means provides, in addition 
to the magnetic stored energy of LI^/2, additional particle kinetic energy. 
Some of that particle kinetic energy is in the forai of heat, but, if the 
initial discharge is at low density, a large amount of kinetic energy can be 
injected into runaway relativistie electrons (typically at 10-20 MeV). The 
fewer and more energetic the runaways, the more stored energy. These 
electrons, if very energetic, store large amounts of energy, but not 
current. When the rf waves are then injected to ramp-up further the current, 
a reverse electric field is induced that opposes both the rf-generated current 
and the confined relativiatic electrons. When these relativistic electrons 
are decelerated by this counter electric field, their kinetic energy is 
converted to inductive energy. The rf energy then required can be as low as 
when the preferred order is usod. The method described here is considered 
speculative, however, because the runaway electrons may not be well-confined 
and storing several MJ of kinetic energy increases the vulnerability of the 
tokanak to disruptions. 
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VI. Reactor Considerations 
A. Introduction 

Methods of driving current are all suggested with application to an 
eventual tokamak fusion reactor in mind. In order to assess the utility of 
these methods, several questions must be answered both with regard to the 
method and with regard to the reactor on which the method is to be 
practiced. The method must operate reliably in a fusion environment and the 
power requirements must be small compared to the fusion power output. 
Additionally, the capital cost of the apparatus must be small. At the same 
time, the reactor must benefit from steady-state operation and, of course, the 
larger the benefit, the more relaxed the requirements on the current-drive 
method. 

A rough and not quite well-defined measure of reactors is the Q value 
that is attained, where Q is defined as the ratio of power out to power in; Q 
> 1 is necessary for viability and Q >> 1 is necessary for economic 
competitiveness. The use of currents produced by nonohraic means is likely to 
limit the attainable Q. Rather than examine the effect on Q in each reactor 
design, we focus on the quantity P^/Pf. For P^/Pf small, the effect on Q will 
be minimal, although Q must certainly be less than Pf/Pj. 

It is difficult to quantify the advantages of nonohmic current-drive. 
Several features were listed in Sec. I-H, but even a rough cost-benefit 
analysis is elusive. The most comprehensive attempt to quantify the advantage 
of steady-state current-drive in reactors was the Starfire reactor study 
(Abdou et al., 1982). This study was commissioned with the objective of 
identifying an economically attractive practical reactor {something like a 
best-case scenario). In this study, the lower-hybrid wave was selected as the 
dr5ver of steady-state current. The reactor was designed to produce a hollow 
current profile, because the plasma was too hot {-17 keV)< to allow the waves 
to propagate to the plasma center. Such a profile is likely to be unstable to 
tearing modes. Mere it possible, however, to maintain a plasma with such a 
current profile, then the efficiency of doing so could be high, because 
peripheral currents flow in a less dense plasma than do central currents. The 
result of the Starfire study, therefore, was a desirable, but highly 
controversial, design. By focusing on a particular realization of what was to 
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be an economically attractive fusion reactor, the Starfire study did 
construct, however, a strong case for the desirability of steady-state 
operation. This point of view is expanded upon by Sheffield (1986). 

To attain more centrally peaked current profiles, Yuen et al. (1980) 
suggest lower density, higher magnetic field operation, so as to allow the 
lower-hybrid wave to be accessible to the plasma center. Ehst et al. (1982) 
present an improved account of the Starfire approach, including a discussion 
of the physics issues regarding stability and integrating the rf system into 
the overall power plant design. 

The utility of nonohmic means of current-drive in reactors may be broader 
than merely providing for steady-state operation. Reiraan (1983) has suggested 
that lower-bybrid-driven currents might be stable to tearing modes, and there 
is now some experimental evidence (Cavallo et al., 1985; Parlange et al., 
1985; McCormick et al., 1985; Soldner et al., 1986) for the suppression of 
sawtooth oscillations in current-drive experiments. Chu et al. (1986) report 
suppression of internal disruptions in inductively driven tokamak discharges 
through the use of lower-hybrid current-drive. These experiments point to 
higher central electron temperatures and better energy containment. 
Rutherford (1985) and Ignat et al. (1985) have suggested that the periodic 
production of lower-hybrid current at the frequency of magnetic island 
rotation may control the island growth. Cho et al. (1986) show that lower-
hybrid current-drive can provide enough current to stabilize relaxation 
oscillations in an electron-cyclotron-resonance-produeed discharge. There 
have also been suggestions to use the current-drive effect to pump impurities 
out of the tokamak (Sperling, 1978; Klima, 1980; Antonsen and Yoshioka, 1986). 

Here, we present the main issues concerning current-drive in reactors, 
with regard to electron-based and ion-based current-drive methods. Electron-
baaed methods rely on the penetration of the tokamak by waves. Trapped-
particle effects make impossible, we think, current-drive by low parallel 
phase velocity waves. The efficiency of schemes which rely on fast electrons 
is then limited in hot plasmas by relativistic effects. Ion-based schemes, on 
the other hand, rely on pushing thermal electrons and, subject to the 
production in the plasma of counterstreaming ion populations, the efficiency 
of these schemes is higher in hotter plasmas. The main problems are 
technological. 
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Both electron-based methods and ion-based methods could be assisted by 
other passive means of current production, e.g., by the bootstrap effect or by 
asymmetric reflection of waves back into the plasma. Additionally, it may be 
useful to employ these methods in a quasisteady manner, as discussed in 
Chapter V, Here, however, we confine the discussion to the major methods. 
Considerations of quasisteady methods in reactors have been made by Ehst et 
al. (1984) and by Singer and Mikkelsen (1982). Here, we focus on the goal of 
entirely steady operation. 

A main conclusion here is that, in terms of efficiency alone, both 
electron-based and ion-based methods are satisfactory, although in each case 
there are other concerns. These concerns include the propagation and damping 
of waves and the development of efficient neutral beam sources. In an attempt 
more to outline the issues than to present reactor blueprints, these concerns 
are left unanswered here, although relevant literature is cited. This 
approach is adopted because even a more thorough consideration now would not 
yield conclusive answers. The message here is that these methods of current-
drive are promising and cannot be ruled out, but they are far from sure. 

B. Electron-Based Methods 
The most extensive experimental investigation and theoretical scrutiny 

has been given to the method of generating current by lower-hybrid waves. 
Accordingly, probably more concerns have been raised in connection with this 
method than any other method, with the result that, in addition to the 
concerns, the method per se enjoys the most confidence. The most difficult 
remaining concern here is whether results obtained on presert -day experiments 
can be extrapolated to the reactor regime, where relativistic effects are 
thought to limit the current-drive efficiency and where penetration of the 
wave to the plasma center may be more difficult to achieve. 

In other respects, the method of accelerating fast electrons, either by 
lower hybrid waves or by other fast waves, appears eminently viable. The rf 
power may be generated efficiently (70? electric to rf power is typical) and 
may be brought conveniently to the tokamak by means of waveguides. The 
fraction of the tokamak wall area that need be taken up by the waveguides is 
small, perhaps \% if modest demands on waveguide capabilities are assumed {-
20 MW/m ), and possibly an order magnitude lower for state-of-the-art 
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waveguides. This calculation is arrived at by noting that the neutron wall 
loading, H, is at most 2-4 MW/m . The wcveguide power required to sustain the 
current can then be written as 

Pwg -" O/" DKH/0.8){A/A w g>(P d/P f) , (6.1) 

where riD is the fraction of rf power absorbed and A w e/A is the fraction of 
available wall area devoted to the waveguide openine. Since the current-drive 
efficiency must in any event b'i designed for circulating power P^/Pf less than 
10%, and rip -c 1 is quite reasonable, the modest demand on the waveguides 
themselves results. 

In order for the lower-hybrid v:ave to be accessible to the tokamak 
center, its parallel phase velocity must not be too large. This condition may 
be expressed approximately as 

n(| 5 ck | (/ u > 1 + 0.66^/T^ , (6.2) 

where n,, is the parallel index of refraction, Bjirf is the ratio of plasma to 
magnetic pressure in units of 4? (a typical value), and TJQ is the electron 
temperature normalized to 10 keV. While the necessity for accessibility of 
the wave represents a lower bound on the index of refraction or, equivaiently, 
an upper bound to the parallel phase velocity for the lower-hybrid wave, the 
requirement that the plasma not absorb all the wave energy before the wave 
penetrates the plasma center implies that too low a parallel phase velocity is 
also not possible. Low parallel phase velocities imply an inte-action of the 
wave with the bulk of the electron velocity distribution, which more easily 
absorbs the wave power than does the tail of the distribution {where there are 
fewer electrons). The damping of the wave can, in principle, always be made 
manageably small if the spectrum of waves could be focussed in only a narrow 
range of parallel phase velocities. Fewer resonant electrons iivply a smaller 
damping rate, since the velocity distribution of electrons, once a quasilinear 
plateau is formed, is unaffected by higher wave power. It is unclear, 
however, whether such focusing can be achieved; it would require more 
waveguides and it would be more susceptible to processes that tend to spread 
the spectrum. An example of such a process is the deflection of the entering 
lower hybrid waves by drift wave turbulence at the plasma periphery. 
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Although reactors require more current and, hence, more rf power than 
today's experimental tokamaks, effects nonlinear in the rf power will actually 
be less likely to occur in reactors. This implies the absence of some 
possibly worrisome effects. There are several reasons why such effects are 
less likely to occur. Because reactors are larger, the current density J, 
which scales as B_/a, can be smaller given constant peripheral poloidal 
magnetic field B but larger minor radius a. Lower current density then 
implies lower rf power density. The current density may be written as 
J = -env D l where v n is the electron drift velocity. Because the density and 
temperature in reactors is relatively high, together with the fact that the 
current density is relatively low, the parameter v n/v T will be small. This 
parameter is a measure of the distortion of the electron velocity distribution 
function from a Maxwellian distribution {which tends to be stable). The same 
reasoning leads to small distortions of the distribution function when all of 
the current is assumed to be carried by high energy electrons. Because the 
reactor plasma is hot and dense, resonant electrons are numerous and fast so 
that only relatively few and mildly energetic electrons {in comparison to 
thermal electrons) need carry the current. 

For example, a variety of nonlinear parametric decay effects are 
sensitive to the parameter {E i/B)/{T e/m l) 1 /' 2 (Porkolab, 1977). When lower-
hybrid waves are employed to sustain the current in a reactor plasma, this 
parameter can be shown (Fisch, 1978) to be approximately 6n»^(v0/(o ,)(a/R), 
which is quite small and indicative that parametric effects are likely 
absent. Other nonlinear effects that may concern us include resonance 
broadening {Dupree, 1966), which has also been shown to have little effect for 
parameters of interest here {Kritz et al., 1981). Some present-day 
experiments are thought to exhibit large enough asymmetry in the electron 
distribution function so as to excite the Parail-Pogutse instability (e.g., 
Liu et al., 1985). This effect does not always occur in present-day experi
ments, and there is some debate concerning its importance when it might 
occur. However, in any event, in a steady-state reactor, the electron 
anisotropy would be far too small to support this instability. 

The efficiency of current-drive by a narrow spectrum of lower-hybrid 
waves, taking into account both relatlvistic resonant electrons and reactor 
regime background temperatures, was exhibited in Fig. 2.12. The relevant 
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electron temperfture regime for first generation D-T reactors is 1 < T 1 0 < 2, 
and in order to resonate with sufficiently many electrons to produce the 
required current, the waves must have wave phase velocities in the vicinity 
u/k. = K.5 v.y. For T.|0 = 1, this corresponds to a wave refractive index n« = 
c/(ti)/k«) = 1.8 and co resonant electrons of about 100 keV. From Fig. 2.12, we 
have approximately 

F - = ^ l 1 + I l H B i . h l
s 1 - 8 ' 1 ^ 1 0 < 2 . 5 ) . (6.3a) 

Note that waves with nri < \.8 satisfy the accessibility condition, Eq. (6.2), 
for typical B in the indicated temperature range. 

In many experiments, it is believed that electrons with energy on the 
order of 200 keV have been excited. Waves that resonate with these electrons 
would have a parallel index of refraction n,, « 1.1). Such waves have parallel 
velocity u/k|| = 1.5 v T for electron temperature T 1 0 = 2, so that for T 1 0 > 2, 
there are sufficient resonant electrons to produce the needed current. For 
such a parameter regime, we have from Fig. 2.12 

. 1.1+0.2(Tlri-2.5) « m n = 

F" i ^ f S f ' "| "I-*. 2 < T , 0 < 5 > - <6-3b> 
Mote that waves with n,| = 1.4 satisfy the accessibility condition, Eq. (6.2), 
for typical 6 in the indicated temperature range, although this temperature 
range is unlikely for first generation D-T fusion reactors. 

It is important to bear in mind that the application of Eqs. (6.3) is 
limited also by the ability of lower hybrid waves to penetrate the plasma 
center. Here, we must be guided by ray tracing and other wave propagation 
studies and by experiments employing different launch structures. Although we 
discount as unlikely the possibility of unwanted effects nonlinear in the 
lower-hybrid energy, linear effects such as given by the ray-tracing studies 
or scattering by plasma turbulence may prove worrisome, but conclusions now 
are premature. 

Other waves, with different propagation characteristics, may be brought 
to bear on fast electrons. The efficiency possible using electron-cyclotron 
waves is only somewhat lower than that available with lower-hybrid waves as 
indicated in Fig. 2.11. Reactor possibilities utilizing this wave have been 
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explored by Firestone et al. (1985). Electron-cjclotron waves, which are free 
space waves, may more easily penetrate the plasma center. The technology of 
generating these higher frequency waves continuously and efficiently is 
considerably more difficult. In addition, these waves tend to deflect away 
from high density plasma. A third wave that interacts with high velocity 
electrons is the fast wave. This wave, like the lower-hybrid wave, diffuses 
electrons in the parallel direction, and so enjoys the same efficiency of 
current production. In addition, high power, high efficiency sources are 
available. The propagation characteristics differ from both the cyclotron 
wave and the lower-hybrid wave, and so this wave may penetrate where the 
others fail. Theoretical calculations of current-drive employing this wave 
were performed recently by Andrews and Bhadra (1986). Also Ehst et al. (1986) 
calculate the propagation of this wave consistent with the magnetic 
equilibrium arising from the wave-generated current. Again, however, firm 
conclusions are not yet possible and there is no experimental evidence in 
tokamaks for the current-drive effect using this wave. 

C. Ion-Based Methods 

Ion-based methods of steady-state current-drive include current-drive by 
neutral beams or by other schemes that exploit counterstreaming ions. These 
other schemes produce or maintain the counterstreaming Ion populations, for 
example, by minority species heating or by direct rf-heating of the injected 
ions. 

The overall efficiency, E^j., of producing current by neutral beams might 
be expressed as 

Eff = ( I / P ) * "ads " "beam • < 6 * ^ 

where I/P represents the current-drive efficiency given by Eq. (3.14), n a d s 

is the fraction of the beam absorbed near the plasma center, and n b e a m is the 
efficiency of producing the beam. This last term is important because the 
maximum efficiency tends to occur at energies (several MeV) for which the 
technology of high efficiency sources (r> b e a m high) is presently only in a 
developmental stage. 
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A comprehensive study of the optimization of steady-state beam-driven 
*-.okatnak reactors was performed by Mikkelsen and Singer (1983). Here, we limit 
ourselves to discussing the important scalings and trade-offs. 

The fraction of beam energy that is usefully absorbed, fiahS> is a 
sensitive function of the plasma density, the plasma size, and the beam 
energy- Mikkelsen and Singer find that for INTOR {an International Tokamak 
Reactor study) parameters (n - 10 cm , R * 5.3 m) the optimum beam 
absorption occurs for beam energies of 1 to 2 MeV/amu. For denser or larger 
plasmas, the beam energy would have to be larger in order to penetrate the 
plasma center. For less dense or smaller plasmas (not a typical reactor 
regime), the beam must be less energetic, or else it would merely pass through 
a relatively transparent plasma. 

To appreciate the scaling for neutral-beam current-drive, or, more 
generally, all current-drive schemes that exploit counterstreaming ion 
populations, let us reiterate a rough derivation of the current-drive 
efficiency, I/P. The leading order effect is 

J/Jb = 1 - Z b/Z ± , (6.5) 

as given in Eq. (3.13). A crude measure of the power dissipated is given by 

P d = ,n bm b V2/2 = V b J b ( v f • v^ / e]/2eZ b , (6.6) 

where \>g and v"/ e depict slowing down rates of beam ions on, respectively, 
bulk ions and bulk electrons. Thus 

,2/ 

A V v
s
 +vs K 

(6.7) 

Now v ^ 1 - 1/Vj*, while \ig/e ~ 1/T| / 2 (and is independent of v b ) . Therefore, 
the efficiency J/Pd is maximized when v j ^ 1 - v^e, which implies that the 

1/3 
maximum efficiency occurs at some v b = v#, where v» - T e . Typically, v« -
10 VT.II corresponding to several MeV in a reactor plasma (T, > 15 keV), For 
v b < v», J/Pd ~ v§, and for v b > v«, J/Pd - 1/vb. Using v„ - li\/2 and 
v s ' v s " ne zlr Te ' i f c c a n b e s e e n t n a t ( e x c eP t £°r a fairly insensitive 

http://Vt.ii
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dependency on m b and m p , the optimum efficiency scales as given in Eq. 
(3.14), namely I/P - Te/nR. 

The regime v^ < v« presents an important trade-off: decreased current-
drive efficiency [~(vb/v#)2] vs. increased beam production efficiency n^eam, 
since less energetic beams can be produced more efficiently. The regime v b > 
V), is of marginal interest, since both the current-drive efficiency decreases 
(-vn/Vf,), and these more energetic beams are even more difficult to produce 
(smaller T)^eam) • Unless the plasma were so dense or so large that a less 
energetic beam could not penetrate, this regime is not of particular interest 
for driving current. 

Note that the efficiency (I/P) of current-drive by neutral beams can be 
quite large near v b = v# [Eq. (3.14]]. Moreover, since thermal electrons 
contribute to the effect, the favorable scaling with electron temperature 
persists even at higher temperatures, for example, when supertherraal electrons 
become relativistic. The primary concerns with this method are the production 
and absorption of the beam ions. These concerns encompass both the 
efficiencies of production and absorption, as well as the maintenance of 
hardware in a fusion environment. Neutral beam sources must be placed close 
to the reactor, and since, as opposed to rf waveguides, bends and windows are 
not permitted in the structures that deliver the beam to the plasma, the 
source itself may be subject both to direct bombardment by fusion neutrons and 
to contamination by tritium. Additionally, for tangential injection, the 
neutral beai.; source must itself be oriented tangential to the tokamak, which 
can add to the shielding difficulties. 

Should it be possible to produce or maintain these beams by rf waves, 
some of these concerns could be alleviated. The beam could be optimized for 
penetration only, for example, while rf waves might then accelerate the 
injected beam. Note that in the scheme of minority specits heating, where the 
beam is produced entirely by rf waves, the efficiencies naj,s and %eam may be, 
effectively, quite high, while the technological problems associated with 
neutral beam injectors are absent. Note too, however, that the current-drive 
efficiency, I/P, of minority species heating is less than that attainable 
directly with neutral beams, and the scheme relies upon physics of the 
injected wave. Methods of producing counterstreaming ions, or maintaining 
counterstreaming ions, wiih waves do share with the neutral-beam method the 
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same attractive sealing with electron temperature. A fair summary is that 
there may be considerable advantages associated with using waves in this 
manner, but using these waves is still untested and speculative. 

Let us compare generating current by neutral beams with generating 
current by lower-hybrid waves. In a first generation D-T reator, operating at 
about 20 keV, both methods may yield an efficiency as high as 0.5 amp/watt. 
The possibility exists that the lower-hybrid current-drive efficiency could be 
a factor of 2 higher should lower n, waves penetrate the tokamak. The 
efficiency of producing neutral beams as energetic as several MeV, however, is 
likely to be considerably smaller than the efficiency of producing lower-
hybrid waves. A second distinguishing concern is the plasma purity. The 
neutral beam current-drive effect relies here on an impure plasma, say 
effective ion charge state Z e f f = 2, if deuterium beams are to be employed. 
Such impurities contribute to the plasma pressure and are confined at the 
expense of the fusile hydrogen. It may be, however, that such impurities are 
in any event unavoidable. The effect of such impurities on the lower-hybrid 
current-drive efficiency is slight; e.g., nonrelativistically the efficiency 
scales as 1/(5+Z e f f). The remaining comparisons concern the possible 
individual problems associated with each method: on one hand, whether the 
neutral beam apparatus can withstand the reactor environment and wheth-j- the 
energetic ion sources can be developed; and, on the other hand, whether lower-
hybrid waves can successfully propagate to the plasma center. At present, the 
experimentation on the lower-hybrid method is far more advanced, and, in the 
best of theoretical worlds, wave current-drive is preferable. However, 
insurmountable problems associated with either method cannot be ruled out. 

D. Steady-State Reactors 
Ehst et al. (1985a) compare steady-state and pulsed operation, including 

quasisteady-state methods, with particular concentration on costs associated 
i 

with thermal fatigue in the first wall, the limiter or divertor, the breeder 
material, and the blanket structure. In addition, the capital cost associated 
with thermal storage between pulses is examined. A companion paper (Ehst et 
al., 19B5b) considers the mechanical fatigue of structures associated with the 
magnetic fields and compares reactors with different burn cycles. Ehst et al. 
conclude that burn pulses longer than one hour should be sought because of 
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costs associated with thermal and mechanical fatigue. Additionally, unless 
plasma disruptions can be guaranteed by other means to be rare (less than once 
in 1<F pulses), to release little energy (less than 200 J/cm ), or to be 
directed away from the first wall, they are likely to be a dominant issue. 
Steady-state operation is thought to be helpful in reducing significantly the 
likelihood of occurrence of these disruptions. Ehst et al. set a goal of 
0.49/Ri A/W for the efficiency of current generated by noninductive means. 
The meeting of this goal, expressed by Ehst et al. as 0.07 A/W in a 7 m major 
radius reactor, then implies that the steady-state tokamak with current 
provided by the nonohmic means is to be preferred over the conventional pulsed 
tokamak. 

The raw criteria of 0.07 A/W is, in principle, attainable either by 
electron-based or by ion-based methods. The theoretical maximum no doubt, 
however, will not be attained because of various inefficiencies such as those 
arising from unwanted reflections of the waves or the lack of a perfect 
endfire antenna or waveguide array. 

On the other hand, there are some possibly helpful effects not accounted 
for in the present calculations. The most hoped for effect is the so-called 
neoclassical bootstrap current (Bickerton et al., 1971). The theory of the 
bootstrap current is that sources of charged particles or heat at the magnetic 
axis produce toroidal current as the particles or heat flow towards the plasma 
periphery. The effect has not been verified experimentally. Were it present, 
however, the bootstrap current in a fusion plasma might provide more than half 
the required current, halving or more the noninductive power requirements. 

Additionally, these calculations have not taken into account passive 
current-drive effects, such as arising from the asymmetric reflection of 
plasma radiation or the asymmetric loss of a-partieles. Any current arising 
from these effects, while not likely to provide the total required current, 
reduces the amount of additional current required of the nonohmic current-
drive means. 

All noninductive current-drive schemes appear to work best in low 
density, large, high temperature reactors. The scaling is derived as 
follows; By Ampere's equation, to produce a poloidal magnetic field B , a 
uniform current density, 
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J = 2B /v Qa , (6.8) 

is required. 'Tokamaks are thought to operate best in the regime 
n(T +TJ+E 

where E a is the a-particle pressure. The fusion power density in a D-T 
reactor is given approximately by 

P f = 8.8 x 10 5 n ^ (3T 1 Q-2) W/m 3 , 1 < T 1 Q < 3 . (6.10) 

Taking e p = R/a, and using Eq. (6.8) and Eq. (6.9) neglecting E a, it is 
possible to write Eq. (1.5). A convenient formula relating the normalized 
efficiency J/Pd (J normali2ed to -envT and P d normalized to v 0nm ev|) to the 
current/power I/P used in Sec. V L B and VI.C is 

Accordingly, £q. (1.5) for the fraction of circulating power can be written in 
an alternative notation as 

P 0.3 T 
pf - ( i / P ^ ^ ^ j i / a ^ ^ , - 1 < T 1 0 < 3 (6.12) 

and I/P is given in amps/watt, e.g., from Eqs. (6,3) or Eq. (3.W). 
Optimization of tokamak parameters is a separate art in itself. From 

Eq. (6.12), it is apparent that large, high temperature tokamaks minimize the 
circulating power required for steady-state operation. Low density is desired 
because it allows the temperature and size to be large, keeping the wall 
loading and magnetic field constant. For example, we can write the 
approximate relation 

a^jj (3T 1 0-2) = 10 H/(3.5 MW/m2) , (6.13) 

where H is the wall loading (power of fast fusion-produced neutrals per wall 
area). Large wall loading is efficient for energy conversion; too large 
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implies deterioration of the wall (H < 3.5 MW/nr is a typical design 
parameter). While large reactors may be relatively cheaper, in terms of 
circulating power, to operate continuously using noninductive currents it is 
also true that these tokamaks could anyway operate in somewhat longer pulses 
using inductive means. Such consideration may be moot, however, in view of 
the preference at present for smaller tokamaks {e.g., Design 1 in Table 1). 

Application of noninductive current-drive techniques to later generation 
tokamak reactors, relying on reactions other than the D-T reaction, is 
unlikely. This is because the fusion cross sections for these reactions are 
much smaller, so in order to extract the same fusion power density, these 
reactors tend to be designed much denser. 

E. Conclusions 

The purpose of this review has been to summarize recent exciting 
developments in the theory of current generation. One must hesitate before 
pronouncing on the utility of these techniques for steady-state tokamak 
operation, because there is not yet experimental evidence of these effects in 
reactor regimes, because the eventual tokamak reactor design is itself still 
unclear, and because there is not even a guarantee that the tokamak reactor 
would be useful but for the problem of steady-state operation [see e.g., 
Lidsky, (1983)> for a somber appraisal of tokamaks]. 

It does appear, however, that powerful techniques exist for producing 
continuous current in reactor plasmas. Several nicely crafted experiments 
have established the underpinnings of the theory of current generation by 
lower-hybrid waves. Other methods, too, enjoy favorable prospects. Research 
is underway in finding uses for these currents in addition to continuous 
operation and in exploiting the theoretical constructs that have been 
developed to quantify these effects. 

Although it may be premature to pronounce on the future of steady-state 
tokatnak operation based on noninductive means of current generation, it is 
timely to be enthusiastic that the now extensive scrutiny to which these 
methods have been subjected, as reviewed here, has failed to uncover fatal 
flaws. The continuance of this trend bodes well for the steady-state tokamak. 
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FIGURES 

Fig. 1.1 Waves injected into a tokamak (schematic). Tokamak magnetic field 
has two components: a toroidal component encircling the torus hole 
and a poloidal component encircling the minor cross section. Wave 
energy is absorbed by resonant particles. 

Fig. 1.2 Apparatus for injecting waves into tokamaks. The lower-hybrid 
grill, is a phased array of waveguides. The ion-cyclotron 
resonance heating (ICRF) apparatus is a phased array of current 
loops. The electron-cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) horn is a 
flanged waveguide pointed tangentially into the torus. 

Fig. 1.3 Schematic representation of the TFTR tokamak with neutral beam 
injector. 

Fig. I.J* Two regimes for current-drive: parallel acceleration of slow 
electrons with Alfvfin waves and parallel acceleration of 
superthermal electrons with lower-hybrid waves. 

Fig. 1.5 (a) Contours of steady-state electron velocity distribution f when 
lower-hybrid waves are injected with parallel phase velocities 
between three and five times thermal velocity v™. (b) Surface of f 
(truncated at low speeds). (Karney and Fisch, 1979). 

Fig. 1.6 Reported steady-state current by lower-hybrid waves vs. year. 
Initials correspond to various tokamak facilities. (Hooke, 1984). 

Fig. 1.7 (a) Pushing electron along path S from velocity space location 1 to 
velocity apace location 2. (b) Current carried by electron as 
function of time and initial coordinate. 
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Fig. 1.8 Schematic illustration of lower-hybrid wave coupling from a 
waveguide to the plasma, propagation through the plasma, and 
eventual absorption by the plasma. Plasma density n and plasma 
temperature T increase with distance into the plasma. Magnetic 
field B is perpendicular to density and temperature gradients. 
This wave, a mode of the plasma, cannot propagate in the free space 
region at the periphery; it may be scattered by a turbulent region; 
and it propagates through the plasma along characteristic 
"resonance cones," with well-defined boundaries, and with electric 
field E polarized in the direction of propagation. 

Normalized efficiency J/Pj as a function of average w in a narrow 
spectrum for small S . The waves exist only for x < 1. Open 
circles denote cyclotron damping and closed circles denote Landau 
damping. Lines show the theoretical prediction of Eq. (2.25), 
(Karney and Fisch, 1981). 

The parallel distribution function F(w), for the case shown in 
Fig. 5. In (b) the vertical scale has been magnified tenfold over 
that in (a). The dashed line in (b) shows the initial Maxwellian 
distribution, {Karney and Fisch, 1979)-

Fig. 2.3 A plot of logeJ against K = w^/2 - logeifi(wt-w2)/(8ir)1/2]. The 
dots give the numerical results. The line is the prediction of the 
1-D theory given in Eq. (2.30), (Karney and Fisch, 1979). 

Fig. 2.4a Comparison of the bremsstrahlung emission from numerically computed 
(solid lines) and analytically given (dashed lines) electron 
distribution function for the case w 1 = 5, w 2 = 8, Z = 1, and T = 5 
fceV (Fisch and Karney, 19fl5). 

Fig. 2.14b Bremsstrahlung emission in the PLT experiment at h\j = 100, 200, 
300, and 400 keV in an approximately 1 keV plasma. Solid lines 
slow bremsstrahlung emissions from a distribution function that is 
a numerical solution of the Fokker-Planck equation. Parameters 
employed in the numerical solution are consistent with experimental 
observables (Stevens et al., 1986). 

Fig. 2.1 

Fig. 2.2 
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Fig. 2.5 Steady-state distribution functions for D~i => with w 1 = 4 and w 2 = 
5- Figures (a) and (b) show the cases of electron-cyclotron waves 
and lower-hybrid waves, respectively (Karney and Fisch, 1981). 

Fig. 2.6 The streamlines of the flux, S, for the case shown in Fig. 5. 
Equal amounts of flux flow between adjacent contours {Karney and 
Fisch, 1979). 

Fig. 2.7 The runaway probability RCia = vVv R) for Z = 1. Parts (a) and (b) 
show R on two different scales. In (a), the contours are equally 
spaced at intervals of 0.05. In (b) the lowest 7 contours are 
geometrically spaced at intervals of 101'-' between 10"^ and 10" ; 
the remaining contours are equally spaced at intervals of 0;05 as 
in (a), {Karney and Fisch, 1986). 

Fig. 2.8 The energy imparted to the electric field by the stopped electrons, 
W s(3 E v7v R), f°" Z = 1. The innermost contours are equally spaced 
at intervals of 0.005 between -0.05 and 0.05. The remaining 
contours are equally spaced at intervals of 0.05 (Karney and Fisch, 
1986). 

Fig, 2.9 Efficiency for lower-hybrid current-drive (a) and for electron-
cyclotron current-drive {b), {Karney and Fisch, 1986). 

Fig. 2.10 Contour plots of x(p") for Z = 1 and (a) 0 = 0 and {b) 0 = 0.01. 
The contour levels are evenly spaced with increments of 50 
qpj!/m2r. The higher levels are on the right [i.e., ax(p)/3P|| > 0 ] , 
(Karney and Fisch, 1986). 

Fig. 2,11 Efficiencies for localized excitation for (a) Landau-damped waves 
(parallel diffusion) and (b) cyclotron-damped waves (perpendicular 
diffusion). The different curves show the efficiencies for 
different temperatures as indicated by 0. In all cases Z = 1. The 
top scale gives the kinetic energy of the electrons. The right 
scale gives the efficiency for a plasma with n = 102"m~3, logA = 
15, and major radios R = 1 m. Here, v c = r/m2c^, (Karney and 
Fisch, 1986). 
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Fig. 2.12 Efficiencies for a narrow Landau spectrum as a function of phase 
velocity v_. The curves correspond to the various values of 0. In 
all cases Z - 1. The top scale gives tl e parallel index of 
refraction n. = c/vp. The right scale gives the efficiency for Lhe 
same conditions as in Fig. 2.11. 

Fig. 3.1 (formalized J/P^ vs average normalised parallel phase velocity w a. 
The three cases considered are Landau damping (open circles), 
magnetic pumping (x's), and Alfven waves (closed circles) in the 
limit D Q L » 0. The solid lines are rsugh seraianalytic fits to the 
data (Fisch and Karney, 1981). 

Fig. 3.2 Schematic representation of current-drive by electron trapping and 
detrapping. Trapped electrons are located between slanted lines. 

Fig. 3.3 Current-drive by perpendicular heating at mirror throats. 

Fig. 3.'4 Scheitiatic representation of contours of response function g for (a) 
homogeneous plasma, and (b) in toroidal geometry (fintonsen and Hui, 
1983). 

Fig. 3.5 Wave-induced diffusion along nearly constant energy contours in 
velocity space. Diffusion is from low energy to high energy along 
the contours marked by arrows, but taking place only at the 
resonant regions denoted by vertical lines. 

Fig. 3.6 Schematic representation of current-drive by counterstreaming ion 
populations in frame of reference of zero ion curient. (a) One ion 
species (say hydrogen, 1, - 1) with beam velocity v^ much greater 
than electron thermal velocicy v T e . (b) Counterstreaming ions with 
disparate ionic charge states. 

Fig. 3.7 Ratio F of net current to fast ion current as a function of v|/v^ 
fcr Zgffv = 2 and several values of e (Start et al., 1980). 
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Fig. 3.8 Wet current times plasma major radius per megawatt of injected 
neutral power as a function of electron temperature for deuterons 
injected into a 1:1 deterium/tritiura (D-T) plasma. The upper set 
of curves are for Z eff = 1 and the lower set for Z e F f = 2. Curves 
are for beam energies of 40 and 160 keV and for E = 0.03 and 0.1. 
The electron density is 1 x 10 cm' 3 (Start et al. t 1980). 

Fig. 3.9 Current-drive by asymmetric wave heating of minority species ions 
with ion charge state Z > 1 in hydrogen plasma. Hydrogen thermal 
velocity is denoted by v-pj. 

Fig. 3.10 Thermoelectric effect by plasma heating adjacent to pellets (Fisoh, 
1984). 

Fig. 3-11 Phased pellet injection. Shadow effect is maximized for pellet 
spacing satisfying ix = azv^e/v_ (Fisch, 1984). 

Fig. 3.12 Asyrametric reflection of synchrotron radiation. 

Fig. 4.1 Schematic diagram of the Synchromak device {Fukuda, 1978). 

Fig. 4.2 Typical plasma shot with B = 14 kG and 90° phasing between 
waveguides. The solid lines show the shot with the rf power on 
(top frame) and the dotted lines show the typical shot with no rf 
power added. The third frame from the top exhibits the loop 
voltage crop; the bottom two frames show electron-cyclotron (I c) 
and hard x-ray (H x) emissions, (Yamamoto et al., 1980). 

Fig. 4.3 (a) Superimposed signals with and without rf power: One-turn loop 
voltage (V L) 0.8 Wdiv., total current O t ) 8 kA/div., rf power 30 
kW/div. (b) Loop voltage with dl/dt = 0 at high rf power: loop 
voltage 0,4 V/div., total current 4 kA/div. (baseline suppressed), 
rf power 30 kW/div. (c) Current Increment AIfc normalized to rf 
power transmission coefficient T as a function of array; phase 4<t> 
with a 4-msec rf pulse. Plasma parameters, Ifc = 30 kA, n = 2 x 
10 1 2cm" 3, B - 8 kG. (Luckhardt et al., 1982). 
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Fig. 4.4 Steady-state current-drive efficiency at B = 8 Tesla. (a) Line-
averaged density times current vs. power. (b) Efficiency vs. 
density. {Porkolab et al., 1984). 

Fig. 4.5 Current vs. time at n = 2.2 x 1012cm~3 at different rf powers. 
{Jobes et al., 1985). 

Fig. 4.6 Efficiency W'/P r f vs. injected rf power P r f [where W = 
(d/dt)(Li2/2) - P e x t ] for I = 200 kA and a range of other 
parameters. {Jobes et al., 1985). 

Fip. 4.7 Current ramp-up regions (schematic). Electrons accelerated by 
waves in colllsional region A lose incremental energy to plasma 
heat. Electrons accelerated in collisionless region B are 
subsequently decelerated primarily by the do toroidal electric 
field. 

Fig. 4.8 Power flow (schematic) in rf ramp-up experiments. 

Fig. 4.9 pel / prf vph / vR f o r 2 5 ° P L T s n o t s - T h e r f power P r f varied from 0 
to 300 kW, the density n from 1.5 * 1 0 1 2 to 6.0 x 10 1 2cm" 3, the 
plasma current I from 150 to 400 kA. Three waveguide phasings were 
used, 60»(«), 90°(+), and 135°<#). (Karney et al., 1985). 

Fig. 4.10 Current vs. probe position. Inset: coil signals for rf input above 
and below the ring. (Start et al., 1982). 

Fig. 4.11 Current per unit power times density (in units of 10 V ' ) vs. 
electron temperature. (Start et al., 1982). 

Fig. 5.1 Cyclic oscillation of plasma parameters synchronous with injection 
of rf power P rf or other external power source designed to drive 
nonohmic current. 
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Fig. 5-2 Current-drive by exploiting a periodic inversion of the 
distribution of a-particles are born at 3.5 MeV (a) and tend 
towards a roonotonically decreasing energy distribution (b). For 
short tiroes, the a-particles temporarily assume an inverted energy 
distribution (c). 
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